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Abstract

Nonmonotonic reasoning enables the simulation of a very human property: the ability to make a correct
reasoning with inconsistent, uncertain, incomplete information.

This domain has been largely studied in Artificial Intelligence for many years. Many systems, often
ad-hoc, have been defined. The most reliable systems, from the reasoning quality point of view, are
very expensive in time and also in space. My first works in thisdomain were dedicated to this point:
the subject of my PHD Thesis has been a comparative study of some inference relations using temporal
complexity and some other criteria. Precisely, the studiedproblem was the deduction in aconsistency
restorationframework: as starting point, aninconsistentknowledge base is given, representing an agent’s
knowledge, then we select somepreferredand consistentsubbases of the initial base, and we define
nonmonotonic inference relations using the results obtained with the classical deduction process on the
preferred subbases.

The mechanisms used in this context are often simple: a conclusion is kept if “all the subbases agree with
this conclusion”, or if “at least one subbase agrees with this conclusion”, or if “at least one subbase agrees
with this conclusion and none of the subbases agrees with thenegation of this conclusion”. Therefore,
in a first step, I have proposed a generalization of this notion of nonmonotonic inference relation using
a mechanism of vote in order to obtain more intuitive conclusions but also sound conclusions (I did not
want to infer at the same time a conclusion and its negation);among the new relations obtained in this
new framework, one can find a relation which infers a conclusion if “the majority of the subbases agrees”.

An important part of nonmonotonic reasoning can be easily translated in a problem of conflict resolution.
So the next part of my work has been the study of conflict resolution using a specific point of view: what
are the basic principles used in conflict resolution? They can be very different: optimality of the solutions
with regard to set-inclusion, respect of preferences over knowledge, . . . .

Generally, solutions of a conflict resolution problem are sets of knowledge on which classical deduction
can be applied and these solutions are mutually in conflict. Very naturally, this property leads us to the no-
tion of arguments and attack between arguments, and so to a specific type of reasoning, “argumentation”,
based on exchange and valuation of interacting arguments. This process can be decomposed into several
steps: creation of the arguments, identification of interactions between these arguments, valuation of these
arguments, selection of arguments considered as the most acceptable and then choice of conclusions of
the argumentation system (for instance, which can correspond to a nonmonotonic inference).
Argumentation allows the modelization of interactions between rational agents, so it is a tool for making
nonmonotonic reasoning over a group of agents, and not only over one agent.
In this framework, my work is focused on a generalization of aparticular argumentation system: the ab-
stract system proposed by Dung. The following aspects have been pointed out: “valuation” of arguments,
their “acceptability”, use of “bipolar” interactions, “merging” or “revision” in argumentation and also use
of argumentation in order to makepractical reasoning.



This part of my work is very important in terms of devoted time, so it also will be important in term of the
number of pages in this document.

Eventually, the final point presented in this document will be about a specific part of Logic and Game
Theory: Boolean games. In these games, I have reused the notions of logic and preferences and I have
highlighted some new links between argumentation and games.
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Synthesis of my work

Context

I do my research in the “Plausible reasonings, Decision and Proof Methods” team (RPDMP) at IRIT in Paul Sabatier
University (UPS) in Toulouse. This team is specialised in the formalisation of mechanisms for plausible reasoning
and decision making (for instance, maintaining or restoring consistency, reasoning under uncertainty, . . . ). My works
belong to this framework and mainly concern the handling of inconsistency. Let me introduce this concept in a few
words.

One of the aims of Artificial Intelligence is the study of the methods enabling the manipulation of knowledge in
order to perform reasoning (deduction of information, explanation of facts, decision . . . ). Classical logic is a very
usual and suitable tool in this domain as long as the knowledge is consistent. But, it becomes insufficient when the
knowledge becomes inconsistent or incomplete, uncertain (so, one talks about belief); for example, using inconsistent
information, with classical logic one can deduce anything!Nevertheless, the manipulation of this kind of information
is essential in order to formalize and to automate “common sense” reasoning. In this case, it may be necessary to call
old conclusions into question because of the presence of newfacts, and also to make a choice between several opposed
propositions; this is the nonmonotonic aspect of the reasoning. In this context there exist at least three main points
which can be taken into account in order to classify my works:

How to handle an inconsistent base? Does one have additionalelements in order to solve conflicts?

Generally, when one must handle an inconsistency, three different methods can be considered:

onetries to avoid it, with mechanisms which really remove the inconsistencies from the base; this may be
done gradually, as information arrives (this is belief revision); this may be also done if information arrives
from distinct sources (this is knowledge merging);

onerestores consistency, i.e, one identifies someinformation subsetswhich are consistent (here, the main
idea is the fact that these subsets represent possible states of the world) and one applies classical deduction
on them; in this framework, there exist several methods which depend essentially on the way in which
one identifies theconsistent subsets; in this case, the initial information set1 remains unchanged but one
reasons using its consistent subsets;

oneaccepts inconsistency; in this case, one needs new kinds of languages (nonmonotonic logics, paracon-
sistent logics, . . . ); here too, the initial information setremains unchanged and it is completely used for
reasoning.

Of course, the distinction between these three methods is not so clear. For instance, some works have historically
been defined in the context of inconsistency acceptation butthey also can be defined as a method of consistency
restoration in the largest sense of this concept.

1I use the term “information set” in a very general sense. In a logical context, it can be viewed as a synonym of the notion of (knowledge or
belief) base. In a more informal context, it can be used for pointing out a set of different elements which are used for reasoning (informal sentences
in natural language, . . . ).

1



This is the case of argumentation. Initially, argumentation in AI has been defined as a way of accepting in-
consistency without identifying all the consistent subsets representing the states of the world; it was a tool for
reasoning towards a specific conclusion; it identified arguments “for this conclusion” and arguments “against
this conclusion” then these arguments and their relations were used for reasoning. However, if we consider
an enlarged definition for consistency restoration, argumentation can also be viewed as an example of this ap-
proach: each argument is a consistent subset on which we can apply classical deduction (even if this subset
represents only a very partial state of the world).

All my works have been realized in the framework ofinconsistency handlingusing as starting point thecon-
sistency restorationapproach and as a final point a particular type ofinconsistency acceptation. Indeed, my
main goal isto exploit the decomposition of the initial inconsistent information set intoconsistent subsetswhich
are related(generally, by a conflict relation) using possibly some additional elements in order to solve conflicts.
Among these elements, one can find somepreferences between beliefswhich can be classified according to
the type of ordering relations used on beliefs:

those which are defineda priori,

those which are deduced from explicit relations given on beliefs (attack relations, support relations, . . . ),

those which are deduced from implicit relations between beliefs (logical dependency, . . . ),

those which must satisfy some constraints,

. . . .

In my works, I have only used preferences defined eithera priori, or deduced from explicit relations given on
beliefs.

What is the goal of the reasoning?(to deduce new information? To explain some information? . .. )

Initially, my work concerned deduction (with the study of nonmonotonic inference), then it has evolved to
abduction with the study of argumentation. However, it is interesting to note that argumentation is a sufficiently
powerful tool to be used for deduction, decision making, handling negotiation dialogues, . . .

How many agents are concerned by the reasoning:One agent? Several agents?

If there is only one agent, then this agent reasons with one inconsistent information set; if there are several
agents then each agent may have one information set, consistent or not, and it will be necessary to study the way
to build a reasoning between all these agents.

On this point, my work has considered both cases but not for all the studied topics; for instance, the study of
nonmonotonic inferences concerns only one agent, whereas the argumentation study relates to successively one
agent then several agents.

Thematic evolution of my work

In this section, I give a more precise description of the studied topics, transitions from a topic to another one, collabo-
rations, supervision works and associated publications.

During my PHD Thesis, and in the context described in the previous section, I made a classification of several non-
monotonic entailment relations using different formal points of view:

the problem of computational complexity ( worst case time complexity);

the cautiousness,i.e. the ability of the entailment relation to produce the “correct” conclusions;

the properties of the studied relations,i.e. “the adequacy of the relation to the model we wish to formalize”.
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At the end of my PhD Thesis, I also studied several algorithmsfor nonmonotonic entailment relations. This has
allowed me to compare several algorithms on numerous benchmarks for one nonmonotonic entailment relation. The
most efficient algorithm is a direct consequence of the studyof the computational complexity and another one is very
interesting in the case of a “precompilation” of the knowledge.

The aim of all these studies was to synthesize the numerous works on this subject in order to define an efficient system
for nonmonotonic reasoning.

From a “timing” point of view, this first contribution corresponds to my PHD thesis (1992–1995) supervised by
Claudette and Michel CAYROL and concerns only the topic “nonmonotonic inference”2. All these works have been
presented in an invited paper at the PRC-GDR Artificial Intelligence conference [LS95c] and have been published
in my PhD Thesis, and in several articles and reports [CLS93,LS94, CLS94b, CLS94a, CLS95, LS95a, LS95b,
CLSS96a]. The part dedicated to the algorithmic study has been published in three publications (one in an international
journal) [CLSS96a, CLSS96b, CLSS98].

After this preliminary step, all my works are oriented towards:

handling inconsistency by selecting consistent information subsets,

generalizing existing methods and enriching them,

exhibiting links between these methods.

Therefore, since the end of my PHD Thesis, I made research contribution in the four following topics: nonmonotonic
inference, conflict resolution, argumentation and games.

Topic 1: Nonmonotonic inference These works directly followed the works initiated during myPhD Thesis. I have
defined a generic framework for describing deduction in nonmonotonic reasoning. With this framework, one
can retrieve the nonmonotonic inference relations I have used in my PhD Thesis. Moreover one defines some
new nonmonotonic inference relations whose results intuitively seem better.

The idea lies in the selection, in the knowledge base, of somesubsets representing “opinions” (one can use
preferences between beliefs in order to assign a strength tothe different “opinions”). Then, these “opinions”
“vote” using classical logic and the deduction of a formula is determined by the result of this “vote”.

The aim of this general framework is to define a single framework capturing existing nonmonotonic inference
relations and some new nonmonotonic inference relations which are able to conclude (on a formula) even when
there exist some “opinions against” (this formula).

These works have been done from 1997 to 2000 in collaborationwith Claudette CAYROL. They were presented
in a technical report [CLS97] and in a national publication [CLS00].

Transition from nonmonotonic inference to conflict resolution one question appeared during the
study of nonmonotonic inferences using the strict framework of consistency restoration: “why should
one choose some selection mechanisms rather than other ones?” The part concerning the “theoretical
comparison of nonmonotonic inference relations” of my PHD Thesis gave some lines of thinking on
this subject but which involved too much things at the same time (the selection mechanism but also
the entailment principle). I wanted to answer this questionin an independent way; therefore I studied
the principles implemented in conflict resolution.

2These works have been introduced by the subject of my research master: the study of a formal unified framework and its toolsallowing to use
several approaches defined in Artificial Intelligence (classical logic, default logic, modal logics . . . ) see [LS92].
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Topic 2: Conflict resolution is a different approach allowing the handling of inconsistency again in the strict frame-
work of consistency restoration. One identifies conflicts between beliefs. Then, using partial preferences (an
ordering relation given for each conflict), one tries to restore the consistency of the beliefs,ı.e. to choose the
beliefs to remove in order to obtain a new belief base withoutinconsistency (on which one can use classical
inference if one wants to make deduction, and thus to join Topic 1 “nonmonotonic inference”).

My approach is original by its methodological aspect: I havetried to identify principles that must be satisfied.
There exist different kinds of solutions and I worked to classify them and to compare them with the solutions
obtained using nonmonotonic entailment relations.

These works have been done from 2000 to 2003, with Claudette CAYROL and Jérôme MENGIN, respectively
professor and assistant professor at UPS, and have been presented in [CLSM00]. They have also led to a
co-supervision of a student of a professional master degree3 of UPS, Laurent VIDAL , in charge of the imple-
mentation of some solutions proposed in our study (see [Vid99]).

Then, they led to a collaboration with Hélène FARGIER, CNRS senior researcher at IRIT, aimed at studying
links between conflict resolution and decision in the context of real problems in project management (in this
collaboration, I co-supervised two students of research master degree: Loïc DUSSEUX in 2002 and Pascal
LAFOURCADE in 2003 – see [Laf03]).

Transition from nonmonotonic inference to argumentationA study by Claudette CAYROL (see
[Cay95]) highlighted an equivalence between some argumentation processes and nonmonotonic in-
ference relations. This work thus quite naturally directedme towards the field of argumentation;
moreover this field is sufficiently powerful to simulate manykinds of nonmonotonic reasoning. The
main idea was to establish a footbridge towards other fields that I knew less, like the study of interac-
tions between rational agents (for instance, under the formof – argumentation – dialogues), but also
with the same finality: handling inconsistency by the selection of consistency information subsets.

Topic 3: Argumentation is a tool for reasoning from an inconsistent information setusing a enlarged consistency
restoration: there exists a notion of “argument” linked to agiven conclusion (for example a subset of the initial
base which induces the conclusion). We can also use these arguments with different explicit relations between
arguments (for example, an attack relation: an argument “defeats” another argument, or a support relation: an
argument “helps” another argument). With these arguments and these relations, one can build an axiomatic
system that can take into account the classical notion of “arguments for” and “arguments against”, but also
the notions of “valuations of arguments”, “strengths of arguments”, “acceptable arguments”, . . . Then these
acceptable arguments are taken into account in order to define the conclusion of the argumentation system. Of
course, these conclusions depend on the goal of the system (deduction, decision taking, negotiation, . . . ).

Note that argumentation is closely related to the previous domains since argumentation offers a general frame-
work in which one can define nonmonotonic inference relations and handle conflict resolution.

It is also important to note that argumentation, approachedhere by the way of an enlarged concept of consis-
tency restoration, is a much more general process, initially introduced for accepting inconsistency (and not for
consistency restoration in the strict sense of this concept) and which also appears in many other domains than
Artificial Intelligence (for instance, in Philosophy or in Cognitive Psychology).

These works have been done from 2001 to 2009 and have been presented in several reports [CLS01, CLS02b,
CDLSM02a, CLS03a, CLS04, MCLS05, CDLS06b, ALS07], and in national and international publications
[CDLSM02b, CLS02a, CLS03e, CLS03b, CLS03c, CLS05d, ACLS04b, ACLSL08a, CMDK+05], [CLS05c,
CLS05e, CDLS06a, CLS07a, CDLS07, CMDK+07, ADLS08, ADLS09, CLS09] (three are book parts on
the domain, see [CLS03c, ADLS09, CLS09], and several othersare publications in international journals, see
[CLS05d, CMDK+07, ACLSL08a]).

This topic being among the main topics developed in my group,I have taken part to the supervision of one PHD
Thesis on this subject (Sylvie DOUTRE, see [Dou02]) and in the supervision of different students in research
master degree (Dominique GAY in 2004, Mathieu MARDI in 2005 and Aurore MIQUEL in 2007).

3DESS IRR: DESS en Intelligence artificielle, Reconnaissance des formes et Robotique.
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These works have been realized in collaboration with other members of RPDMP team (Claudette CAYROL,
Leila AMGOUD, Florence DUPIN DE SAINT-CYR and Jérôme MENGIN), and also with members of other french
universities (Sylvie and Pierre MARQUIS and Sébastien KONIECZNY at CRIL laboratory in Lens and Caroline
DEVRED at LERIA laboratory in Angers).

Transition from argumentation to gamesArgumentation, as Game Theory, aims at representing and
reasoning with interactions between rational agents. Moreover, many links between these two topics
have been highlighted.

Topic 4: Games This part of my work follows my works on argumentation. Indeed, argumentation can be viewed
as an interaction process between rational agents; moreover, games which can model agents’ interactions, are
already used for simulating some argumentation processes (see [Dun95]). So it appears natural to explore the
links between argumentation and game theory. After a first study on this topic, I have become mostly interested
in a specific class of games, called Boolean games, which present three points of interest:

they use classical logic for modelling agents’ preferences,

therefore they can easily be improved by some preference representation languages already used in non-
monotonic inference,

they propose solution concepts which correspond to consistent subsets.

At this time, my study of the link between argumentation and Boolean games is preliminary but looks promising.

On this subject, from 2004 to 2009, I worked with Jérôme LANG, CNRS senior researcher at Paris Dauphine
and I co-supervised with him Elise BONZON’s PHD thesis (see [Bon07]) and a student of research master
degree (Denis SIREYJOL in 2004). Moreover, during Elise’s PHD Thesis, we have also collaborated with Bruno
ZANUTTINI (GREYC Laboratory at Caens).

All these works have been published in technical reports [BLSL06b, BLSL07c], and in national and international
publications [BLSL05, BLSL06a, BLSLZ06, BLSL07b, BLSL07d, BLSL07a, BLSL08b, BLSL08a, BLSLZ09]
(one is an article in a book, see [BLSL08b] and another one is apublication in an international journal, see
[BLSLZ09]).

All these topics are represented on the following figure.

Surrounded by a dashed line, Topic 1 “nonmonotonic inference” contains the initial information set, the selection
of preferred subbases, the use of classical deduction then the choice of the final conclusions.

Surrounded by a plain line, Topic 2 “conflict resolution” identifies conflicts in the initial information set before
selection of preferred subbases (junction with Topic 1 “nonmonotonic inference”).

Surrounded by a dotted line, and using the initial information set, Topic 3 “argumentation” produces arguments
and their interactions, then selects acceptable argumentsbefore classical deduction (junction with Topics 1 and
2).

And ultimately, surrounded by a line with dashes and dots, Topic 4 “games” computes different solution concepts
(Pure Nash Equilibrium – PNE –) before doing classical deduction (junction with all other topics).
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In this figure, the “entry point” is clearly the inconsistentinformation set which can be built either for one agent, or
for several agents (in this case, it is theunion of each agent’s information set). The wordunion is essential: in all
my works, I have studied neither the merging nor the revisionof the initial informationin order to obtain an initial
consistent information set. I have always used the method consistingin extracting consistent information subsets from
the initial inconsistent information setandto reason with these consistent subsets.

The “exit point” is also very clear: this is the classically deduced information by the system independently of the
intermediate method used and of the type of this deduced information (new formula, decision, . . . ).

On the following figures, each topic is represented by a clearsurrounded part and the subparts of these topics corre-
sponding to my works are represented by a dark surrounded part. For Topic 1, I have worked on each subpart; for
Topic 2, I have worked only on the subpart “identification of conflicts”; for Topic 3, my main work has concerned the
selection of acceptable arguments; and for Topic 4, I have only studied the computation of solution concepts:
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Organisation of the document

Chapter 1 is dedicated to nonmonotonic inference relations(Topic 1), then methods for conflict resolution (Topic 2)
are presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 which is the most important with regard to size (because of the many years I
have worked on this subject) focuses on argumentation (Topic 3) and Chapter 4 is dedicated to games (Topic 4).

At the beginning of each chapter, the reader will find an introduction describing the topic and its links with the other
topics.

Chapter 5 describes my research project.

Finally, in Appendix A, some overall information is given about my research activity.
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Chapter 1

Topic 1: definition and study of
nonmonotonic inference relations

The topic presented in this chapter is represented on the following figure by the clear surrounded part and my works
on this topic correspond to the dark surrounded part:
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The main idea is: from aninconsistentinformation set one extracts someconsistentinformation subsets representing
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possible states of the world and on which the classical deduction applies; nonmonotonic inference relations are defined
using the results of classical deduction on the extracted subsets. During my PHD Thesis, I studied the theoretical and
algorithmic properties of these relations. Then, after my PHD Thesis, I continued this study in order to generalize
these relations.

1.1 Main results of the PHD Thesis

In this section, the reader can find the main definitions and notations about nonmonotonic inference. See the English
papers [CLS94b, CLS95, CLSS96a, CLSS98] for more details.

1.1.1 Formal definition of a nonmonotonic inference

The process of consistency restoration can be represented as follows:

(E,≤) Inconsistent stratified belief base

↓ Step 1: selection mechanismm
{Yi} Set ofm-preferred subbases

↓ Step 2: entailment principlep
(E,≤) |∼ p,m

Φ Conclusion about(E,≤) andΦ

with:

Selection mechanisms.

The most famous methods use the⊆-maximal consistent subbases of(E,≤). The differences between all
these methods are given by the use of the relation≤ on E (see [CLS94b] for a synthesis of these works). In
this document, I just present three methods: “Best-Out” preference induced by possibilistic logic, a preference
relation combining≤ and the⊆-maximality, and a preference relation combining≤ and the maximality for
cardinality.

Definition 1 Let X = (X1 ∪ . . . ∪ Xq) andY = (Y1 ∪ . . . ∪ Yq) be two consistent subbases of(E,≤) (with
Xi = (X ∩ Ei) andYi = (Y ∩Ei)).

Best-Out preference(see [BCD+93]): for a consistent subbaseX of E, a(X) = min {i | ∃Φ ∈ Ei \ X}.
Best-Out preference is the complete preordering defined by:X ≪bo Y iff a(X) ≤ a(Y ).

Set-inclusion-based preference(see [CRS93] and [Gef92]):X ≪incl Y (denotingY is incl-preferred toX) iff
∃i such thatXi ⊂ Yi and∀j | 1 ≤ j < i, Xj = Yj .

Cardinality-based preference(see [Leh95, BCD+93]) : X ≪card Y (denotingY is card-preferred toX) iff ∃i
such that|Xi| < |Yi| and∀j | 1 ≤ j < i, |Xj | = |Yj | (|Y | = cardinality of Y ).

Cardinality-based preference refines set-inclusion-based preference. The converse is false.

T (resp. INCL, CARD, BO) denotes the selection mechanism producing the set of maximal consistent subbases
(resp. incl-preferred, card-preferred, bo-preferred subbases) of(E,≤).

Entailment principles.

The most known entailment principles are the skeptical one and the credulous one (see [PL92] for a more
complete taxonomy). In this document, I will use three instances of these principles:
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Definition 2 Let m(E,≤) be a set of preferred consistent subbases of(E,≤) (for instance,m(E,≤) can be
obtained with one of the mechanismsT, INCL, CARD or BO). LetΦ be a propositional formula.

UNI principle: Φ is inferred fromm(E,≤) using the skeptical (or universal) principle iffΦ is classically inferred
by each element ofm(E,≤).

EXI principle: Φ is inferred fromm(E,≤) using the credulous (or existential) principle iffΦ is classically
inferred by at least one element ofm(E,≤).

ARG principle: Φ is inferred fromm(E,≤) using the argumentative principle iffΦ is classically inferred by at
least one element ofm(E,≤) and no element ofm(E,≤) classically infers¬Φ.

Nonmonotonic inference relation.

A nonmonotonic inference relation is defined using a selection mechanismm and an entailment principlep:

Definition 3 Let (E,≤) be a stratified belief base andΦ be a propositional formula.(E,≤) |∼ p,m
Φ iff Φ is

inferred fromm(E,≤) using the entailment principlep, m(E,≤) denoting the set of the preferred consistent
subbases of(E,≤) obtained by the mechanismm.

For instance,m ∈ {T, I NCL, CARD, BO} andp ∈ {U NI, EXI , ARG}. So a nonmonotonic inference relation will
be denoted withp-m.

An example

Consider the following belief base(E,≤) with 3 strata and representing the famous penguins problem (p means
“penguin”,o means “bird”,v means “fly”,a means “have wings”) :

p

p → o

p → ¬v

o → v

o → a

a → v

(formulaep andp → o have a more important priority than formulaep → ¬v ando → v which also have a more
important priority than the formulaeo→ a anda→ v).

Among all the consistent subbases (58), five ones are interesting:

Y1 = {p, p→ o, p→ ¬v, o→ a} which entailsp, o, ¬v, a,

Y2 = {p, p→ o, p→ ¬v, a→ v} which entailsp, o, ¬v, ¬a,

Y3 = {p, p→ o, o→ v, o→ a, a→ v} which entailsp, o, v, a,

Y4 = {p, p→ ¬v, o→ v, o→ a, a→ v} which entailsp, ¬o, ¬v, ¬a,

Y5 = {p→ o, p→ ¬v, o→ v, o→ a, a→ v} which entails¬p.

(They are the T-preferred subbases, the 3 first ones being also the incl-preferred subbases and the third one being
card-preferred).

Note that the bo-preferred subbases are not given here, but all of them contain the two formulaep andp → o and
entailp ando. The nonmonotonic inference relations concerning literals are the following ones:

with UNI-T, nothing is inferred,
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with UNI-BO and UNI-INCL, p ando are inferred,

with EXI -T, all the literals are inferred,

with EXI -BO and EXI -INCL, v, ¬v, a, ¬a, p ando are inferred,

with ARG-T, nothing is inferred,

with ARG-BO and ARG-INCL, p ando are inferred,

with EXI -CARD, ARG-CARD and UNI-CARD, p, o, v anda are inferred.

1.1.2 Comparison of the nonmonotonic inference relationsp-m

This analysis uses three theoretical comparison criteria and one practical comparison criterion:

Temporal complexity This is a very important criterion from a computational point of view; what is the computa-
tional cost of answering to the following question “does thebaseE infer the formulaΦ?” (see [GJ79, Neb91,
Got92]);

CautiousnessThis is a subjective criterion depending on the context; nevertheless it is important because it shows
the realism of a relation from the point of view of the number of inferred conclusions (see [PL92]);

Deductive properties This is also an important criterion which corresponds to an axiomatization of nonmonotonic
inference (see [KLM90, GM94]);

Algorithms From the practical point of view, it is an essential criterion.

Knowing that this part of my work is not the subject of this document, I do not give here all obtained results; the reader
interested can be found them in my publications:

Complexity results are given in [CLS94b, CLSS96a, CLSS98].

Results about cautiousness and satisfied postulates of deduction are given in [CLS95].

Conclusions about the algorithmic study are given in [CLSS96a, CLSS98].

1.2 An additional study: generalization of nonmonotonic inference

This study has been realized after my PHD Thesis and describes a more general framework for defining nonmonotonic
inferences in which one can retrieve the already existing nonmonotonic inference relations used in my PHD Thesis.
See [CLS97, CLS00] for more details (only in french, sorry!).

1.2.1 Introduction

The example of the penguin given in Section 1.1.1 on page 10 highlights some problems related to the classical
definition of a nonmonotonic inference relation:

first, how can we define a “good” selection mechanism, neither too selective, nor not selective enough:

– if too many subbases are selected, then a computational problem appears;

– if not enough subbases are selected, the risk is to “forget” important information (in the example of the
penguin, ifY3 is the only selected subbase, we forget that penguin cannot fly).
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moreover,how can we define a “good” entailment principle neither too cautious, nor too permissive:

– with the universal principle, very few conclusions are obtained (in the example of the penguin, with the
selected subbasesY1, Y2 andY3, one cannot conclude aboutv anda; it is the same case with the argumen-
tative principle);

– with the credulous principle, one obtains too many conclusions and in particular some formulae and their
negation (in the example of the penguin, with the selected subbasesY1, Y2 andY3, one concludesv and
¬v, a and¬a) which is unsound.

In order to solve these problems, we have proposed a new approach with the following ideas:

the inference of a conclusionΦ is viewed as a decision problem (“isΦ inferred by the system?”) and we want
the used process to be sound (ifΦ is inferred then¬Φ is not inferred);

generally, selected subbases can be viewed as conflicting “opinions”;

so the selection of the “preferred subbases” is the definition of a set of “opinions”;

these “opinions” can have a weight; so we need aweighting mechanismwhich takes into account the fact that
some “opinions” are more significant than other ones;

the entailment principle corresponds to avote mechanismdefined using the meaning of the “opinions”; thus, we
can have a compensation process between “opinions for” and “opinions against” which takes into account the
weight of each opinion, and we are able to conclude about a formulaΦ even there exist “opinions against”Φ
(so “for” ¬Φ);

and finally, the conclusion is deduced from vote counts (counting mechanism).

1.2.2 A general process for handling inconsistency

With these ideas, a general process for handling inconsistency can be defined as follows:

(E,≤) Inconsistent stratified belief base

↓ Step 1: selection mechanism
{Yi} Set of “opinions” (consistent subbases)

↓ Step 2: weighting mechanism
{(Yi, p(Yi))} Set of weighted “opinions”

↓ Step 3: voting mechanism
n(Φ) Vote of “opinions” for a formulaΦ

n(¬Φ) Vote of “opinions” against a formulaΦ
n(neitherΦ, nor¬Φ) Vote of indifferent “opinions” toΦ

↓ Step 4: counting mechanism
(E,≤) |∼Φ Conclusion about(E,≤) andΦ

Note that, even if this general process was original (in 2000), different subparts of this process had already been studied
(each of these works has been done with a specific point of view1):

several selection mechanisms have been proposed in [Bre89,CRS93, DLP91, BCD+93];

1[PL92]: Definition of a taxonomy for nonmonotonic inferencerelations; [Sme93]: belief revision; [Lan94]: diagnosis;[Bre89, CRS93, DLP91,
BCD+93]: nonmonotonic reasoning and/or default logic.
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Step 2 has been studied in possibilistic and probabilistic contexts (see [DLP91, Lan94]);

Step 3 has been defined in [Lan94] with belief functions (see [Sme93]) ;

Step 4 has been described in [PL92, Lan94].

1.2.3 Application to nonmonotonic reasoning

1.2.3.1 To retrieve existing nonmonotonic inference relations

Thep-m nonmonotonic inference relations presented in Section 1.1on page 10 can be retrieved in our general process:

Step 1: we choose the selection mechanismm (with m ∈ {T, I NCL, CARD, BO});

Step 2: we consider that each subbase has the same weight equal to 1;

Step 3:

– n(Φ) = sum of the weights of preferred subbases which classically entail the formulaΦ;

– n(¬Φ) = sum of the weights of preferred subbases which classically entail the formula¬Φ ;

– n(neitherΦ, nor¬Φ) = sum of the weights of preferred subbases which classically entail neither the for-
mulaΦ, nor the formula¬Φ ;

Step 4:

– entailment principle UNI can be defined with:n(Φ) > 0, n(¬Φ) = 0 andn(neitherΦ, nor¬Φ) = 0 ;

– entailment principle EXI can be defined with:n(Φ) > 0 ;

– entailment principle ARG can be defined with:n(Φ) > 0 andn(¬Φ) = 0.

1.2.3.2 Some “new” nonmonotonic inference relations

Among all the possible relations which can be defined with ourgeneral process, I just present two examples in this
document:

The first example is a variant of thep-INCL relations (withp ∈ {U NI, EXI , ARG}) corresponding to a change in
the counting mechanism; the GRAD-EQUADD-INCL relation is defined by:

– Step 1: selection mechanism INCL;

– Steps 2 and 3: they are the same steps as those presented in Section 1.2.3.1;

– Step 4:n(Φ) > n(¬Φ) andn(Φ) ≥ n(neitherΦ, nor¬Φ).

So this relation uses a democratic vote.

The second example is more complex and uses probabilistic reasoning; the GRAD-POSMAX -T relation is de-
fined by:

– Step 1: selection mechanism T;

– for Step 2, we use the following definition:

Definition 4 (see [DLP91]) LetYi be a subbase of(E,≤), the possibilistic weightof Yi denoted by
ppo(Yi) is defined by: ifYi 6= E thenppo(Yi) = x (x = number of the stratum having the greatest priority
and in which a formula has been removed for restoring consistency); otherwiseppo(E) = q + 1 (q =
number max of strata in(E,≤)).
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– Step 3:

n(Φ) = max of the weights of preferred subbases which classically entail Φ ;

n(¬Φ) = max of the weights of preferred subbases which classically entail¬Φ ;

n(neitherΦ, nor¬Φ) = max of the weights of preferred subbases which classically entail neitherΦ,
nor¬Φ ;

– Step 4:n(Φ) > n(¬Φ) andn(Φ) ≥ n(neitherΦ, nor¬Φ).

1.2.3.3 An example

Consider the following belief base partitioned in 4 strata and representing a new version of the penguin problem (p
means “penguin”,o means “bird”,v means “fly”,a means “have wings”,pl means “have feathers”) :

p
p→ o

p→ ¬v
o→ a
a→ v
a→ pl

Note that the validity of the results depends on the intuition we have. For instance, in this example, it seems intuitively
correct to conclude¬v andpl.

The different nonmonotonic inference relations give the following results concerning these two literals:

neither¬v, norpl with UNI-T,

only¬v with UNI-BO, UNI-INCL and UNI-CARD,

v, ¬v, pl with EXI -T,

only pl with ARG-T,

¬v, pl with p-m (p ∈ {E XI , ARG} and m ∈ {B O, INCL, CARD}), and with GRAD-EQUADD-INCL and
GRAD-POSMAX -T.

In [CLS97], many other examples are given which show that the“new” relations GRAD-EQUADD-INCL and GRAD-
POSMAX -T generally give good intuitive results.

1.2.3.4 Theoretical study

In this section, some results concerning the cautiousness2 and the satisfaction of rationality postulates are given for
these new relations (all the proofs are given in [CLS97]).

So, the cautiousness of these new relations is the same as thecautiousness of the relations ARG-m (with m ∈ {T,
INCL}).

About rationality postulates3, the obtained results are:

2Consider 2 inference relationsR1 andR2, R1 is more cautious thanR2 iff each conclusion obtained withR1 is also obtained withR2.
3The postulates used in this section are:

reflexivity: α |∼α;

left logical equivalence:
|= α ↔ β ;α |∼ γ

β |∼ γ
;
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Arg-TGrad-EquAdd-Incl

Uni-Incl

Exi-Incl

Exi-T

Uni-T

Arg-Incl Grad-PosMax-T

Figure 1.1: Comparison from the cautiousness point of view (the arrow means “more cautious than”)

GRAD-EQUADD-INCL satisfies only the properties of reflexivity, left logical equivalence, supra-classicity and
consistency preservation;

GRAD-POSMAX -T satisfies only the properties of reflexivity, left logicalequivalence, supra-classicity, consis-
tency preservation, right weakening and weak conditionalisation.

These results confirm the fact that the new relations have thesame behaviour as the relations ARG-m.

1.2.4 Conclusion about the additional study

In order to handle inconsistency in nonmonotonic reasoning, the general process described in Section 1.2.2 on page 13
allows us:

to capture the existing nonmonotonic inference relations described in Section 1.1 on page 10 and in [CLS95] ;

to define “new” nonmonotonic inference relations (see for instance, the two relations described in Section 1.2.3.2
on page 14) which seem very promising from the point of view ofthe intuitiveness;

to compare all these relations (old and new) in a same framework (see for instance, a comparison of cautiousness
and of the respect of rationality postulates in Section 1.2.3.4 on the preceding page).

It is not the only application domain; for instance, the process could be applied to the merging of belief bases: each
belief base can be considered as an “opinion” and the weightsof these “opinions” could represent a hierarchy between
sources.

1.3 Conclusion on Topic 1

In this chapter, I very briefly present some works I realized on Topic 1 “nonmonotonic inference” in the strict frame-
work of consistency restoration during 8 years including myPHD Thesis.

The obtained results can be synthesised as follows:

right weakening:
|= α → β ; γ |∼α

γ |∼β
;

supra-classicity:
α ⊢ β

α |∼β
;

weak conditionalisation:
α |∼ β

|∼α → β
;

consistency preservation:
α |∼⊥
α ⊢ ⊥

(with ⊥ representing the contradiction).
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during my PHD Thesis: study of theoretical (computational complexity, cautiousness, satisfaction of rationality
postulates) and algorithmic properties of some nonmonotonic inference relations built using the consistency
restoration method,

after my PHD Thesis: definition of a general framework enabling the description of nonmonotonic inference
relations (old ones and some new ones) and study of the new ones.

In this context, we have exhibited a relation which seems very interesting from the point of view of the properties
it satisfies; we have also identified some other relations, obtained by the general process, which give very intuitive
conclusions, even if these relations are less interesting from the point of view of properties they satisfy.

Another conclusion of this work is the fact that the mechanisms used for comparing all these relations are very different
from each other and it is difficult to use them together because their conclusions are very often conflicting. This remark
will be also an important point of my research project (see Chapter 5 on page 151): how to define “good” comparison
criteria? It is also the source of some questions among whichthe following one: “how can we choose one selection
mechanism rather than another one?” The following chapter and topic try to answer to this question.
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Chapter 2

Topic 2: conflict resolution

On the following figure, Topic 2 is represented by the “clear surrounded” part and my works on this subject are
represented by the “dark surrounded” part:

arguments

conclusions

coherent

Selection of

preferred

Selection of

to keep

Choice of

to keep

Use of  
classical
deduction

Construction of
arguments
(coherent 
proof for a
conclusion)
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for one or several agents

Identification
of conflicts

Topic 2: 
conflict resolution

information set

One agent (1 incoherent information set) Several agents (several information sets, coherent or not)

subsets
PNE

Computation of

In this topic, I focus on the study of the selection mechanisms used for selecting consistent information subsets. There
exist two dual approaches:

Either we directly select some consistent subbases of the inconsistent initial base1. This is the approach used in
1It is possible without computing all the conflicts.
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Chapter 1 on page 9.

Or we identify all the conflicts of the initial base (which corresponds to an “ATMS” approach with no-goods
computation – see [Kle86]) then we choose the beliefs we mustremove in order to solve these conflicts and to
get some consistent subbases.

When there is no preference between beliefs, these two approaches give the same results. Otherwise:

with the first approach, we give aglobal semantics to belief preferences (how is a formula located with regard
to the other formulaeof the base?).

whereas, with the second approach, preferences are usedlocally (how is a formula located with regard to the
other formulaeof a given conflict?).

The local approach is essential when preferences are partial (in this case, incompatibility can appear: for instance,
belief a is preferred to beliefb in the conflictc1 whereas in the conflictc2 this is the opposite case). So the local
approach is more general than the global one. Note also that the local approach is more adapted to context-dependent
preferences or conditional preferences (see [Bre94, PS97,BG98, Gar98]).

This chapter concerns the local approach but with a specific point of view: I study this problem in order to try to
identify some principles and to characterize solutions which satisfy these principles. This work has been done in
collaboration with Claudette CAYROL and Jérôme MENGIN. All the proofs and many additional details can be found
in [CLSM00] (only in french, sorry!).

2.1 Methodology

2.1.1 Basic definitions and principles

Let L be a logical language. LetE be a set of formulae ofL representing beliefs (E is the belief base), andK be a
consistent set of formulae ofL representing certain knowledge (the unionE ∪K may be inconsistent).

The consistency restoration problem can be described by:

Restoring theK-consistencyconsists in finding aK-consistent subset ofE (generally, we use⊆-maximal
solutions – see [Bre89, CRS93, DLP91, BCD+93, LS95a] and Chapter 1 on page 9).

The conflict resolution problem can be described by:

E is assumed to beK-inconsistent and it is given as a set ofK-conflicts(i.e. subsets ofE ⊆-minimal
among those which areK-inconsistent). This set ofK-conflicts is denoted byC(E) = {ci} (eachci being
aK-conflict);N(E) =

⋃
i ci denotes the core ofE andL(E) denotes the set of formulae ofE which do

not take part in any conflict (freeformulae ofE); we haveE = N(E) ∪ L(E)2.

Solving theK-conflictsconsists in finding a subset ofE which does not contain any of theK-conflicts.
So for each conflict we must find at least one formula to remove and it is sufficient to work onN since the
formulae ofL are not concerned byK-inconsistency.

A solution of a conflict resolution problem is defined by:

Definition 5 Let C = {ci} be a conflict resolution problem.S is a solution3 of C iff S is a subset ofN such that
ci ∩ S 6= ∅, ∀i.

2To simplify, one will use the notationC, N andL in place ofC(E), N(E) andL(E).
3This corresponds to the notion ofhitting-set” (see [Rei87]).
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Example 1 LetC be the following set of conflicts:C = {{a, b}, {b, c}} (a, b, c being 3 propositional formulae).

On this example, 5 solutions exist:S1 = {a, b, c}, S2 = {a, b}, S3 = {b, c}, S4 = {a, c}, S5 = {b}.
Note thatS4 andS5 seem more interesting than the other ones because only one formula is removed for each conflict.

Theminimality principlecorresponds to the removal of as few formulae as possible (from the inclusion point of view):

Definition 6 Let C = {ci} be a conflict resolution problem.S is a minimal solutionof C iff S is a subset ofN such
that:

ci ∩ S 6= ∅, ∀i,

∀x ∈ S, ∃i such thatci ∩ S = {x}.

Example 1 (cont’d) On this example, onlyS4 andS5 are minimal solutions.

Definition 6 gives a more interesting result than the result given by Definition 5 on the facing page. However, one does
not take into account the fact that, in a conflict, one can prefer to remove one formula rather than another one.

2.1.2 Use of preferences

We consider that eachK-conflict ofE (denoted byci) is equipped with a complete preordering and∀i, f(ci) denotes
the set of the minimal elements ofci with regard to this preordering. Notation:Nmin =

⋃
i f(ci).

We can now explicit some principles in order to obtain “good”solutions:

Minimality principle: solutions must be⊆-minimal (as in Definition 6);

Parsimony principle: to remove the smallest number of beliefs (minimality in the sense of cardinality) ;

Preference principle: removed belief are chosen as much as possible in thef(ci) (the idea is that a formula is
removed for a “good” reason) ;

Efficiency principle: to select the smallest number of solutions (in order to facilitate the future use of these solutions
– if there are too many solutions, it will be difficult to exploit them).

Of course, these principles are not always compatible.

Example 1 (cont’d) The minimal elements of each conflict are underlined:C = {{a, b}, {b, c}}. S4 andS5 satisfy
the minimality principle,S4 satisfies the preference principle,S5 satisfies the parsimony principle. And there is no
solution which satisfies all the principles at the same time.

Using minimality principle and preference principle leadsto the following definition:

Definition 7 Let C = {ci} be a conflict resolution problem equipped with a complete preordering for eachci. S is a
preferred minimal solutioniff S is a subset ofN such that:

ci ∩ S 6= ∅, ∀i,

∀x ∈ S, ∃i such thatci ∩ S = {x},

∀x ∈ S, ∃j such thatx ∈ f(cj).
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Basic Sol. (Def. 5 on page 20)
Minimal Sol. (Def. 6 on the previous page) X
Preferred Minimal Sol. (Def. 7 on the preceding page)X X
Parsimonious Sol. (Def. 8) X X
Card-min Preferred Sol. (Def. 9) X X

Table 2.1: Principles and solutions for conflict resolution(X means that the proposed solution satisfies the given
principle)

Example 1 on the previous page (cont’d)S4 is the only preferred minimal solution.

Example 2 Consider the following conflict resolution problem:

C = {{a6, a1, a2}, {a7, a2, a3}, {a3, a4, a8}, {a4, a5}}.
The 5 preferred minimal solutions are:

S1 = {a2, a4}, S2 = {a2, a8, a5}, S3 = {a1, a3, a5}, S4 = {a2, a3, a5}, S5 = {a1, a3, a4}.

Using the parsimony principle leads to the following definition:

Definition 8 Let C = {ci} be a conflict resolution problem.S is a parsimonious solutionof C iff S is a subset ofN
minimal for cardinality which intersects each conflict.

Example 1 on the preceding page (cont’d)S5 is the only parsimonious solution.

Note that the parsimony principle refines the minimality principle, and so the parsimony principle is a way to satisfy
the efficiency principle.

However, parsimony principle and preference principle arenot compatible. But we can apply the cardinality-minimality
to the efficiency principle:

Definition 9 Let C = {ci} be a conflict resolution problem equipped with a complete preordering for eachci. S is a
card-min preferred solutioniff S is a subset ofNmin minimal for the cardinality which intersects each conflict.

Example 1 on the previous page (cont’d)S4 is the only card-min preferred solution.

Example 2 (cont’d) S1 is the only card-min preferred solution.

There also exist some other possibilities in order to respect the efficiency principle (see the “élitiste” preference
of [CRS93]), but I do not present them in this document (see [CLSM00] for more details).

All the given definitions are presented in Table 2.1 with the corresponding principles.
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2.2 Computation of preferred minimal solutions

The computation of preferred minimal solutions corresponds exactly to a famous problem in AI: the computation of
intersecting sets for a set of sets4.

There already exist many algorithms for this computation (for diagnosis [Rei87], for propositional logical deduction
[Cas96, Cas97], for nonmonotonic logics [JK90, Lev92, Men95, Nie95], . . . ).

See in [CLSM00] more details about this computation.

Note also that, in the framework of belief revision, an approach respecting the parsimony principle has been developed
in [Pap92] in order to find the removed sets of beliefs. Then this approach has been applied in the applicative frame-
work of Geographic Information Systems (GIS), see [WPJ00, BBPW04] using algorithms also based on the notion of
hitting sets.

2.3 Link with direct selection of K-consistent subsets

This is the link between Topic 1 described in Chapter 1 and thecurrent topic.

2.3.1 Duality between consistency problem and conflict problem

Let E be aK-inconsistent belief base.

For a consistency problem given by(K, E), solutions areK-consistent subsets ofE.

For a conflict problem given by(L, C) (whereL is the set of the free formulae ofE andC = {ci} is the set of
theK-conflicts built fromE), solutions are the subsets ofE which do not contain any conflict.

The duality between the consistency problem and the conflictproblem is given by the following proposition:

Proposition 1 LetE be a belief base andK be a certain knowledge base.

The subsetF of E is a solution of the consistency problem iff(N \ F ) is a solution (in the sense of Def. 5 on
page 20) of the conflict problem.

The subsetS of N is a minimal solution (in the sense of Def. 6 on page 21) of the conflict problem iff(N \ S) is
a⊆-maximal subset among theK-consistent subsets ofN.

The maximal solutions of the consistency problem are under the form ofL ∪ (N \ S) with S a minimal solution
(in the sense of Def. 6 on page 21) of the conflict problem.

2.3.2 With preferences

Links between the consistency problem and the conflict problem still exist when if there are preferences. In this case,
we must use a special preference relation between subbases,the democratic preference:

Notation 1 Let≤ be a partial preordering onE. < denotes the strict ordering associated with≤ and defined by
x < y iff (x ≤ y) ∧ ¬(y ≤ x). In this case, the consistency problem is denoted by(K, E, <).

4An intersecting set(also calledhitting set) for a set of setsC is a part of the union of the elements ofC whose intersection with each element
of C is non empty.
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Definition 10 Let F1 andF2 be twoK-consistent subsets ofE. F2 is demo-preferred toF1 iff for all x ∈ F1 \ F2,
there existsy ∈ F2 \ F1 such thatx < y.

The solutions of the consistency problem(K, E, <) which are maximal for the demo-preference relation are said
demo-preferred.

Note that if≤ is complete then the demo-preferred solutions of the consistency problem are exactly the subbases
incl-preferred evoked in Chapter 1 on page 9 (see [Bre89, CRS93]).

If Nmin is strictly included inN, we can consider the stratification ofE in (E1, E2, E3) with E1 = L, E2 = N\Nmin

andE3 = Nmin. And the following property holds:

Proposition 2 The subsetS of N is a preferred minimal solution of the conflict problem iffE \ S is a demo-preferred
solution of the consistency problem(K, E1, E2, E3).

Example 2 on page 22 (cont’d)LetC = {c1, c2, c3, c4} be a conflict problem with:

c1 = {a6, a1, a2}, c2 = {a7, a2, a3}, c3 = {a3, a4, a8}, c4 = {a4, a5} (for eachci, underlined elements are minimal).

So we have:

E = N,

N \Nmin = {a6, a7}

andNmin = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a8}.

The demo-preferred solutions (which are also the incl-preferred subbases) of the consistency problem defined by
(K, {a6, a7}, {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a8}) are:

F1 = {a6, a7, a1, a3, a5, a8},

F2 = {a6, a7, a3, a1, a4},

F3 = {a6, a7, a2, a4, a8},

F4 = {a6, a7, a1, a4, a8}

andF5 = {a6, a7, a2, a5, a8}.

These solutions correspond respectively to the preferred minimal solutions of the conflict problem:

S1 = {a2, a4},

S2 = {a2, a8, a5},

S3 = {a1, a3, a5},

S4 = {a2, a3, a5}

andS5 = {a1, a3, a4}.

In [CLSM00], some other results are given, in particular a link between the democratic preference and the “élitiste”
preference.
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2.4 Conclusion on Topic 2

The definition of solutions for a conflict resolution problempresents the same difficulty as the definition of solutions
for the consistency restoration problem: taking into account two constraints whose satisfaction is intuitively necessary.
The first constraint implies that the solutions are as small (resp. large) as possible. The other says that one can satisfy
preferences on beliefs.

In order to study how these two constraints interact during the conflict resolution process, we have proposed several
principles. These principles, alone or together, lead to different types of solutions for this problem and allow a com-
parison between solutions of this problem and solutions of consistency restoration problem corresponding to the direct
selection of consistent subbases.

One definition seems interesting from the computational point of view: preferred minimal solutionswhich can be
computed as the minimal intersecting sets of the set of minimal parts of conflicts (in the sense of preferences). See the
algorithmic study in [CLSM00].
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Chapter 3

Topic 3: argumentation

In the following figure, Topic 3 is represented by the “clear surrounded” part and my work on this subject is represented
by the “dark surrounded” part:
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This topic relates to both previous topics because this is again a method for handling inconsistency by the selection of
consistent subsets (even if, in argumentation, these subsets do not represent possible states of the world).

Argumentation is not only a kind of enlarged restoration of consistency, because it is an important framework, as
nonmonotonic reasoning, which covers many different domains: AI, philosophy and cognitive psychology. My works
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in argumentation only concerns AI domain.

In this chapter, I present argumentation as a complex mechanism in two main stages (these stages will be more
precisely defined and partitioned in the following section):

using as starting point an inconsistent information set, theconstructionof consistent subsets for or against some
given conclusions

and then theanalysisof these subsets (the arguments) and their interactions in order to conclude.

With this aim, I forget about the logical aspect of argumentation and instead take a particular assumption: arguments
and interactions are given, so the starting element of my works in argumentation is a directed graph in which vertices
are arguments and edges are binary interactions between arguments. This assumption is usual in this domain when
one wants to work only on theanalysispart of the argumentation process.

In Section 3.1, the general argumentation system is described. Then two different instances of this system are pre-
sented. The first one corresponds to “unipolar” argumentation (see Section 3.2 on page 30) and second one is about
“bipolar” argumentation (see Section 3.3 on page 109); in the first case, interactions only represent conflicts between
arguments whereas, in the second case, one takes into account conflicts and also another kind of interaction which
represents a more “positive” relation between arguments: support.

For each argumentation systems instance, I have studied thenotions of valuation of arguments (how to define a
“weight” for an argument – see Sections 3.2.2 on page 35 and 3.3.4 on page 119) and the acceptability of argu-
ments (how to select an argument – see Sections 3.2.3 on page 54 and 3.3.2 on page 113). In the case of an unipolar
argumentation system, I have also worked on the notions of merging and revision of argumentation systems (see Sec-
tions 3.2.4 on page 62 and 3.2.5 on page 80), and I have used an unipolar argumentation system in order to simulate
practical reasoning (see Section 3.2.6 on page 91).

3.1 General scheme

Argumentation can be viewed as a process composed of severalsteps. The following picture describes this process
which is a refinement of the previous figure:
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1. Definition ofarguments: the notion of argument generally relates to the notions of explanation, proof, justifica-
tion. The aim of an argument is to “support” beliefs, or to criticize another agent in order to obtain a particular
behaviour. Arguments can have many different forms: informal text in natural language as a piece of dialogue,
formal proof in a formalized logic language.

2. Definition of the differentinteractions between arguments: arguments built from a knowledge base cannot been
considered as independent elements. Many kinds of interactions between these arguments can appear. Generally,
one considers two main types of interactions: arguments areeither in conflict (interaction representing a conflict)
or they help other arguments (interaction representing a support). If there only exist conflicts then one talks about
unipolar argumentation systems, and if there are conflicts and supports, one talks aboutbipolar argumentation
systems.

3. Valuation of arguments: this gives aweightto each argument. These weights can be used for comparing argu-
ments. The definition of these weights can use different criteria. For instance, in [AC02a], implicit and explicit
priorities are given over the knowledge or over the arguments, whereas, in [CLS03c, ACLS04b], weights are
defined using interactions between arguments.

4. Selection of the most acceptable arguments: this selection can be achieved using interactions betweenarguments
and/or valuation of these arguments. The set of the acceptable arguments can be considered as an “output”
of the argumentation process. Informally, acceptable arguments are those which would be able “to win” an
argumentation dialogue between agents. Note that the valuation step could be sufficient for selecting arguments
on the base of their weights. However one distinguishes the valuation step from the selection step because the
selection mechanism can be more complex and can use notions completely different from the notion of weight.

5. Conclusion of argumentation: this last step uses the status of the arguments (acceptableor not) in order to define
the status of the “conclusions” of the system; it depends on the application domain of the system (nonmonotonic
inference, decision making, negotiation, . . . ).
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3.2 Unipolar argumentation

The content of this section is the following: basic conceptsof unipolar argumentation are presented in Section 3.2.1,
Section 3.2.2 on page 35 concerns gradual valuation of arguments, Section 3.2.3 on page 54 is for gradual acceptability
of arguments, in Section 3.2.4 on page 62 I present my work on the merging of unipolar argumentation systems,
Section 3.2.5 on page 80 describes the notion of revision of unipolar argumentation systems and Section 3.2.6 on
page 91 shows the use of an unipolar argumentation system forsimulating practical reasoning.

All my works presented in this section on valuation and acceptability have been done with Claudette CAYROL and
published in several articles which have been synthesised in [CLS05d] (all the proofs of the propositions given can
be found in [CLS05d]). For works on merging, revision and practical reasoning, the reader will find references in the
corresponding sections.

3.2.1 Background on unipolar argumentation

In 1995, in a seminal article for argumentation domain in AI ([Dun95]), Dung proposed an abstract argumentation
system in which he defined several methods for selecting arguments. He considered that arguments and interactions
(only conflicts) were given, he thus ignored the steps corresponding to the creation of arguments and to the definition
of the interactions. Moreover, he was not interested by the valuation step.

The main definitions given by Dung are:

Definition 11 An abstract argumentation system is a pair〈A,R〉 with the set of argumentsA and a binary relation
R onA calledattack relation1.

AiRAj means thatAi attacksAj . An argumentation system can be represented by a directed graph in which vertices
are arguments and edges represent the attack relation.

LetA ∈ A,R−(A) denotes the set of arguments which attackA andR+(A) denotes the set of arguments attacked by
A.

Dung also proposed a notion allowing the “reinstatement” ofan argument following an attack. This is thedefence
defined from the attack as follows:

Definition 12 An argumentAi defends an argumentAj against an argumentB iff BRAj andAiRB.

In the abstract unipolar argumentation system proposed by Dung, the selection mechanism of the most acceptable
arguments uses a notion of “collective acceptability”,i.e. the membership to some particular sets satisfying special
properties:

Definition 13

Conflict-free: S ⊆ A is conflict-free iff there are no argumentsAi andAj in S such thatAiRAj .

Collective defence: S ⊆ A collectively defends an argumentAi iff for each argumentB such thatBRAi there
existsC ∈ S such thatCRB.

Using these properties, Dung proposed in [Dun95] differentsemantics for acceptability:

1For us, the “attack” is ageneric notioncorresponding to several cases; for instance, an argument can attacked another one because:

their conclusions are in conflict,

the conclusion of one argument is in contradiction with a premise of the other one,

one argument attacks and is preferred to the other one,

. . .
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Definition 14 LetS ⊆ A be a set of arguments.

Admissible semantics: S is an admissible set iffS is conflict-free andS collectively defends all its elements.

Preferred semantics: S is a preferred extension iffS is⊆-maximal among the admissible subsets ofA.

Stable semantics: S is a stable extension iffS is conflict-free andS attacks each argument which does not
belong toS.

Grounded semantics: S is the grounded extension iffS is the smallest fixpoint of the characteristic functionF
of 〈A,R〉 (F : 2〈A,R〉 → 2〈A,R〉 withF(S) = {A such thatS collectively defendsA}).

Note that, in Dung’s work, each “attacker” is always considered individually (the “direct attacks” considered together
as a unique notion is not used by Dung).

Some interesting properties are given in [Dun95]:

Proposition 3

An admissible set is always included in a preferred extension.

There always exists at least one preferred extension.

There always exists only one grounded extension.

If the argumentation system is well-founded2 then there exists only one preferred extension which is alsothe
only stable extension and the grounded extension.

Each stable extension is also a preferred extension (the converse is false).

There is not always a stable extension.

The grounded extension is included in each preferred extension.

If R is finite, the grounded extension can be computed in applyingiteratively the functionF from the empty set.

Proposition 4 The set of unattacked arguments (i.e.{A|R−(A) = ∅}) is included in the grounded extension, in
every preferred extension and in every stable extension.

All these notions are illustrated on the following argumentation system:

Example 3

A

B

C1 C2

D

In this system,A is defended byC1 andC2, and{D, C2, A} is the only preferred extension of the system and it is also
stable and grounded.

2An argumentation system is well-founded iff there is no infinite sequence of argumentsA0, A1, . . . , An, . . . such that∀i, Ai ∈ A and
Ai+1RAi.
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We also need some basic notions related to the graphical representation of an argumentation system:

Definition 15 LetG be the attack graph representing the argumentation system〈A,R〉.

Leaf of the attack graph A leaf ofG is an unattacked argumentA ∈ A3.

Path in the attack graph A path fromA to B is a sequence of argumentsC = A1 − . . .−An such that:

A = A1,

A1RA2,

. . . ,

An−1RAn,

An = B.

Thelength of the pathis equal ton− 1 (i.e. the number of edges used in the path) and is denoted bylC .

A particular case is the path4 fromA to A whose length is0.

The set of paths fromA to B is denoted byC(A, B).

Dependency, independence, root-dependency of a path
LetCA ∈ C(A1, An) andCB ∈ C(B1, Bm) be two paths.

These paths aredependentiff ∃Ai ∈ CA, ∃Bj ∈ CB such thatAi = Bj . Otherwise they areindependent.

These paths areroot-dependent inAn iff An = Bm and∀Ai 6= An ∈ CA, ∄Bj ∈ CB such thatAi = Bj .

Cycles in the attack graph A cycle5 is a pathC = A1 − . . . − An − A1 such that∀i, j ∈ [1, n], if i 6= j, then
Ai 6= Aj .

A cycleC is isolatediff ∀A ∈ C, 6 ∃B ∈ A such thatBRA andB 6∈ C.
Two cyclesCA = A1−. . .−An−A1 andCB = B1−. . .−Bm−B1 are interconnectediff ∃i ∈ [1, n], ∃j ∈ [1, m]
such thatAi = Bj .

We also use the notions of indirect attack or indirect defence. These notions are inspired by notions proposed by Dung
in [Dun95] but they are not strictly equivalent6.

Definition 16 (Direct/Indirect Attacker/Defender of an argument) LetA ∈ A:

Thedirect attackersof A are the elements ofR−(A).

Thedirect defendersof A are the direct attackers of the elements ofR−(A).

Theindirect attackersof A are the elementsAi defined by:
∃C ∈ C(Ai, A) such thatlC = 2k + 1, with k ≥ 1.

Theindirect defendersof A are the elementsAi defined by:
∃C ∈ C(Ai, A) such thatlC = 2k, with k ≥ 2.

Note that an attacker may also be a defender. This leads us to the notion of controversial arguments (see [Dun95]).

Definition 17 (Controversial arguments) LetA andB ∈ A be two arguments.B is controversialwith regard toA
iff B is at the same time a direct or indirect defender and a direct or indirect attacker ofA.

The next definition gives the link between the graphical representation and the notions of attack and defence:

3A is a leaf iffR−(A) = ∅.
4We assume that there is an infinity of such paths.
5This definition corresponds to the definition of an elementary cycle in Graph Theory (an elementary cycle does not containtwo edges having

the same origin or the same end).
6In [Dun95], direct attackers (resp. defenders) are also indirect attackers (resp. defenders); this is not the case withour definitions.
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Definition 18 (Attack or defence branches of an argument)Let A ∈ A, an attack branch(resp. defence branch)
for A in a path inG from a leaf toA whose length is odd (resp. even).A is considered as theroot of an attack branch
(resp.defence branch).

All these notions are illustrated with the following example:

Example 4

A1 A2

A3A4

B2

C1 C2

D2

C3

D1

E1

B1

A

On this graphG, one can found:

a path fromC2 to A whose length is 2 (C2 −B1 −A);

2 cyclesA1−A3−A2−A1 andA1−A3−A4−A1 whose length is 3;
these cycles are not isolated (note thatA1−A3−A2−A1−A3−A4−A1

is not a cycle with our definition);

the two previous cycles are interconnected (inA1 and inA3);

the pathsD1 − C1 − B1 andC3 − B2 −A are independent, the paths
D1 −C1 −B1 −A andC3 −B2 −A are root-dependent and the paths
D1 − C1 −B1 −A andC2 −B1 −A are dependent;

D1, C2, E1 are the leaves ofG;

D1 − C1 − B1 − A is an attack branch forA whose length is 3,C2 −
B1 −A is a defence branch forA whose length is 2;

C2, B1 andB2 are the direct attackers ofA;

C1, C2 (which is already a direct attacker ofA) andC3 are the direct
defenders ofA;

D1 andD2 are the two indirect attackers ofA;

E1 is the only one indirect defender ofA;

C2 is controversial with regard toA, and to eachAi; moreoverA1, A2,
A3, andA4 are controversial with regard to themselves.

There exist many generalizations of Dung’s system, one of them corresponds to constrained argumentation systems
proposed by [CMDM06] whose aim is to useconstraintsbetween arguments that the arguments must satisfy in order
to belong to extensions. For instance, one could want that two argumentsA andB belong to the same extension.
These constraints are generally expressed with a propositional logical formula built usingA as vocabulary.

Definition 19 ([CMDM06] – Constraint, Completion) Let A be a set of arguments andLA be the propositional
language defined usingA as the set of propositional variables.

C is aconstraintover arguments ofA iff C is a formula ofLA.

Thecompletionof a setE ⊆ A is: Ê = {A | A ∈ E} ∪ {¬A | A ∈ A \ E}.

A setE ⊆ A satisfiesC iff Ê is a model ofC (Ê ⊢ C).

A constrained argumentation system is defined by:

Definition 20 ([CMDM06] – Constrained argumentation system) A constrained argumentation systemis a triple
CoAF = 〈A,R, C〉 with C being a constraint over arguments on the setA.

The notion of Dung’s extension is extended in order to take into account constraints:

Definition 21 ([CMDM06] – C-admissible set)LetE ⊆ A. E is C-admissibleiff
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1. E is admissible,

2. E satisfies the constraintC.

Note that the empty set is always admissible, but it is not alwaysC-admissible sincê∅ does not always entailC.

Definition 22 ([CMDM06] – C-preferred, C-stable extensions)LetE ⊆ A.

E is aC-preferred extensioniff E is⊆-maximal among theC-admissible sets.

E is aC-stable extensioniff E is aC-preferred extension which attacks all the arguments ofA\E.

Example 5 Let AF be the argumentation system defined byA = {A, B, C1, C2, D} andR = {(D, C2), (C1, B),
(C2, B), (B, A)}. The systemAF is graphically represented by:

C1

D C2 B A

There are 4 admissible sets in this system:E1 = ∅, E2 = {D, C1}, E3 = {A, C1} andE4 = {D, C1, A}. OnlyE4

is a preferred extension, and in this example,E4 is also a stable extension.

We transformAF into a constrained system,CoAF, adding for instance a constraint which prevents from having
argumentsA and D in the same extension. This constraint is defined by:C = D → ¬A. In this case,E4 =
{D, C1, A} is not aC-admissible set, since the set̂E4 = {D, C1, A,¬B,¬C2} does not entail the formulaD → ¬A.
On the other hand, the admissible setsE2 = {D, C1} and E3 = {A, C1} are bothC-admissible and are also
C-preferred extensions. Note that, on this example, there isnoC-stable extension.

The last important basic notion is the status of an argument.This notion relates to the notion of acceptability, indepen-
dently of the type of argumentation system used:

Definition 23 (Status of an argument) Consider an argumentation system (in Dung’s sense, or generalized in the
sense proposed in [CMDM06]). LetE1, . . . , Ex be the extensions of this system for a given semantics. LetA ∈ A be
an argument.

1. A is acceptediff A ∈ Ei, ∀Ei with i = 1, . . . , x.

2. A is rejectediff ∄Ei such thatA ∈ Ei.

3. A is undefined(or in abeyance) iff A is neither accepted, nor rejected. That means thatA belongs to some
extensions and does not belong to some other ones.

It is easy to see that a rejected argument in an argumentationsystemAF in Dung’s sense will be also rejected in all the
constrained systemsCoAF built from AF.

Proposition 5 Let A ∈ A. Under stable or preferred semantics, ifA is rejected inAF = 〈A,R〉, thenA is also
rejected inCoAF = 〈A,R, C〉, ∀C.

Example 5 (cont’d) In AF, D, C1 andA are accepted;C2 andB are rejected.
In CoAF, C1 is accepted;C2 andB are always rejected;D andA are now in abeyance.
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3.2.2 Valuation of arguments

In this section, we assume that the argumentation system is unipolar, abstract and represented by an attack graph.

There already exist some works on this subject: some of them propose a valuation using preferences on belief which
are taken into account for creating arguments; other ones exploit the link between premises and conclusion during the
building of the argument. My work follows another approach consisting in using the interactions between arguments.

We consider two different valuation methods for taking intoaccount the quality of attackers and defenders of an
argument in order to define the value of an argument using onlythe interaction between arguments:

In the first approach, the value of an argument only depends onthe values of the direct attackers of this argument.
Therefore, defenders are taken into account through the attackers. This approach is calledlocal.

In the second approach, the value of an argument represents the set of all the attack and the defence branches
for this argument. This approach is calledglobal.

The main difference between these two approaches is illustrated by the following example:

B

D C1

C2

C’ B’

In the local approach,B has two direct attackers (C2 andC1) whereasB′ has only one (C′). ThusB′ is better thanB
(sinceB′ suffers one attack whereasB suffers two attacks).

In the global approach, two branches (one of attack and one ofdefence) lead toB whereas only one branch of attack
leads toB′. ThusB is better thanB′ (since it has at least one defence whereasB′ has none). In this case,C1 loses its
negative status of attacker, since it is in fact “carrying a defence” forB.

3.2.2.1 Local approach (generic valuation)

Some existing proposals can already be considered as examples oflocal valuations.

In [JV99b] approach, a labelling of a set of arguments assigns a status (accepted, rejected, undecided) to each argument
using labels from the set{+,−, ?}. + (resp.−, ?) represents the “accepted” (resp. “rejected”, “undecided”) status.
Intuitively, an argument labelled with? is both supported and weakened.

Definition 24 (Jakobovits and Vermeir’s labellings, 1999)Let 〈A,R〉 be an argumentation system. A complete la-
belling of〈A,R〉 is a functionLab : A → {+, ?,−} such that:

1. If Lab(A) ∈ {?,−} then∃B ∈ R−(A) such thatLab(B) ∈ {+, ?}

2. If Lab(A) ∈ {+, ?} then∀B ∈ R−(A) ∪R+(A), Lab(B) ∈ {?,−}

The underlying intuition is that an argument can only be weakened (label− or ?) if one of its direct attackers is
supported (Condition 1); an argument can get a support only if all its direct attackers are weakened and an argument
which is supported (label+ or ?) weakens the arguments it attacks (Condition 2). So:

If A has no attackerLab(A) = +.

If Lab(A) =? then∃B ∈ R−(A) such thatLab(B) =?.

If (∀B ∈ R−(A), Lab(B) = −) thenLab(A) = +.

If Lab(A) = + then∀B ∈ R−(A) ∪R+(A), Lab(B) = −.
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Every argumentation system can be completely labelled. Theassociated semantics is thatS is an acceptable set of
arguments iff there exists a complete labellingLab of 〈A,R〉 such thatS = {A|Lab(A) = +}.
Other types of labellings are introduced by [JV99b] among which the so-called “rooted labelling” which induces a
corresponding “rooted” semantics. The idea is to reject only the arguments attacked by accepted arguments: an attack
by an “undecided” argument is not rooted since an “undecided” attacker may become rejected.

Definition 25 (Jakobovits and Vermeir’s labellings, 1999 – cont’d)
The complete labellingLab is rooted iff∀A ∈ A, if Lab(A) = − then∃B ∈ R−(A) such thatLab(B) = +.

The rooted semantics enables to clarify the links between all the other semantics introduced by [JV99b] and some
semantics introduced by [Dun95].

Example 6 On the following example:
An An−1 A2 A1

For n even, we obtainLab(An) = Lab(An−2) = . . . = Lab(A2) = + andLab(An−1) = Lab(An−3) = . . . =
Lab(A1) = −.

For n odd, we obtainLab(An) = Lab(An−2) = . . . = Lab(A1) = + andLab(An−1) = Lab(An−3) = . . . =
Lab(A2) = −

Another type oflocal valuationhas been introduced by [BH01] for “deductive” arguments. The approach can be
characterised as follows. An argument is structured as a pair 〈support, conclusion〉, wheresupport is a consistent
set of formulae that enables to prove the formulaconclusion. The attack relation considered here is strict and cycles
are not allowed. The notion of a “tree of arguments” allows a concise and exhaustive representation of attackers
and defenders of a given argument, root of the tree. A function, called a “categoriser”, assigns a value to a tree of
arguments. This value represents the relative strength of an argument (root of the tree) given all its attackers and
defenders. Another function, called an “accumulator”, synthesises the values assigned to all the argument trees whose
root is an argument for (resp. against) a given conclusion. The phase of categorisation therefore corresponds to an
interaction-based valuation. [BH01] introduce the following functionCat:

if R−(A) = ∅, thenCat(A) = 1

if R−(A) 6= ∅ with R−(A) = {A1, . . . , An}, Cat(A) = 1
1+Cat(A1)+...+Cat(An)

Intuitively, the larger the number of direct attackers of anargument, the lower its value. The larger the number of
defenders of an argument, the larger its value.

Example 6 (cont’d) We obtain:

Cat(An) = 1, Cat(An−1) = 0.5, Cat(An−2) = 0.66, Cat(An−3) = 0.6, . . . , andCat(A1) = (
√

5 − 1)/2 when
n→∞ (this value is the inverse of the golden ratio7).

So, we have:

If n is evenCat(An−1) ≤ . . . ≤ Cat(A3) ≤ Cat(A1) ≤ Cat(A2) ≤ . . . ≤ Cat(An) = 1

If n is oddCat(An−1) ≤ . . . ≤ Cat(A2) ≤ Cat(A1) ≤ Cat(A3) ≤ . . . ≤ Cat(An) = 1

Our approach forlocal valuationsis a generalization of these two previous proposals in the sense that [BH01]Cat
function and [JV99b] labellings are instances of our approach.

The main idea is that the value of an argument is obtained withthe composition of two functions:

one for aggregating the values of all the direct attackers ofthe argument; so, this function computes the value of
the “direct attack”;

7The golden ratio is a famous number since the antiquity whichhas several interesting properties in several domains (architecture, for example).
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the other for computing the effect of the “direct attack” on the value of the argument: if the value of the “direct
attack” increases then the value of this argument decreases, if the value of the “direct attack” decreases then the
value of this argument increases.

Let (W,≥) be a totally ordered set with a minimum element (VMin) and a subsetV of W , that containsVMin and with
a maximum elementVMax.

Definition 26 (Generic gradual valuation) Let 〈A,R〉 be an argumentation system. A valuation is a functionv :
A → V such that:

1. ∀A ∈ A, v(A) ≥ VMin

2. ∀A ∈ A, if R−(A) = ∅, thenv(A) = VMax

3. ∀A ∈ A, if R−(A) = {A1, . . . , An} 6= ∅, thenv(A) = g(h(v(A1), . . . , v(An)))

with h : V ∗ →W such that (V ∗ denotes the set of all finite sequences of elements ofV )

h(x) = x

h() = VMin

For any permutation(xi1, . . . , xin) of (x1, . . . , xn), h(xi1, . . . , xin) = h(x1, . . . , xn)

h(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) ≥ h(x1, . . . , xn)

if xi ≥ x′
i thenh(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn) ≥ h(x1, . . . , x

′
i, . . . , xn)

andg : W → V such that

g(VMin) = VMax

g(VMax) < VMax

g is non-increasing (ifx ≤ y theng(x) ≥ g(y))

Note thath(x1, . . . , xn) ≥Max(x1, . . . , xn) is a logical consequence of the properties of the functionh.

A first property on the functiong explains the behaviour of the local valuation in the case of an argument which is the
root of only one branch (like in Example 6 on the facing page):

Proposition 6 The functiong satisfies for alln ≥ 1:

g(VMax) ≤ g3(VMax) ≤ . . . ≤ g2n+1(VMax) ≤ g2n(VMax) ≤ . . . ≤ g2(VMax) ≤ VMax

Moreover, ifg is strictly non-increasing andg(VMax) > VMin, the previous inequalities become strict.

A second property shows that the local valuation induces an ordering relation on arguments:

Proposition 7 (Complete preordering) Let v be a valuation in the sense of Definition 26.v induces a complete8

preordering� on the set of argumentsA defined by:A � B iff v(A) ≥ v(B).

A third property handles the cycles:

8A complete preordering onA means that any two elements ofA are comparable.
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Proposition 8 (Value in a cycle) LetC be an isolated cycle of the attack graph, whose length isn. If n is odd, all the
arguments of the cycle have the same value and this value is a fixpoint of the functiong. If n is even, the value of each
argument of the cycle is a fixpoint of the functiongn.

The following property shows the underlying principles satisfied by all the local valuations defined according to our
schema:

Proposition 9 (Underlying principles) The gradual valuation given by Definition 26 on the precedingpage respects
the following principles:

P1 The valuation is maximal for an argument without attackers and non maximal for an attacked and undefended
argument.

P2 The valuation of an argument is a function of the valuation ofits direct attackers (the “direct attack”).

P3 The valuation of an argument is a non-increasing function ofthe valuation of the “direct attack”.

P4 Each attacker of an argument contributes to the increase of the valuation of the “direct attack” for this argument.

The last properties explain why [JV99b] and [BH01] propose instances of the local valuation described in Definition 26
on the previous page:

Proposition 10 (Link with [JV99b])
Every rooted labelling of〈A,R〉 in the sense of [JV99b] can be defined as an instance of the generic valuation such
that:

V = W = {−, ?, +} with− < ? < +,

VMin = −,

VMax = +,

g defined byg(−) = +, g(+) = −, g(?) =?

andh is the functionMax.

Proposition 11 (Link with [BH01]) The gradual valuation of [BH01] can be defined as an instance of the generic
valuation such that:

V = [0, 1],

W = [0,∞[,

VMin = 0,

VMax = 1,

g : W → V defined byg(x) = 1
1+x

andh defined byh(x1, . . . , xn) = x1 + . . . + xn.

Note that, in the work of [BH01], the valued graphs are acyclic. However, it is easy to show that the valuation
proposed by [BH01] can be generalized to graphs with cycles (in this case, we must solve second degree equations –
see Example 8 on page 40).
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Example 7 Consider the following graph:
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B1 B2 B3 B4

A

D1 D2 D3

C1 C3 C4C2

E1

In this example, with the generic valuation, we obtain:

v(E1) = v(D2) = v(D3) = v(C4) = v(B4) = VMax

v(D1) = v(C2) = v(C3) = v(B3) = g(VMax)

v(C1) = v(B2) = g2(VMax)

v(B1) = g(h(g2(VMax), g(VMax)))

v(A) = g(h(g(h(g2(VMax), g(VMax))), g
2(VMax), g(VMax), VMax))

So, we have:
E1, D2, D3, C4, B4

�
C1, B2

�
D1, C2, C3, B3

However, the constraints onv(A) andv(B1) are insufficient to compareA andB1 with the other arguments.

The same problem exists if we reduce the example to the hatched part of the graph in the previous figure; we obtain
E1, D2 � C1 � D1, C2, butA andB1 cannot be compared with the other arguments9.

Now, we use the instance of the generic valuation proposed by[BH01]:

v(E1) = v(D2) = v(D3) = v(C4) = v(B4) = 1,

v(D1) = v(C2) = v(C3) = v(B3) = 1
2 ,

v(C1) = v(B2) = 2
3 ,

v(B1) = 6
13 ,

v(A) = 78
283 .

9v(A) = g2(h(g2(VMax, g(VMax))) andv(B1) = g(h(g2(VMax), g(VMax))).
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So, we have:
E1, D2, D3, C4, B4

�
C1, B2

�
D1, C2, C3, B3

�
B1

�
A

However, if we reduce the example to the hatched part of the graph, then the value ofA is 13
19 . So,v(A) is better than

v(B1) andv(D1), but also thanv(C1) (A becomes better than its defender).

Example 8 (Isolated cycle)Consider the following graph reduced to an isolated cycle:

B

A

.

A generic valuation givesv(A) = v(B) = fixpoint ofg2.

If we use the instance proposed by [BH01],v(A) andv(B) are solutions of the following second degree equation:
x2 + x− 1 = 0.

So, we obtain:v(A) = v(B) = −1+
√

5
2 ≈ 0.618 (the inverse of the golden ratio again).

3.2.2.2 Global approach (with tuples)

We now consider a second approach for the valuation step, called the global approach. Here, the key idea is that the
value ofA must describe the subgraph whose root isA. So, we want to memorise the length of each branch leading to
A in a tuple (for an attack branch, we have an odd integer, and for a defence branch, we have an even integer).

In this approach, the main constraint is that we must be able to identify the branches leading to the argument and to
compute their lengths. This is very easy in the case of an acyclic graph. We therefore introduce first a global gradual
valuation for acyclic graphs. Then, in the next sections, weextend our proposition to the case of graphs with cycles,
and we study the properties of this global gradual valuation.

3.2.2.2.1 Gradual valuation with tuples for acyclic graphs

First, in order to record the lengths of the branches leadingto the arguments, we use the notion of tuples and we define
some operations on these tuples:

Definition 27 (Tuple) A tuple is a sequence of integers. The tuple(0, . . . , 0, . . .)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∞

will be denoted by0∞. The tuple

(1, . . . , 1, . . .)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∞

will be denoted by1∞.

Notation 2 T denotes the set of the tuples built with positive integers.
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Definition 28 (Operations on the tuples)We have two kinds of operations on tuples:

the concatenation of two tuples is defined by the function⋆ : T × T → T such that

0∞ ⋆ t = t ⋆ 0∞ = t for t 6= ()

(x1, . . . , xn, . . .) ⋆ (x′
1, . . . , x

′
n, . . .) = Sort(x1, . . . , xn, . . . , x′

1, . . . , x
′
n, . . .)

Sort being the function which orders a tuple by increasing values.

the addition of a tuple and an integer is defined by the function⊕ : T ×N→ T such that

0∞ ⊕ k = (k)

()⊕ k = ()

(x1, . . . , xn)⊕ k = (x1 + k, . . . , xn + k)

(x1, . . . , xn, . . .)⊕ k = (x1 + k, . . . , xn + k, . . .) if (x1, . . . , xn, . . .) 6= 0∞

Note that we allow infinite tuples, among other reasons, because they are needed later in order to compute the ordering
relations described in Section 3.2.2.2.4 on page 49 (when the graph will be cyclic).

The operations on the tuples have the following properties:

Proposition 12 (Properties of⋆ and⊕)
The concatenation⋆ is commutative and associative.

For any tuplet and any integersk andk′, (t⊕ k)⊕ k′ = t⊕ (k + k′).

For any integerk and any tuplest andt′ different from0∞10, (t ⋆ t′)⊕ k = (t⊕ k) ⋆ (t′ ⊕ k).

In order to valuate the arguments, we split the set of the lengths of the branches leading to the argument in two subsets,
one for the lengths of defence branches (even integers) and the other one for the lengths of attack branches (odd
integers). This is captured by the notion of tupled values:

Definition 29 (Tupled value) A tupled valueis a pair of tuplesvt = [vtp, vti] with:

vtp is a tuple of even integers ordered by increased values; thistuple is called the even component ofvt;

vti is a tuple of odd integers ordered by increased values; this tuple is called the odd component ofvt.

Notation 3 V denotes the subset ofT × T of all tupled values (so,∀vt ∈ V , vt is a pair of tuples satisfying Defini-
tion 29).

Using this notion of tupled-values, we can define thecomputation processof the gradual valuation with tuples11 in the
case of acyclic graphs.

Definition 30 (Valuation with tuples for acyclic graphs) Let 〈A,R〉 be an argumentation system without cycles. A
valuation with tuples is a functionv : A → V such that:

If A ∈ A is a leaf then
v(A) = [0∞, ()].

If A ∈ A has direct attackers denoted byB1, . . . ,Bn, . . . then

v(A) = [vp(A), vi(A)] with:
vp(A) = (vi(B1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (vi(Bn)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . .
vi(A) = (vp(B1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (vp(Bn)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . .

10Otherwise it is false :(0∞ ⋆ (p)) ⊕ k = (p + k), whereas(0∞ ⊕ k) ⋆ ((p) ⊕ k) = (k) ⋆ (p + k) = (k, p + k).
11This definition is different from the definition given in [CLS03c]. The ideas are the same but the formalisation is different.
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Notes: The choice of the value[0∞, ()] for the leaves is justified by the fact that the value of an argument memorises
all the lengths of the branches leading to the argument. Using the same constraint, eithervp(A) orvi(A) may be empty
but not both12.

Note also that the set of the direct attackers of an argument can be infinite (this property will be used when we take
into account an argumentation graph with cycles).

Example 9 On this graph, the valuation with tuples gives the followingresults:

B2

C1 C2

D2

C3

D1

E1

B1

A On this graphG, we have:

v(D1) = v(C2) = v(E1) = [0∞, ()],

v(C1) = v(D2) = [(), (1)],

v(C3) = [(2), ()],

v(B1) = [(2), (1)],

v(B2) = [(), (3)],

v(A) = [(2, 4), (1, 3)].

3.2.2.2.2 Study of cycles

Handling cycles raises some important issues: the notion ofbranch is not always useful in a cycle (for example, in an
unattacked cycle like in Examples 8 on page 40 and 10), and when this notion is useful, the length of a branch can be
defined in different ways.

Let us consider different examples:

Example 10 (Unattacked cycle)The graph is reduced to an unattacked cycleA−B−A which attacks the argument
C:

A B

C

The notion of branch is useless in this case, because there isno leaf in the graph.

There are two possibilities:

First, one can consider that the cycle is like an infinite branch; soA (resp.B) is the root of one branch whose
length is∞. But the parity of the length of this branch is undefined, and it is impossible to say if this branch is
an attack branch or a defence branch.

The second possibility is to consider that the cycle is like an infinity of branches; soA (resp. B) is the root of
an infinity of attack branches and defence branches whose lengths are known and finite.

12The proof is the following:.

If A is not a leaf, at least one of the tuples is not empty, because there exists at least one branch whose length is> 0 leading toA (see
Definitions 28 on the previous page and 30 on the preceding page).

And, if A is a leaf, there also exists at least one defence branch because the path fromA to A is allowed and its length is0 (in fact, there are
an infinity of such paths – see Definition 15 on page 32) and no attack branch leading to the leaf (see Definition 30 on the preceding page).

So, the value of a leaf is[0∞, ()], and it is impossible thatvp(A) = vi(A) = ().
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The second possibility means that the cycle may have two representations which are acyclic but also infinite graphs
(one with the rootA and the other one with the rootB). This is a rewriting process of the cycle:

A B

B1 B2 B3 B4

A1 A2 A3

B5 B6

A4

A1 A2 A3 A4

B1 B2 B3

A5 A6

B4

TheAi andBi must be new arguments created during the rewriting process of the cycle.

Example 11 (Attacked cycle)The cycleA − B − A is attacked by at least one argument which does not belong to
the cycle (here, the attacker is the unattacked argumentD):

A B

D

C E

In this case, the notion of branch is useful because there exists one leaf in the graph, but the difficulty is to compute the
length of this branch. As in Example 10 on the preceding page,we can consider either that there is only one infinite
branch (so, it is impossible to know if this branch is an attack or a defence branch), or that there is an infinity of attack
branches and defence branches whose lengths are known and finite.

In the second case, the graph can be rewritten into the following structures:
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A

C

B

E

D

D

B1 B2

A1 A2

B3

A3

A1 A2 A3

B1 B2

A4 A5

B3

A6

D

D

D

D

TheAi andBi must be new arguments created during the rewriting process of the graph.

From the previous examples, we have chosen to manage a cycle as an infinity of attack branches and defence branches
whose lengths are known and finite because we would like to be able to apply Definition 30 on page 41 in all cases
(acyclic graphs and graphs with cycles). However, we need a rewriting process of the graph with cycles into an acyclic
graph. There are two different cases, one for the unattackedcycles and one for the attacked cycles:

Definition 31 (Rewriting of an unattacked cycle) Let C = A0 − A1 − . . . − An−1 − A0 an unattacked cycle. The
graphG which containsC is rewritten as follows:

1. the cycleC is removed,

2. and replaced by the infinite acyclic graphs, one for eachAi, i = 0 . . . n− 1:

Ai

ր ր . . . տ տ տ . . .
Ai

1
1 Ai

2
1 . . . Ai

n−1
1 Ai

n
1 Ai

n+1
1 . . .

↑ . . . ↑ ↑ ↑ . . .
Ai

2
2 . . . Ai

n−1
2 Ai

n
2 Ai

n+1
2 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
↑ ↑ ↑ . . .

Ai
n−1
n−1 Ai

n
n−1 Ai

n+1
n−1 . . .

↑ ↑ . . .
Ai

n
n Ai

n+1
n . . .
↑ . . .

Ai
n+1
n+1 . . .

3. the edges between each of theAi and an argument which does not belong toC are kept.
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Example 10 on page 42 – Unattacked cycle (cont’d)The graphG containing the unattacked cycleA−B−A and
the argumentC, which is attacked byA, is rewritten as follows:

C
↑
A

ր ր տ . . .
A1

1 A2
1 A3

1 . . .
↑ ↑ . . .

A2
2 A3

2 . . .
↑ . . .

A3
3 . . .

B
ր ր տ . . .
B1

1 B2
1 B3

1 . . .
↑ ↑ . . .

B2
2 B3

2 . . .
↑ . . .

B3
3 . . .

where theAl
k andBl

k are new arguments.

Definition 32 (Rewriting of an attacked cycle) LetC = A0 − A1 − . . . − An−1 − A0 an attacked cycle, the direct
attacker of eachAi is denotedBi, if it exists. The graphG which containsC is rewritten as follows:

1. the cycleC is removed,

2. and replaced by the infinite acyclic graphs, one for eachAi i = 0 . . . n− 1:

Ai

ր ր . . . տ տ տ . . .
Bi Ai

1
1 . . . Ai

n−1
1 Ai

n
1 Ai

n+1
1 . . .

↑ . . . ↑ ↑ ↑ . . .
B(i−1+n) modn . . . Ai

n−1
2 Ai

n
2 Ai

n+1
2 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
↑ ↑ ↑ . . .

Ai
n−1
n−1 Ai

n
n−1 Ai

n+1
n−1 . . .

↑ ↑ ↑ . . .
B(i+1) modn Ai

n
n Ai

n+1
n . . .

↑ ↑ . . .
Bi Ai

n+1
n+1 . . .
↑ . . .

B(i−1+n) modn . . .

(the branches leading toBk exist iffBk exists13).

3. the edges between each of theAi and an argument which does not belong toC are kept.

4. the edges between each of theBi and an argument which does not belong toC are kept.

Example 11 on page 43 – Attacked cycle (cont’d) The graphG containing the cycleA−B − A attacked inA by
the argumentD and with the argumentC (resp.E) attacked byA (resp.B) is rewritten as follows:

13The operator mod is the modulo function.
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C
↑
A

ր ↑ տ . . .
D A2

1 A4
1 . . .

↑ ↑ . . .
A2

2 A4
2 . . .

↑ ↑ . . .
D A4

3 . . .
↑ . . .

A4
4 . . .
↑ . . .
D . . .

E
↑
B

ր ↑ տ . . .
B1

1 B3
1 B5

1 . . .
↑ ↑ ↑ . . .
D B3

2 B5
2 . . .

↑ ↑ . . .
B3

3 B5
3 . . .

↑ ↑ . . .
D B5

4 . . .
↑ . . .

B5
5 . . .
↑ . . .
D . . .

where theAl
k andBl

k are new arguments.

Note: If there exist several cycles in a graph, we have two cases.

If they are not interconnected, we rewrite each cycle, and the valuation of the resulting graph after rewriting
does not depend on the order of cycles we select to rewrite because the valuation process only uses the length of
the branches.

If they are interconnected, they are considered as a metacyle which is in turn attacked or unattacked and the
previous methodology can be used leading to a more complex rewriting process which is not formalized here
(see details and examples in [CLS05d]).

3.2.2.2.3 A gradual valuation with tuples for general graphs

Using the definitions given in Sections 3.2.2.2.1 on page 40 and 3.2.2.2.2 on page 42, the gradual valuation with tuples
given by Definition 30 on page 41 is applicable for arbitrary graphsafter the rewriting process.

Let us apply the rewriting process and Definition 30 on page 41on different examples.

Example 10 on page 42 – Unattacked cycle (cont’d)
Consider the following graph:

A B

C

The rewriting of this graph has been given in Section 3.2.2.2.2 on page 42.

Definition 30 on page 41 produces:

vp(A) = (vi(A
1
1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (vi(A

n
1 )⊕ 1) ⋆ . . .

vi(A) = (vp(A
1
1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (vp(A

n
1 )⊕ 1) ⋆ . . .
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Applying Definition 30 on page 41 for different arguments in the rewritten graph produces the following equalities:

v(An
n) = [0∞, ()] for eachn ≥ 1

v(An
n−1) = [(), (1)] for eachn ≥ 2

v(Am
n ) = [vp(A

m
n+2)⊕ 2, vi(A

m
n+2)⊕ 2] for each n≥ 1 andm ≥ n + 2

So, using the above equalities in the formulae givingvp(A) andvi(A), we define two sequences of tuples : a sequence
(xk, k ≥ 1) of infinite tuples of even integers, and a sequence (yk, k ≥ 1) of infinite tuples of odd integers

xk = (2) ⋆ (vi(A
2k+1
2k−1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (vi(A

n
2k−1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . .

yk = (1) ⋆ (vp(A
2k+1
2k−1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (vp(A

n
2k−1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . .

From the results stated in Property 12 on page 41, it is easy toprove thatvp(A) = x1 and for eachk ≥ 1,
xk = (2) ⋆ (xk+1 ⊕ 2).

Similarly,vi(A) = y1 and for eachk ≥ 1, yk = (1) ⋆ (yk+1 ⊕ 2).

These equations enable to prove that :

For each even integerp with p > 0, p belongs to each tuplexi, i ≥ 1.

For each odd integerp, p belongs to each tupleyi, i ≥ 1.

The proof is done by induction on p.

So,v(A) = v(B) = [(2, 4, 6, . . .), (1, 3, 5, . . .)].

Then,v(C) = [(2, 4, 6, . . .), (3, 5, 7, . . .)].

Note that all the above results can be readily extended to an unattacked cycle of length n,n ≥ 2.

Proposition 13 (Properties of unattacked cycles)
For each unattacked cycle, for each argumentA of the cycle,v(A) = [(2, 4, 6, . . .), (1, 3, 5, . . .)].

Example 11 on page 43 – Attacked cycle (cont’d) Consider the following graph:

A B

D

C E

The rewriting of this graph has been given in Section 3.2.2.2.2 on page 42.

Definition 30 on page 41 produces:
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vp(A) = (vi(D)⊕ 1) ⋆ (vi(A
2
1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (vi(A

2n
1 )⊕ 1) ⋆ . . .

vi(A) = (vp(D)⊕ 1) ⋆ (vp(A
2
1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (vp(A

2n
1 )⊕ 1) ⋆ . . .

and also

v(D) = [0∞, ()]

v(An
n) = [(), (1)] for eachn ≥ 2

As done in the treatment of Example 10 on page 42, the formulaegivingvp(A) andvi(A) can be rewritten in order to
bring to light some interesting sequences of tuples.

x′
k = (vi(A

2k
2k−1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (vi(A

2(k+p)
2k−1 )⊕ 1) ⋆ . . .

y′
k = (1) ⋆ (vp(A

2k
2k−1)⊕ 1) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (vp(A

2(k+p)
2k−1 )⊕ 1) ⋆ . . .

Then, it is easy to prove thatvp(A) = x′
1 and for eachk ≥ 1, x′

k = (x′
k+1 ⊕ 2).

Similarly,vi(A) = y′
1 and for eachk ≥ 1, y′

k = (1) ⋆ (y′
k+1 ⊕ 2).

The first equation enables to prove thatx′
1 is the empty tuple14.

The second equation has already been solved and producesy′
1 = (1, 3, 5, . . .).

So,v(A) = [(), (1, 3, 5, . . .)]. For B, we can reason as forA, and we havev(B) = [(2, 4, 6, . . .), ()]. Then,v(C) =
[(2, 4, 6, . . .), ()], v(E) = [(), (3, 5, 7 . . .)].

Notation: in order to simplify the writing, we will not repeat the values inside the tuples (we will just indicate under
each value how many times it appears). For example:

[(2, 4, 4, 6, 6, 6, 8, 8, 8, 8 . . .), (3, 5, 5, 7, 7, 7, 9, 9, 9, 9 . . .)]

will be denoted by
[(2, 4︸︷︷︸

2

, 6︸︷︷︸
3

, 8︸︷︷︸
4

, . . .), (3, 5︸︷︷︸
2

, 7︸︷︷︸
3

, 9︸︷︷︸
4

, . . .)]

Conclusion about cycles Cycles are expensive since all the values obtained are infinite.

In [CLS05d], we introduce an algorithm for computing these tupled values. It uses a process of value propagation
and is parametrized by a maximum “number of runs through a cycle”. This number will be used in order to stop the
propagation mechanism and to obtain finite (thus incomplete) tupled values.

14The proof is the following:.

x′
1 contains only even integers.

For each k,x′
k
6= 0∞ sincex′

k
is the result of the addition of a tuple and an integer.

If x′
1 is not empty, lete1 denote the least even integer present inx′

1. As x′
1 = x′

2 ⊕ 2, x′
2 is not empty ande2 will denote the least integer

present inx′
2. We havee1 = e2 + 2. So, we are able to build a sequence of positive even integerse1, e2, . . ., which is strictly decreasing.

That is impossible. So,x′
1 = ().
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3.2.2.2.4 Comparison of tupled values

In this section, we define the comparison relation between arguments (so, between some particular tupled values),
using the following idea: an argumentA is better than an argumentB iff A has a better defence (for it) and a lower
attack (against it).

The first idea is to use a lexicographic ordering on the tuples. This lexicographic ordering denoted by≤lex∞ onT is
defined by:

Definition 33 (Lexicographic ordering on tuples) Let (x1, . . . , xn, . . .) and (y1, . . . , ym, . . .) be 2 finite or infinite
tuples∈ T . (x1, . . . , xn, . . .) <lex∞ (y1, . . . , ym, . . .) iff ∃i ≥ 1 such that:

∀j < i, xj = yj and

yi exists and:

– either the tuple(x1, . . . , xn, . . .) is finite with a number of elements equal toi− 1 (so,xi does not exist),

– or xi exists andxi < yi.

(x1, . . . , xn, . . .) =lex∞ (y1, . . . , ym, . . .) iff the tuples contain the same numberp ∈ N ∪ {∞} of elements and∀i,
1 ≤ i ≤ p, xi = yi.

So, we define:(x1, . . . , xn, . . .) ≤lex∞ (y1, . . . , ym, . . .) iff
(x1, . . . , xn, . . .) =lex∞ (y1, . . . , ym, . . .) or (x1, . . . , xn, . . .) <lex∞ (y1, . . . , ym, . . .).

The ordering<lex∞ is a generalization of the classical lexicographic ordering (see [Xuo92]) to the case of infinite
tuples. This ordering is complete but not well-founded (there exist infinite sequences which are strictly non-increasing:
(0) <lex∞ (0, 0) <lex∞ . . .<lex∞ (0, . . . , 0, . . .) <lex∞ . . .<lex∞ (0, 1)).

Since the even values and the odd values in the tupled value ofan argument do not play the same role, we cannot use
a classical lexicographic comparison. So, we compare tupled values in two steps:

The “first step”compares the number of attack branches and the number of defence branchesof each argument.
So, we have two criteria (one for the defence and the other forthe attack). These criteria are aggregated using
a cautious method: we conclude if one of the arguments has more defence branches (it is better according
to the defence criterion) and less attack branches than the other argument (it is also better according to the
attack criterion). Note that we conclude positively only whenall the criteria agree: if one of the arguments has
more defence branches (it is better according to the defencecriterion) and more attack branches than the other
argument (it is worse according to the attack criterion), the arguments are considered to be incomparable.

Else, the arguments have the same number of defence branchesand the same number of attack branches, and
a “second step”compares the quality of the attacks and the quality of the defencesusing the length of each
branch. This comparison is made with a lexicographic principle (see Definition 33) and gives two criteria which
are again aggregated using a cautious method. In case of disagreement, the arguments are considered to be
incomparable.

Let us consider some examples:

[(2), (1)] is better than[(2), (1, 1)] because there are less attack branches in the first tupled value than in the
second tupled value, the numbers of defence branches being the same (first step).

[(2), (1)] is incomparable with[(2, 2), (1, 1)] because there are less defence branches and less attack branches
in the first tupled value than in the second tupled value (firststep).
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[(2), (3)] is better than[(2), (1)] because there are weaker attack branches in the first tupled value than in the
second tupled value (the attack branch of the first tupled value is longer than the one of the second tupled value),
the defence branches being the same (second step, using the lexicographic comparison applied on even parts
then on odd parts of the tupled values).

[(2), (3)] is better than[(4), (3)] because there are stronger defence branches in the first tupled value than in the
second tupled value (the defence branch is shorter in the first tupled value than in the second tupled value), the
attack branches being the same (second step).

[(2), (1)] is incomparable with[(4), (3)] because there are worse attack branches and better defence branches in
the first tupled value than in the second tupled value (secondstep).

The comparison of arguments is done using Algorithm 1 which implements the principle of a double comparison
(first quantitative, then qualitative) with two criteria (one defence criterion and one attack criterion) using a cautious
method.

Algorithm 1: Comparison of two tupled values
% Description of the parameters:v, w: 2 tupled values %
% Notations: %
% |vp| (resp.|wp|): number of elements in the even component ofv (resp.w) %
% if vp (resp.wp) is infinite then|vp| (resp.|wp|) is taken equal to∞ %
% |vi| (resp.|wi|): number of elements in the odd component ofv (resp.w) %
% if vi (resp.wi) is infinite then|vi| (resp.|wi|) is taken equal to∞ %
% As usual,≻ will denote the strict relation associated with� defined by: %
% v ≻ w iff v � w and not(w � v). %

begin
1 if v = w then v � w AND w � v % Case 1 %
2 else
3 if |vi| = |wi| AND |vp| = |wp| then

% lexicographic comparisons betweenvp andwp and betweenvi andwi %
4 if vp ≤lex∞ wp ANDvi ≥lex∞ wi then v ≻ w % case 2 %
5 else
6 if vp ≥lex∞ wp ANDvi ≤lex∞ wi then v ≺ w % case 3 %
7 else v 6� w AND v 6� w % Incomparable tupled values. case 4 %

8 else
9 if |vi| ≥ |wi| AND |vp| ≤ |wp| then v ≺ w % case 5 %

10 else
11 if |vi| ≤ |wi| AND |vp| ≥ |wp| then v ≻ w % case 6 %
12 else v 6� w AND v 6� w % Incomparable tupled values. Case 7 %

end

Algorithm 1 defines a partial preordering on the setv(A):

Proposition 14 (Partial preordering) Algorithm 1 defines a partial preordering� on the setv(A).

The tupled value[0∞, ()] is the only maximal value of the partial preordering�.

The tupled value[(), 1∞] is the only minimal value of the partial preordering�.

Notation: the partial preordering� on the setv(A) induces a partial preordering on the arguments (the partial
preordering onA will be denoted like the partial preordering onv(A)): A � B if and only if v(A) � v(B)15.

15We will also use the notationB � A defined by:B � A iff A � B.
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In order to present the underlying principles satisfied by the global valuation, we first consider the different ways for
modifying the defence part or the attack part of an argument:

Definition 34 (Adding/removing a branch to an argument)
Let A be an argument whose tupled value isv(A) = [vp(A), vi(A)] with vp(A) = (xp

1, . . . , x
p
n) and vi(A) =

(xi
1, . . . , x

i
m) (vp(A) or vi(A) may be empty but not simultaneously).

Adding (resp. removing) a defence branch toA is defined by:

vp(A) becomesSort(xp
1, . . . , x

p
n, xp

n+1) wherexp
n+1 is the length of the added branch (resp.∃j ∈ [1..n] such that

vp(A) becomes(xp
1, . . . , x

p
j−1, x

p
j+1, . . . , x

p
n)).

And the same thing onvi(A) for adding (resp. removing) an attack branch toA.

Definition 35 (Increasing/decreasing the length of a branchof an argument)
Let A be an argument whose tupled value isv(A) = [vp(A), vi(A)] with vp(A) = (xp

1, . . . , x
p
n) and vi(A) =

(xi
1, . . . , x

i
m) (vp(A) or vi(A) may be empty but not simultaneously).

Increasing (resp. decreasing) the length of a defence branch ofA is defined by:

∃j ∈ [1..n] such thatvp(A) becomes(xp
1, . . . , x

p
j−1, x

′p
j , xp

j+1, . . . , x
p
n) wherex′p

j > xp
j (resp. x′p

j < xp
j ) and the

parity ofx′p
j is the parity ofxp

j .

And the same thing onvi(A) for increasing (resp. decreasing) an attack branch toA.

Definition 36 (Improvement/degradation of the defences/attacks)
LetA be an argument whose tupled value isv(A) = [vp(A), vi(A)] (vp(A) or vi(A) may be empty but not simultane-
ously). We define:

An improvement (resp. degradation) of the defenceconsists in

adding a defence branch toA if initially vp(A) 6= 0∞ (resp. removing a defence branch ofA);

or decreasing (resp. increasing) the length of a defence branch ofA;

or removing the only defence branch leading toA (resp. adding a defence branch leading toA
if initially vp(A) = 0∞);

An improvement (resp. degradation) of the attack consists in

adding (resp. removing) an attack branch toA;

or decreasing (resp. increasing) the length of an attack branch ofA.

Proposition 15 (Underlying principles) Let v be a valuation with tuples (Definition 30 on page 41) associated with
Algorithm 1 on the preceding page,v respects the following principles:

P1′ The valuation is maximal for an argument without attackers and non maximal for an argument which is attacked
(whether it is defended or not).

P2′ The valuation of an argument takes into account all the branches which are rooted in this argument.

P3′ The improvement of the defence or the degradation of the attack of an argument leads to an increase of the value
of this argument.

P4′ The improvement of the attack or the degradation of the defence of an argument leads to a decrease of the value
of the argument.
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Example 7 on page 39 (cont’d) With the valuation with tuples, we obtain:

v(E1) = v(D2) = v(D3) = v(C4) = v(B4) = [0∞, ()],

v(D1) = v(C2) = v(C3) = v(B3) = [(), (1)],

v(C1) = v(B2) = [(2), ()],

v(B1) = [(2), (3)],

v(A) = [(2, 4), (1, 3, 3)].

So, we have:

E1, D2, D3, C4, B4

≻
C1, B2 E1, D2, D3, C4, B4

≻ but also ≻
B1 A
≻

D1, C2, C3, B3

A is incomparable with almost all the other arguments (exceptwith the leaves of the graph).

Similarly, on the hatched part of the graph, we obtain the following results:

E1, D2 ≻ C1 ≻ B1 ≻ A ≻ D1, C2

A is now comparable with all the other arguments (in particular, A is “worse” than its defenderC1 and than its direct
attackerB1).

3.2.2.3 Main differences between “local” and “global” valuations

[CLS03c] give a comparison of these approaches with some existing approaches ([Dun95, JV99b, BH01]), and also a
comparison of the “local” approaches and the “global” approach. The improvement of the global approach proposed
in [CLS05d] does not modify the main results of this comparison.

Let us give again here an example of the essential point whichdifferentiates them:

B

D C1

C2

C’ B’

In the local approach,B′ is better thanB (sinceB′ suffers one attack whereasB suffers two attacks).

In the global approach,B is better thanB′ (since it has at least a defence whereasB′ has none). In this case,C1 loses
its negative status of attacker, since it is in fact “carrying a defence” forB.

The following table synthesises the results about the different proposed valuations:

global approach

arguments having only
attack branches

�
arguments having at-
tack branches and de-
fence branches

�
arguments having only
defence branches

�
arguments
never
attacked
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local approach

arguments having sev-
eral unattacked direct
attackers

�
arguments having only
one unattacked direct
attacker

�

arguments having only
one attacked direct
attacker (possibly
defended)

arguments having several attacked direct attackers (possibly defended)

�
arguments
never
attacked

The difference between the local approaches and the global approach is also illustrated by the following property:

Proposition 16 (Independence of branches in the global approach)
LetA be an argument having the following direct attackers:

A1 whose value isv(A1) = [(a1
p1

, . . . , a1
pm1

), (a1
i1

, . . . , a1
im1

)],

. . . ,

An whose value isv(An) = [(an
p1

, . . . , an
pmn

), (an
i1

, . . . , an
imn

)].

LetA′ be an argument having the following direct attackers:

A1
p1

whose value isv(A1
p1

) = [(a1
p1

)()],

. . . ,

A1
pm1

whose value isv(A1
pm1

) = [(a1
pm1

)()],

A1
i1

whose value isv(A1
i1

) = [()(a1
i1

)],

. . . ,

A1
im1

whose value isv(A1
im1

) = [()(a1
im1

)],

. . . ,

An
p1

whose value isv(An
p1

) = [(an
p1

)()],

. . . ,

An
pmn

whose value isv(An
pmn

) = [(an
pmn

)()],

An
i1

whose value isv(An
i1

) = [()(an
i1

)],

. . . ,

An
imn

whose value isv(An
imn

) = [()(an
imn

)].

Thenv(A) = v(A′).

This property illustrates the “independence” of branches during the computation of the values in the global approach,
even when these branches are not graphically independent. On the following example,A andA′ have the same value
[(2, 2)()] though they are the root of different subgraphs:

AB

C1

C2

C1

C2 B2

B1

A’

This property is not satisfied by the local approach since, using the underlying principles of the local approach (see
Property 9 on page 38), the value of the argumentA must be at least as good as (and sometimes better than16) the
value of the argumentA′ (A having one direct attacker, andA′ having two direct attackers).

16With the valuation proposed by [BH01], we obtain:v(A) = 3
4

andv(A′) = 1
2

.
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3.2.2.4 Conclusion about valuation step

For unipolar argumentation systems, one of my work has been the graduality introduction in the two main related
issues of argumentation systems:

the valuation of arguments,

the acceptability of arguments.

Regarding the first issue which is concerned by the current section, we have defined two formalisms introducing an
interaction-based gradual valuation of arguments.

First, a generic gradual valuation which covers existing proposals (for example [BH01, JV99b]). This approach
is essentially “local” since it computes the value of the argument only from the value of its direct attackers.

Then, an approach based on a labelling which takes the form ofa pair of tuples; this labelling memorises the
structure of the graph representing the interactions (the “attack graph”), associating each branch with its length
(number of the edges from the leaf to the current node) in the attack graph (if the length of the branch is an even
integer, the branch is a defence branch for the current node,otherwise the branch is an attack branch for the
current node). This approach is said to be “global” since it computes the value of the argument using the whole
attack graph influencing the argument.

We have shown that each of these valuations induces a preordering on the set of the arguments, and we have brought
to light the main differences between these two approaches.

These valuations will be used for the selection of the arguments (see Section 3.2.3).

3.2.3 Acceptability

In this section, we now shift to the selection step and introduce graduality in the notion of acceptability.

The basic idea is to select an argument depending on the non-selection of its direct attackers. Following this idea, we
propose two different methods:

The first method consists in refining the classical partitionissued from Dung’s collective acceptability; this
refinement may be achieved using the gradual valuations defined in Section 3.2.2 on page 35.

The second method takes place in an individual acceptability and consists in defining a new acceptability using
only the gradual valuations defined in Section 3.2.2 on page 35.

This work has been done with Claudette CAYROL and has been published in [CLS05d].

3.2.3.1 Different levels of collective acceptability

Under a given semantics, and following Dung, the acceptability of an argument depends on its membership to an
extension under this semantics. We consider three possiblecases17:

the argument can beuni-accepted, when it belongs to all the extensions of this semantics,

or the argument can beexi-accepted, when it belongs to at least one extension of this semantics,

or the argument can benot-acceptedwhen it does not belong to any extension of this semantics.

17The terminology used in this section is also used in the domain of nonmonotonic reasoning (see [PL92] and Chapter 1 on page9): the worduni
comes from the worduniversalwhich is a “synonym” of the wordskeptical, and the wordexicomes from the wordexistentialwhich is a “synonym”
of the wordcredulous. We have chosen to use the wordsuni andexi because they recall the logical quantifiers∀ (for all) and∃ (exists at least one).
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However, these three levels seem insufficient. For example,what should be concluded in the case of two argumentsA
andB which are exi-accepted and such thatARB or BRA?

So, we introduce a new definition which takes into account thesituation of the argument w.r.t. its attackers. This
refines the class of the exi-accepted arguments under a givensemanticsS.

Definition 37 (Cleanly-accepted argument)ConsiderA ∈ A, A is cleanly-acceptedif and only ifA belongs to at
least one extension ofS and∀B ∈ A such thatBRA, B does not belong to any extension ofS.

Thus, we capture the idea that an argument will be better accepted, if its attackers are not-accepted.

Proposition 17 ConsiderA ∈ A and a semanticsS such that each extension forS is conflict-free. IfA is uni-accepted
thenA is cleanly-accepted. The converse is false.

The notion of cleanly-accepted argument refines the class ofthe exi-accepted arguments. For a semanticsS and an
argumentA, we have the following states:

A can beuni-accepted, if A belongs to all the extensions forS (so, it will also be cleanly-accepted);

or A can becleanly-accepted(so, it is by definition also exi-accepted); note that it is possible that the argument
is also uni-accepted;

or A can beonly-exi-accepted, if A is not cleanly-accepted, butA is exi-accepted;

or A is not-acceptedif A does not belong to any extension forS.

Example 12 Consider the following argumentation system.

J

H

I E A

B

C1D C2

F

G

There are two preferred extensions{D, C2, A, G} and
{D, C2, E, G, I}. So, for the preferred semantics, the acceptabil-
ity levels are the following:

D, C2 andG are uni-accepted,

I is cleanly-accepted but not uni-accepted,

A andE are only-exi-accepted,

B, C1, F , H andJ are not-accepted.

Note that, in all the cases where there is only one extension,the first three levels of acceptability coincide18. This is
the case:

Under the preferred semantics, when there is no even cycle (see [Dou02]).

Under the grounded semantics (another semantics proposed by Dung – see [Dun95, Dou02] – which has only
one extension).

Looking more closely, we can prove the following result:

Proposition 18 Under the stable semantics, the class of the uni-accepted arguments coincides with the class of the
cleanly-accepted arguments.

Then, using a result issued from the work of [DBC01, DBC02] and reused by [Dou02] which shows that, when there is
no odd cycle, all the preferred extensions are stable19, we apply Property 18 and we obtain the following consequence:

18If there is only one extension then the fact thatA belongs to all the extensions is equivalent to the fact thatA belongs to at least one extension.
Moreover, with only one extension containingA, all the attackers ofA do not belong to an extension. So,A is cleanly-accepted.

19This corresponds to the consistent argumentation system proposed by [Dun95].
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Consequence 1Under the preferred semantics, when there is no odd cycle, the class of the uni-accepted arguments
coincides with the class of the cleanly-accepted arguments.

Finally, the exploitation of the gradual interaction-based valuations (see Section 3.2.2 on page 35) allows us to define
new levels of collective acceptability.

Let v be a gradual valuation and let� be the associated preordering (partial or complete) onA. This preordering
can be used inside each acceptability level (for example, the level of the exi-accepted arguments) in order to identify
arguments which are better accepted than others.

Example 12 on the preceding page (cont’d) Two different gradual valuations are applied on the same graph:

J

I H

E A

B

C1D C2

F

G

0,674
0,482

0,5

1
1

0,590

0,694 0,441

0,666

0,4

0.5

Besnard & Hunter’s (2001) valuation

With the instance of the generic valuation proposed by [BH01] (see Section 3.2.2.1 on page 35), we obtain the follow-
ing comparisons:

D, C2 ≻ I ≻ E ≻ G ≻ J ≻ C1, F ≻ A ≻ H ≻ B

[(2,4,6,8,...),
(3,5,7,9...)]

[(4,6,8,10,...),
(3,5,7,9,...)]

{{ {

2 2 3

{ {

2 3

[(6,8,10,12,...),

(5,7,9,11,...)]

[(6,8,10,12,...),

{ { {
{ {

2 3

2 2 3

(7,9,10,11,...)]

{ {

2 3

{ { {

2 32

[(4,6,8,10,...),

(5,7,9,11,...)]

A

B

C1D C2

[(2),(1)]

[(0,...,0),()] [(),(1)]
[(0,...,0),()]

[(),(1)]F

[(2),()]G

E

HI

J

Valuation with tuples
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With the global valuation with tuples presented in Section 3.2.2.2 on page 40, we obtain the following comparisons:

D, C2 ≻ G ≻ B ≻ F, C1

D, C2 ≻ A ≻ E

D, C2 ≻ H ≻ E

D, C2 ≻ I

D, C2 ≻ J

So, all the arguments belonging to a cycle are incomparable with G, B, F , C1 and, even between them, there are few
comparison results.

If we apply the preordering induced by a valuation without respecting the acceptability levels defined in this section,
counter-intuitive situations may happen. In Example 12 on page 55, we obtain:

With the valuation of [BH01] and under the preferred semantics,E ≻ G despite the fact thatG is uni-accepted
andE is only-exi-accepted.

With the valuation with tuples and under the preferred semantics, H ≻ E despite the fact thatE is only-exi-
accepted andH is not-accepted.

These counter-intuitive situations illustrate the difference between the acceptability definition and the valuationdefi-
nitions (even if both use the interaction between arguments, they do not use it in the same way).

3.2.3.2 Towards a gradual individual acceptability

The individual acceptability is based on the comparison of an argument with its attackers.

The first proposal has been to select an argument if and only ifit does not have any attacker (see [EGFK93b]).

This has later been extended by [AC98] where, using a preference relation between arguments (an intrinsic valuation),
an argument is accepted if and only if it is preferred to each of its attackers.

Following this proposal, we propose the same mechanism but with the interaction-based valuation.

Givenv a gradual valuation, the preordering induced byv can be directly used in order to compare, from the accept-
ability point of view, an argument and its attackers20. This defines a new class of acceptable arguments: well-defended
arguments.

Definition 38 (Well-defended argument) ConsiderA ∈ A, A is well-defended (forv) if and only if∀B ∈ A such
thatBRA, B 6≻ A.

Thus, we capture the idea that an argument will be better accepted if it is at least as good as its direct attackers (or
incomparable with them in the case of a partial ordering). The set of well-defended arguments will depend on the
valuation used.

Using this new notion, the set of arguments is partitioned inthree classes:

the first class contains the arguments which are not attacked,

the second class contains the arguments which are attacked but are well-defended,

the third class contains the other arguments (attacked and not well-defended).

20This idea is also used in the notion of “defeat” proposed by [BC02]. So, there is a link between a “well-defended argument”and an argument
which is not “attacked” in the sense of [BC02] by its direct attackers. Note that, in the work of [BC02], the valuation is anextra knowledge added
in the argumentation system. In contrast, here, thev-preference is extracted from the attack graph.
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Note that the set of well-defended arguments corresponds tothe union of the two first classes. A further refinement
uses the gradual valuation inside each of the classes as in Section 3.2.3.1 on page 54.

In Example 12 on page 55 presented in Section 3.2.3.1 on page 54, the well-defended arguments are:

D, C2, G, H andA (A is incomparable withB but better thanE) for the valuation with tuples,

though with the valuation of [BH01] the well-defended arguments areD, C2, G, I andE (E is better thanA).

Note also that, as in the semantics of [Dun95], Definition 38 on the previous page considers the attackers one by one.
It is not suitable for a valuation which handles the “direct attack” as a whole (as the valuation of [BH01] – see the
counterexamples presented in Section 3.2.3.3).

3.2.3.3 Compatibility between acceptability and gradual valuation

Following the previous sections, the set of arguments can bepartitioned in two different ways:

First, given a semanticsS and a gradual valuationv, it is possible to use the partition issued from [Dun95] which
we have refined:

Uni−

Exi−

accepted

accepted

accepted

accepted

Cleanly−
accepted

Only−Exi−

Not−

Refinement of each level with the gradual valuation v

Second, given a gradual valuationv, it is possible to use the partition induced by the notion of well-defended
arguments:

Attaked
Arguments

Unattacked
Arguments

Arguments
not Well−defended

Attaked but
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for the valuation v

Well−Defended
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A very natural and interesting question is: “is it possible to find a semanticsS and a gradual valuationv such that the
associated partitions have some compatibilities?”

The following examples show that the class of well-defendedarguments does not correspond to the class of cleanly-
accepted arguments (in some cases, some uni-accepted arguments are even not well-defended).

3.2.3.3.1 Examples showing the non-compatibility in the general case

We give examples for each usual valuation (the global valuation with tuples and 2 instances of the generic local valua-
tion: [BH01, JV99b]) and for the most classical semantics for acceptability (preferred semantics and stable semantics
of [Dun95]).

Cleanly-accepted argument but not well-defended:There are 3 examples (each using a distinct valuation: one for the
global valuation and two for the two well-known instances ofthe local valuation):

the argumentA is cleanly-accepted but it is not well-defended:

B1

C1

A

B2

C2

B3

C3
1 1

0.5 0.5 0.5

1

0.4

Only 1 preferred and stable extension = { C1, C2, C3, A}
B1, B2, B3 do not belong to a preferred extension
Bi      A  forall  i = 1, 2, 3

the argumentA is cleanly-accepted but it is not well-defended:

C

D

B A
−

?

?

?

B doesn’t belong to a preferred extension
2 preferred and stable extensions : {C,A} and {D,A}

B      A

the argumentI is cleanly-accepted but it is not well-defended:

A B C D E F G I

H

[(0,...0),()] [(),(1)] [(2),()] [(),(3)]

[(),(3)]

[(4,4),(3)]

[(4),(5,5)] [(6,6),(5)] [(6),(7,7)]

Only 1 preferred and stable extension = {A,C,F,I}
G doesn’t belong to a preferred extension
G       I

Well-defended argument but not cleanly-accepted:Similarly, for the same three valuations, we have:

the argumentC is well-defended but it is not cleanly-accepted:

D A C
B

?

??
+

Only 1 preferred and stable extension : {D, B}

C doesn’t not belong to a preferred or a stable extension
C       B

the argumentF is well-defended but it is not cleanly-accepted:
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B

F

E G H

A

0.618 0.618

0.472

0.679

0.5 1

2 preferred and stable extensions = {A,H,E} and {B,H,F}
F belongs to a preferred and stable extension

while E attacks F
F        E and E belongs also to a preferred and stable extension

the argumentG is well-defended but it is not cleanly-accepted:

A B C D E F G I

H

[(0,...,0),()] [(),(1)] [(2),()] [(),(3)]

[(),(3)]

[(4,4),(3)]

[(4),(5,5)] [(6,6),(5)] [(6),(7,7)]

Only 1 preferred and stable extension = {A,C,F,I}

G doesn’t belong to a preferred or stable extension

G        F

3.2.3.3.2 Particular cases leading to compatibility

In the context of an argumentation system with a finite relation R without cycles21, the stable and the preferred
semantics provide only one extension and the levels of uni-accepted, exi-accepted, cleanly-accepted coincide.

In this context, there are at least two particular cases leading to compatibility.

First case:It deals with the global valuation with tuples.

Theorem 1 LetG be the graph associated with〈A,R〉, 〈A,R〉 being an argumentation system with a finite relation
R without cycles and satisfying the following condition:∃ A ∈ A such that

∀Xi, leaf ofG, ∃ only one path fromXi to A, X1
i − . . .−X li

i −A with X1
i = Xi andli the length of this path

(if li is even, this path is a defence branch forA, else it is an attack branch),

all the paths fromXi to A are root-dependent inA,

∀Ai ∈ A, ∃Xj a leaf ofG such thatAi belongs to a path fromXj to A.

Letv be a valuation with tuples. LetS be a semantics∈ {preferred, stable}.

1. ∀B ∈ A, B 6= A, B (exi, uni, cleanly) accepted forS iff B well-defended forv.

2. If A is (exi, uni, cleanly) accepted forS thenA is well-defended forv (the converse is false).

3. If A is well-defended forv and if all the branches leading toA are defence branches forA thenA is (exi, uni,
cleanly) accepted forS.

Note that Theorem 1 is, in general, not satisfied by a local valuation. See the following counterexample for the
valuation of [BH01]:

21So,(A,R) is well-founded.
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B1

C1

B2

C2

B3

C3

A0,4

0,5 0,50,5

1 1 1

The graph satisfies the condition stated in Theorem 1 on the facing page. The set of well-defended arguments is
{C1, C2, C3} (so,A is not well-defended). Nevertheless,{C1, C2, C3, A} is the preferred extension.

Second case:This second case concerns the generic local valuation:

Theorem 2 Let 〈A,R〉 be an argumentation system with a finite relationR without cycles. LetS be a semantics∈
{preferred, stable}. Letv be a generic local valuation satisfying the following condition (∗):

(∀i = 1 . . . n, g(xi) ≥ xi)⇒ (g(h(x1, . . . , xn)) ≥ h(x1, . . . , xn)) (∗)
∀A ∈ A, A (exi, uni, cleanly) accepted forS iff A well-defended forv.

This theorem is a direct consequence of the following lemma:

Lemma 1 Let 〈A,R〉 be an argumentation system with a finite relationR without cycles. LetS be a semantics∈
{preferred, stable}. Letv be a generic local valuation satisfying the condition(∗).

(i) If A is exi-accepted andA has only one direct attackerB thenA � B.

(ii) If B is not-accepted andB has only one direct attackerC thenC � B.

Remark: The condition(∗) stated in Theorem 2 is:

false for the local valuation proposed by [BH01] as shown in the following graph:

B1

C1

B2

C2

B3

C3

A0,4

0,5 0,50,5

1 1 1

We know thatg(x) = 1
1+x

andh(x1, . . . , xn) = Σn
i=1xi (see Property 11 on page 38). We get:

∀i = 1 . . . 3, xi = v(Bi) = 0.5,

∀i = 1 . . . 3, g(xi) = 0.66, sog(xi) ≥ xi,

and neverthelessg(h(x1, x2, x3)) = v(A) = 0.4 6≥ h(x1, x2, x3) = 1.5.

false for the local valuations defined withh such that∃n > 1 with h(x1, . . . , xn) >Max(x1, . . . , xn) (for all
the functionsg strictly non-increasing): see the previous graph whereh(x1, x2, x3) = 1.5 andMax(x1, x2, x3) =
0.5.

true for the local valuations defined withh =Max (for all the functionsg): if h =Max theng(h(x1, . . . , xn)) =
g(Max(x1, . . . , xn)) = g(xj), xj being the maximum of thexi; and, by assumption,g(xi) ≥ xi, ∀xi, so in
particular forxj ; so, we get:

g(h(x1, . . . , xn)) = g(xj) ≥ xj =Max(x1, . . . , xn) = h(x1, . . . , xn).
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3.2.3.4 Conclusion on acceptability

In this paper, we have introduced graduality in the two main related issues of argumentation systems:

the valuation of arguments,

the acceptability of arguments.

Regarding the second issue which is concerned by the currentsection, two distinct approaches have been proposed:

First, in the context of the collective acceptability of [Dun95]: three levels of acceptability (uni-accepted, exi-
accepted, not-accepted) were already defined. More graduality can be introduced in the collective acceptability
using the notion ofcleanly-acceptedarguments (those whose direct attackers are not-accepted).

Then, in the context of individual acceptability: using thepreviously defined gradual valuations, the new notion
of well-defendedarguments has been introduced (those which are preferred totheir direct attackers in the sense
of a given gradual valuationv).

The first concept induces a refinement of the level of exi-accepted in two sublevels (cleanly-accepted arguments and
only-exi-accepted arguments). The gradual valuation allows graduality inside each level of this collective acceptability.

The second concept induces two new levels of acceptability (well-defended arguments and not-well-defended argu-
ments). The gradual valuation also allows graduality inside each level of this individual acceptability.

Regarding our initial purpose of introducing graduality inthe definition of acceptability, we have adopted a basic
principle:

acceptability is strongly related to the interactions between arguments (represented on the graph of interactions),

and an argument is all the more acceptable if it is preferred to its direct attackers.

Then, we have followed two different directions. One is based on a refinement of an existing partition and remains in
the framework of Dung’s work. The other one is based on the original concept of “being well-defended”, and deserves
further investigation, in particular from a computationalpoint of view.

3.2.4 Merging in unipolar argumentation

In a multi-agent setting, argumentation can also be used to represent (part of) some information exchange processes,
like negotiation, or persuasion (see for example [Mac79, WK95, Gor95, PJ96, AMP00, AP02, AP04]). For instance,
a negotiation process between two agents about whether somebelief must be considered as true given some evidence
can be modelled as a two-player game where each move consistsin reporting an argument which attacks arguments
given by the opponent.

In this section, we also consider argumentation in a multi-agent setting, but from a very different perspective. Basically,
our purpose is to characterize the set of arguments acceptable by a group of agents, when the data furnished by each
agent consist solely of an (abstract) argumentation systemfrom Dung’s theory.

At a first glance, a simple approach for achieving this goal consists in voting on the acceptable sets provided by each
agent: a set of arguments is considered acceptable by the group if and only if it is acceptable for “sufficiently many”
agents from the group (where the meaning of “sufficiently many” refers to differentvoting methods). No merging at
all is required here. By means of example, we show that our merging-based approach leads to results which are much
more expected than those furnished by a direct vote on the (sets of) arguments acceptable by each agent.

Our approach is more sophisticated. It follows a three-stepprocess: first, each argumentation system is expanded
into a partial system over the set of all arguments considered by the group of agents (reflecting that some agents may
easily ignore arguments pointed out by other agents, as wellas how such arguments interact with her own ones);
then, merging is used on the expanded systems as a way to solvethe possible conflicts between them, and a set of
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argumentation systems which are as close as possible to the whole profile is generated; finally, the last step consists in
selecting the acceptable arguments at the group levels fromthe set of argumentation systems.

In order to reach this goal, we first introduce a notion ofpartial argumentation system, which extends Dung’s argumen-
tation system so as to representignoranceconcerning the attack relation. This is necessary in our setting since all the
agents participating in the merging process are not assumedto share the same global set of arguments. Accordingly,
the argumentation system furnished by each agent is first expanded into a partial argumentation system, and all such
partial systems are built over the same set of arguments, those pointed out by at least one agent. Of course, there
exist many different ways to incorporate a new argument intoan argumentation system. Each agent can have her own
expansion policy. We mention some possible policies, and focus on one of them, called theconsensual expansion:
when incorporating a new argument into her own system, an agent is ready to conclude that this argument attacks
(resp. is attacked by) another argument whenever all the other agents who are aware of both arguments agree with this
attack; otherwise, she concludes that she ignores whether an attack takes place or not.

Once all the expansions of the input argumentation systems have been computed, the proper merging step can be
achieved; it consists in computing all the argumentation systems over the global set of arguments which are “as close
as possible” to the partial systems generated during the last stage. Closeness is characterized by a notion of distance
between an argumentation system and a profile of partial systems, induced from a primitive notion of distance between
partial systems and an aggregation function. Several primitive distances and aggregation functions can be used; we
mainly focus on the edit distance (which is, roughly speaking, the number of insertions/deletions of attacks needed to
turn a given system into another one), and consider sum, max and leximax as aggregation functions.

Like the input of the overall merging process, the result of the merging step is a set of argumentation systems. However,
while the first one reflects different points of view (since each system is provided by a specific agent), the second set
expresses some uncertainty on the merging due to the presence of conflicts. The last step of the process consists in
defining the acceptable arguments for the group under the uncertainty provided by this set of argumentation systems.
Once again, several sensible definitions are given. We show that the sets of arguments considered acceptable when
the input is the set of argumentation systems primarily furnished by the agents may drastically differ from the sets of
arguments considered acceptable after the merging step, and by means of example, we show that the latter ones are
more in accordance with the intuition.

This work has been done collaborating with researchers at CRIL Laboratory (Lens) and LERIA Laboratory (Angers).
All the proofs of the propositions given in this section can be found in [CMDK+07].

3.2.4.1 Some examples

Given a profile (i.e., a vector)P = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 of n AFs (withn ≥ 1) where eachAFi = 〈Ai,Ri〉 represents the
data given by Agenti, our purpose is to determine the subsets of

⋃
iAi which are acceptable by the group ofn agents.

Voting is one way to achieve this goal.

3.2.4.1.1 Voting is not enough

Indeed, a simple approach to address the problem consists inconsidering a set of arguments acceptable for the group
when it is acceptable for “sufficiently many” agents of the group. The voting method under consideration makes
precise what “sufficiently many” means: it can be, for instance, simple majority. Let us illustrate such an approach on
an example:

Example 13 Consider the three following argumentation systems:

AF1 = 〈{a, b, e, f}, {(a, b), (b, a), (e, f)}〉,
AF2 = 〈{b, c, d, e, f}, {(b, c), (c, d), (f, e)}〉,
AF3 = 〈{e, f}, {(e, f)}〉.
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Whatever the chosen semantics (among Dung’s ones),c does not belong to any extension ofAF2. Asc is not known
by the two other agents, it cannot be considered as acceptable by the group whatever the voting method (under the
reasonable assumption that it is a choice function based on extensions, i.e., only subsets of an extension of anAFi are
eligible as acceptable sets). However sincec (resp.a) is not among the arguments reported by the first agent and the
third one (resp. the second and the third ones), it can be sensible to assume that the three agents agree on the fact
thata attacksb, b attacksa andb attacksc. Indeed, this assumption is compatible with any of the threeargumentation
systems reported by the agents. Under this assumption, it makes sense to consider{c} credulously acceptable for the
group given thatc is considered defended bya againstb by Agent 1 and there is no conflicting evidence about it in the
AFs provided by the two other agents.

As this example illustrates it, our claim is that, in general, voting is not a satisfying way to aggregate the data furnished
by the different agents under the form of argumentation systems. Two problems arise:

Problem 1 Voting makes sense only if all agents consider the same set ofargumentsA at start (otherwise, the set2A

of alternatives is not common to all agents). However, it canbe the case that the sets of arguments reported by
the agents differ from one another.

Problem 2 Voting relies only on the selected extensions: the attack relations (from which extensions are charac-
terized) are not taken into consideration any more once extensions have been computed. This leads to much
significant information being set aside which could be exploited to define the sets of acceptable arguments at
the group level.

3.2.4.1.2 Union is not merging (in general)

In order to solve both problems, a simple approach (at a first glance) consists in forming the union of the argumentation
systemsAF1, ..., AFn, i.e., considering the argumentation system denotedAF =

⋃n
i=1 〈Ai,Ri〉 and defined by

AF = 〈⋃n

i=1Ai,
⋃n

i=1Ri〉. Unfortunately, such a merging approach to argumentation systems cannot be taken
seriously. Let us illustrate it on our running example:

Example 13 on the previous page (cont’d)The resulting AF is
⋃3

i=1 AFi = 〈{a, b, c, d, e, f}, {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c),
(c, d), (e, f), (f, e)}〉.

Example 13 on the preceding page shows that the union approach to merging argumentation systems suffers from a
major problem: it solves conflicts by giving to the explicit attack information some undue prominence to implicit non-
attack information. Thus, when a pair of arguments (like, say (f, e)) does not belong to the attack relation furnished by
an agent (say, Agent 1) while both arguments (f ande) belong to the set of arguments she points out, the meaning is
that for Agent 1, argumentf does not attackargumente. Imagine now that in the considered profile of argumentation
systems, 999 agents report the same system as Agent 1, and the1000th agent is Agent 2. In the resulting argumentation
system considered at the group level, assuming that union isused as a merging operator, it will be the case thatf attacks
e while 999 agents over 1000 believes that it is not the case!
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3.2.4.2 Partial Argumentation Systems

The example introduced in the previous section has illustrated that different cases must be taken into account:

an argument exists in the argumentation systemAF1 of one of the agents and does not exist in the argumentation
systemAF2 of at least another agent;

an interaction between two arguments exists in the argumentation systemAF1 of one agent and does not exist
in the argumentation systemAF2 of at least another agent.

In the first case, the new argument can be added toAF2 but the question is what to do for the interactions between this
new argument and the other arguments ofAF2.

In the second case, things are different: if an interaction between two argumentsa andb exists in a systemAF1 and
not in another systemAF2, even whena andb are inAF2, we cannot add the interaction inAF2 (that Agent 2 did not
include this attack inAF2 is on purpose). Indeed, if an interaction is not present in anAF, it means that this interaction
does not existfor the corresponding agent. The consequence of this is the necessity to discriminate among several
cases whenever an argumenta has to be added to an AF. Letb be an argument of the AF under consideration, three
cases must be considered:

the agent believes that the interaction(a, b) exists (attack);

the agent believes that the interaction(a, b) does not exist (non-attack);

the agent does not know whether the interaction(a, b) exists (ignorance).

The first two cases express the fact that the knowledge of the agent is sufficient for computing the new interaction
concerninga. The third case expresses that the agent is not able to compute the new interaction concerninga and the
arguments she pointed out (several reasons can explain it, especially a lack of information, or a lack of computational
resources).

Handling these different kinds of information within a uniform setting calls for an extension22 of the notion of argu-
mentation systems, that we callpartial argumentation systems.

Definition 39 (Partial argumentation system (PAF)) A (finite) partial argumentation systemoverA is a quadruple
PAF = 〈A,R, I, N〉 where

A is a finite set of arguments,

R, I, N are binary relations onA:

R is theattack relation,

I is called theignorance relationand is such thatR∩ I = ∅,

andN = (A×A) \ (R∪ I) is called thenon-attack relation.

N is deduced fromA, R andI, so a partial argumentation system can be fully specified by〈A,R, I〉. We use both
notations in the following.

Each AF is a particular PAF for which the setI is empty (we say that such an AF is equivalent to the associated PAF).
In an AF, theN relation also exists even if it is not given explicitly (I = ∅ andN = A × A \ R). So, an AF could
also be denoted by〈A,R, N〉.
Each PAF overA can be viewed as a compact representation of a set of AFs overA, called itscompletions:

22In [CLS05c] and Section 3.3 on page 109, a new binary relationon the arguments is also introduced in Dung’s argumentationsystem : however,
this new relation represents a notion of support between arguments. Clearly enough, this is unrelated with the relationintroduced here representing
the ignorance about the attack between arguments.
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Definition 40 (Completion of a PAF) Let PAF = 〈A,R, I〉. Let AF = 〈A, S〉. AF is a completionof PAF if and
only ifR ⊆ S ⊆ R ∪ I.

The set of all completions ofPAF is denotedC(PAF).

Example 14 The partial argumentation systemPAF = 〈A = {a, b, c, d},R = {(a, b), (a, c)}, I = {(c, a), (b, d)},
N = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (d, d), (b, a), (b, c), (c, b), (a, d), (d, a), (d, b), (c, d), (d, c)}〉 is illustrated on the following
figure (solid arrows represent the attack relation and dotted arrows represent the ignorance relation; non-attack
relations are not represented explicitly as in the AF case):
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The completions of this PAF are:
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Now, Problem 1 can be addressed by first associating each argumentation systemAFi with a correspondingPAFi so
that allPAFi are about the same set of arguments

⋃n
i=1Ai. To this end, we introduce the notion ofexpansionof an

AF:

Definition 41 (Expansion of an AF) LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile ofn AFs such thatAFi = 〈Ai,Ri, Ni〉.
Let AF = 〈A,R〉 be an argumentation system. Anexpansionof AF givenP is any PAFexp(AF,P) defined by〈A∪⋃

iAi,R′, I ′, N
′〉 such thatR ⊆ R′ and(A×A) \ R ⊆ N

′. exp is referred to as anexpansion function.

In order to be general enough, this definition does not imposemany constraints on the resulting PAF: what is important
is to preserve the attack and non-attack relations from the initial AF while extending its set of arguments. Many policies
can be used to give rise to expansions of different kinds, reflecting the various attitudes of agents in light of “new”
arguments; for instance, ifa is any argument considered by Agenti at the start and a “new” argumentb has to be
incorporated, Agenti can (among other things):

always rejectb (e.g., adding(b, b) to her relationR′
i),

always acceptb (adding(a, b), (b, a) and(b, b) to her non-attack relationN′
i),

just express her ignorance aboutb (adding(a, b), (b, a) and(b, b) to her ignorance relationI ′i).

Each agent may also compute the exact interaction betweena andb when the attack relation is not primitive but defined
from more basic notions (as in the approach by Elvang-Gøransson et al., see e.g., [EGFK93a, EGFK93b, EGH95]).
Note that if she has limited computational resources, Agenti can compute exact interactions as far as she can, then
express ignorance for the remaining ones.

In the following, we specifically focus onconsensual expansions. Intuitively, the consensual expansion of an argu-
mentation systemAF = 〈A,R〉 given a profile of such systems is obtained by adding a pair of arguments(a, b) (where
at least one ofa, b is not inA) into the attack (resp. the non-attack relation)provided that all other agents of the profile
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who know the two arguments agree on the existence of the attack23 (resp.the non-attack); otherwise, it is added to the
ignorance relation.

This expansion policy is sensible as soon as each agent has a minimum level of confidence in the other agents: if a
piece of information conveyed by one agent is not conflictingwith the information stemming from the other agents,
every agent of the group is ready to accept it.

Definition 42 (Consensual expansion)LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile ofn AFs such thatAFi = 〈Ai,Ri〉.
Let AF = 〈A,R, N〉 be an argumentation system. Letconf(P) = (

⋃
iRi) ∩ (

⋃
i Ni) be the set of interactions for

which a conflict exists within the profile. Theconsensual expansionof AF overP is the tuple denoted byexpC =
〈A′,R′, I ′, N′〉 with:

A′ = A ∪⋃
iAi,

R′ = R∪ ((
⋃

iRi \ conf(P)) \N),

I ′ = conf(P) \ (R∪N),

N
′ = (A′ ×A′) \ (R′ ∪ I′).

The next proposition states that, as expected, the consensual expansion of an argumentation system over a profile is an
expansion:

Proposition 19 LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile ofn AFs such thatAFi = 〈Ai,Ri〉. Let AF = 〈A,R, N〉 be
an argumentation system. The consensual expansionexpC of AF overP is an expansion ofAF overP in the sense
of Definition 41 on the facing page.

The consensual expansion is among the most cautious expansions one can define since it leads to adding a pair of
arguments in the attack (or the non-attack relation) associated with an agent only when all the other agents agree on it.

Example 15 Consider the profile consisting of the following four argumentation systems:

AF1 = 〈A1 = {a, b},R1 = {(a, b), (b, a)}〉,
AF2 = 〈A2 = {b, c, d},R2 = {(b, c), (c, d)}〉,
AF3 = 〈A3 = {a, b, d},R3 = {(a, b), (a, d)}〉,
AF4 = 〈A4 = {a, b, d},R4 = {(b, d), (b, a)}〉.
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For eachi, the consensual expansionPAFi of AFi is given by:

PAF1 = 〈 {a, b, c, d}, {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, d)}, {(a, d), (b, d)} 〉,
PAF2 = 〈 {a, b, c, d}, {(b, c), (c, d)}, {(a, b), (b, a), (a, d)} 〉,
PAF3 = 〈 {a, b, c, d}, {(a, b), (a, d), (b, c), (c, d)}, ∅ 〉,

23i.e., if a, b ∈ Ai, then(a, b) ∈ Ri.
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PAF4 = 〈 {a, b, c, d}, {(b, d), (b, a), (b, c), (c, d)}, ∅ 〉.
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When the expansion policies considered by each agent are thesame oneexp, for any profileP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉
we shall often noteexp(P) the profile of PAFs〈exp(AF1,P), . . . ,exp(AFn,P)〉.

3.2.4.3 Merging Operators

In order to deal withProblem 2, we propose to merge interactions instead of sets of acceptable arguments. The goal is
to characterize the argumentation systems which are as close as possible to the given profile of argumentation systems,
taken as a whole.

A way to achieve this consists in defining a notion of “distance” between an AF and a profile of AFs, or more generally
between a PAF and a profile of PAFs. This calls for a notion of pseudo-distance between two PAFs, and a way to
combine such pseudo-distances:

Definition 43 (Pseudo-distance)A pseudo-distanced between PAFs overA is a mapping which associates a non-
negative real number to each pair of PAFs overA and satisfies the properties ofsymmetry(d(x, y) = d(y, x)) and
minimality (d(x, y) = 0 if and only ifx = y).

d is a distance if it satisfies also thetriangular inequality(d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)).

Definition 44 (Aggregation function) Anaggregation functionis a mapping⊗ from (R+)n to (R+) (strictly speak-
ing, it is a family of mappings, one for eachn), that satisfies

if xi ≥ x′
i, then⊗(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn) ≥ ⊗(x1, . . . , x

′
i, . . . , xn) (non-decreasingness)

⊗(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 if ∀i, xi = 0 (minimality)
⊗(x) = x (identity)

The merging of a profile of AFs is defined as a set of AFs:

Definition 45 (Merging of n AFs) Let P = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile ofn AFs. Letd be any pseudo-distance
between PAFs, let⊗ be an aggregation function, and letexp1, . . . ,expn ben expansion functions. Themergingof
P is the set of AFs

∆⊗
d (〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉, 〈exp1, . . . ,expn〉) =

{AF over
⋃

i

Ai | AF minimizes⊗n
i=1 d(AF,expi(AFi,P))}.

In order to avoid heavy notations, we shall sometimes identify the resulting set of AFs{AF′
1, . . . , AF′

k} with the profile
〈AF′

1, . . . , AF′
k〉 (or any other permutation of it).

Thus, merging a profile of AFsP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 is a two-step process:
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expansion: An expansion of eachAFi overP is first computed. Note that considering expansion functions specific
to each agent is possible. What is important is thatexpi(AFi,P) is a PAF overA =

⋃
iAi.

fusion: The AFs overA that are selected as the result of the merging process are theones that best representP (i.e.,
that are the “closest” toP w.r.t. the aggregated distances).

In the following, we assume that each agent uses consensual expansion. In order to lighten the notations, we remove
〈exp1, . . . ,expn〉 from the list of parameters of merging operators.

Note that it would be possible to refine Definition 45 on the preceding page so as to include integrity constraints into the
picture. This can be useful if there exists some (unquestionable) knowledge about the expected result (some attacks
between arguments which have to hold for the group). It is then enough to look only to the AFs which satisfy the
constraints, similarly to what is done in propositional belief base merging (see e.g., [KP02]). In contrast to the belief
base merging scenario, constraints on thestructureof the candidate AFs can also be set. In particular, considering only
acyclic AFs can prove valuable since (1) such AFs are well-founded, (which implies that only one extension has to
be considered whatever the underlying semantics – among Dung’s ones), and (2) this extension (which turns out to be
the grounded one, see [Dun95]) can be computed in time polynomial in the size of the AF (while computing a single
extension is intractable for the other semantics in the general case – under the standard assumptions of complexity
theory – see [DBC02]).

Now, many pseudo-distances between PAFs and many aggregation functions can be used, giving rise to many merging
operators. Usual aggregation functions include the sumΣ, the maxMax and the leximaxLeximax24 but using
non-symmetric functions is also possible (this may be particularly valuable if some agents are more important than
others). Some aggregation functions (like the sum) enable the merging process to take into account the number of
agents believing that an argument attacks or not another argument:

Example 13 on page 63 (cont’d)Two agents over three agree with the fact thate attacksf andf does not attacke.
It may prove sensible that the group agrees with the majority.

The choice of the aggregation function is very important fortuning the operator behaviour with the expected one. For
example, sum is a possible choice in order to solve conflicts using majority. Otherwise, the leximax function can prove
more valuable if the aim is to behave in a more consensual way,trying to define a result close to the AF of each agent
of the group. The distinction between majority and arbitration operators as considered in propositional belief base
merging [KP02] also applies here.

In the following, we focus on theedit distancebetween PAFs:

Definition 46 (Edit distance) LetPAF1 = 〈A,R1, I1, N1〉 andPAF2 = 〈A,R2, I2, N2〉 be two PAFs overA.

Leta, b be two arguments∈ A. Theedit distance betweenPAF1 andPAF2 overa, b is the mappingdea,b such
that:

– dea,b(PAF1, PAF2) = 0 if and only if(a, b) ∈ R1 ∩R2 or I1 ∩ I2 or N1 ∩N2,

– dea,b(PAF1, PAF2) = 1 if and only if(a, b) ∈ R1 ∩N2 or N1 ∩R2,

– dea,b(PAF1, PAF2) = 0.5 otherwise.

Theedit distance betweenPAF1 andPAF2 is given by

de(PAF1, PAF2) = Σ(a,b)∈A×Adea,b(PAF1, PAF2).

The edit distance between two PAFs is the (minimum) number ofadditions/deletions which must be made to render
them identical. Ignorance is treated as halfway between attack and non-attack.

It is easy to show that:

24When applied to a vector ofn real numbers, theLeximax function gives the list of those numbers sorted in a decreasing way. Such lists are
compared w.r.t. the lexicographic ordering induced by the standard ordering on real numbers.
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Proposition 20 The edit distancede between PAFs is a distance.

Let us now illustrate the notion of edit distance as well someassociated merging operators on Example 15 on page 67.

Example 15 on page 67 (cont’d)We consider the following argumentation systemAF′
1 = 〈{a, b, c, d}, {(a, b), (b, a),

(b, c), (c, d)}〉.
The edit distance betweenAF′

1 and each of the PAFsPAF1, PAF2, PAF3, PAF4 obtained by consensual expansion
from the profile〈AF1, AF2, AF3, AF4〉 is:

de(AF′
1, PAF1) = 1,

de(AF′
1, PAF2) = 1.5,

de(AF′
1, PAF3) = 2,

de(AF′
1, PAF4) = 2.

Taking the sum as the aggregation function, we obtain:Σ4
i=1de(AF′

1, PAFi) = 6.5.

Taking the max, we obtain:Max
4
i=1de(AF′

1, PAFi) = 2.

Taking the leximax, we obtain:Leximax4
i=1de(AF′

1, PAFi) = (2, 2, 1.5, 1).

By computing such distances for all candidate AFs (i.e., allAFs over{a, b, c, d}), we can compute the result of the
merging;

∆Σ
de(〈AF1, . . . , AF4〉) is the set containing the two following AFs:

AF′
1 = 〈{a, b, c, d}, {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, d)}〉,

AF′
2 = 〈{a, b, c, d}, {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (a, d), (c, d)}〉.

a
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AF′
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AF′
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∆Max
de (〈AF1, . . . , AF4〉) is the set containingAF′

1 andAF′′
2 = 〈{a, b, c, d}, {(b, a), (b, c), (a, d), (c, d)}〉.
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∆Leximax
de (〈AF1, . . . , AF4〉) is the singleton containingAF′

1.
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The discrepancies between the merging obtained with the various aggregation operators can be explained in the
following way:

AF′
1 is the most consensual AF obtained as it is almost equidistant from each PAF;

AF′
2 is much closer toPAF1, PAF2 andPAF3 than toPAF4, thus it is selected with the sum as an aggregation

operator but it is too far fromPAF4 for being selected with theMax or Leximax operators.

AF′′
2 is nearly equidistant from all four PAFs of the profile but less consensual thanAF′

1, thus it is selected
neither withΣ nor withLeximax but only withMax as it is not far from any of the given PAFs.

HavingAF′
1 in all mergings - whatever the aggregation function chosen -seems very intuitive. Indeed, whenever an

attack (or a non-attack) is present in the (weak) majority ofthe initial AFs, it is also inAF′
1. This is not the case for

the two others AFs belonging to the above mergings.

Here is another simple example:

Example 16 Consider the two following argumentation systems:

AF1 = 〈{a, b, c, e}, {(b, a), (c, b), (c, e)}〉

AF2 = 〈{a, d, e, c}, {(d, a), (e, d), (e, c)}〉

a

b c

e

AF1

a

d e

cAF2

Note that the attack fromc to e is known by Agent 1 but not by Agent 2 and the attack frome to c is known by Agent 2
but not by Agent 1. This illustrates the fact that the agents do not share the same attack relation.

AF1 has a unique preferred extension:{c, a}. AF2 has a unique preferred extension:{e, a}.
The consensual expansions ofAF1 andAF2 are respectively:

PAF1 = 〈{a, b, c, d, e}, {(b, a), (c, b), (c, e), (d, a), (e, d)}, ∅〉,
PAF2 = 〈{a, b, c, d, e}, {(d, a), (e, d), (e, c), (b, a), (c, b)}, ∅〉.

The result of merging the profile〈AF1, AF2〉 with de and⊗ =Max (or ⊗ = Leximax) is:
∆Max

de (〈AF1, AF2〉) = ∆Leximax
de (〈AF1, AF2〉) = {AF′

1, AF′
2} with

AF′
1 = 〈{a, b, c, d, e}, {(b, a), (c, b), (c, e), (d, a), (e, d), (e, c)}〉,

AF′
2 = 〈{a, b, c, d, e}, {(b, a), (c, b), (d, a), (e, d)}〉.

Using the sum as an aggregation function, two additional AFsare generated:
∆Σ

de(〈AF1, AF2〉) = {AF′
1, AF′

2, AF′
3, AF′

4}, with

AF′
3 = 〈{a, b, c, d, e}, {(b, a), (c, b), (c, e), (e, d), (d, a)}〉,

AF′
4 = 〈{a, b, c, d, e}, {(b, a), (c, b), (e, c), (e, d), (d, a)}〉.
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b c

d e

AF′
1

a

b

d e

cAF′
2

a

b c

d e

AF′
3

a

b

d e

cAF′
4

Each of the resulting mergings contains an argumentation system from which argumenta can be derived, as it is the
case inAF1 and AF2. Using the sum as an aggregation function leads to the most consensual result here since it
preserves the initial AFs of the different agents. Indeed,AF′

3 is equivalent toPAF1 andAF′
4 is equivalent toPAF2.

3.2.4.4 Some Properties

Let us now present some properties of consensual expansionsand merging operators based on the edit distance,
showing them as interesting choices.

3.2.4.4.1 Properties of PAFs and consensual expansions

Intuitively speaking, a natural requirement on any AF resulting from a merging is that it preserves all the information
which are shared by the agents participating in the merging process, and more generally, all the information on which
the agents participating in the merging process do not disagree.

In order to show that our merging operators satisfy those requirements, one first needs the notions of clash-free part
and of common part of a profile of PAFs:

Definition 47 (Clash-free part of a profile of PAFs) LetP = 〈PAF1, . . . , PAFn〉 be a profile of PAFs. Theclash-
free partofP is denoted byCFP (P) and is defined by:

CFP (P) = 〈
⋃

i

Ai,
⋃

i

Ri \
⋃

i

Ni, ICFP ,
⋃

i

Ni \
⋃

i

Ri〉

whereICFP = (
⋃

iAi ×
⋃

iAi) \ ((
⋃

iRi \
⋃

i Ni) ∪ (
⋃

i Ni \
⋃

iRi)).

The clash-free part of a profile of PAFs represents the piecesof information (attack / non-attack) that are not questioned
by any other agent. As they are not the source of any disagreement, they are expected to be included in each AF
resulting from the merging process.

Example 15 on page 67 (cont’d)WithP = 〈AF1, AF2, AF3, AF4〉,
CFP (P) = 〈{a, b, c, d}, {(b, c), (c, d)} {(a, b), (b, a), (a, d), (b, d), (a, c), (c, a)}〉.

Note that withexpC(P) = 〈expC(AF1,P), . . . ,expC(AF4,P)〉, CFP (expC(P)) = 〈{a, b, c, d}, {(b, c), (c, d)},
{(a, b), (b, a), (a, d), (b, d)}〉 (now (a, c) and(c, a) are non-attacks); soCFP (P) 6= CFP (expC(P)).

Definition 48 (Common part of a profile of PAFs) LetP = 〈PAF1, . . . , PAFn〉 be a profile of PAFs. Thecommon
partofP is denoted byCP (P) and is defined by:CP (P) = 〈⋂iAi,

⋂
iRi,

⋂
i Ii,

⋂
i Ni〉.
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The common part of a profile of PAFs is a much more demanding notion than the clash-free one. It represents the
pieces of information on which all the agents agree. There isno doubt that those pieces of information must hold in
any consensual view of the group’s opinion, so the common part of the profile must be included in each AF of the
result of the merging process.

Example 15 on page 67 (cont’d)WithP = 〈AF1, AF2, AF3, AF4〉, CP (P) = 〈{b}, ∅, ∅, {(b, b)}〉.
We have the following easy property:

Proposition 21 LetP = 〈PAF1, . . . , PAFn〉 be a profile of PAFs. Thecommon partof P is pointwise included into
the clash-free part ofP , i.e.:

⋂
iRi ⊆

⋃
iRi \

⋃
i Ni;

⋂
i Ii ⊆ ICFP ;

⋂
i Ni ⊆

⋃
i Ni \

⋃
iRi.

The common part of a profile ofn PAFs (resp. AFs) is not always a PAF (resp. an AF). Contrastingly, the clash-free
part of a profile ofn PAFs is a PAF (however, the clash-free part of a profile ofn AFs is not always an AF).

There exists an interesting particular case: if the variousPAFs of the profile are based on the same set of arguments
and if for each ordered pair of arguments(a, b) such that(a, b) belongs to the ignorance relation in one PAF, this pair
belongs to the attack relation for another PAF of the profile and to the non-attack relation for at least a third PAF of
the profile, then the clash-free part of the profile and its common part are identical:

Proposition 22 LetP = 〈PAF1, . . . , PAFn〉 be a profile ofn PAFs over the same set of argumentsA. Consider the
clash-free part ofP denoted byCFP (P) = 〈ACFP ,RCFP , ICFP , NCFP 〉 and the common part ofP denoted by
CP (P) = 〈ACP ,RCP , ICP , NCP 〉. If

⋃
i Ii ⊆ conf(P) = (

⋃
iRi) ∩ (

⋃
i Ni), we have:

ACFP = ACP ,

RCFP = RCP ,

NCFP = NCP .

This result is interesting since this situation always holds (by definition) if consensual expansion is used as an expan-
sion policy by each agent.

Example 15 on page 67 (cont’d)WithP = 〈AF1, AF2, AF3, AF4〉 andexpC(P) = 〈expC (AF1,P),expC(AF2,P),
expC(AF3,P), expC(AF4,P)〉, we have:

CFP (expC(P)) =
〈{a, b, c, d}, {(b, c), (c, d)}, {(a, b), (b, a), (a, d), (b, d)}, {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (d, d), (a, c), (c, a),

(d, a), (d, b), (d, c), (c, b)}〉
CP (expC(P)) =
〈{a, b, c, d}, {(b, c), (c, d)}, ∅, {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (d, d), (a, c), (c, a), (d, a), (d, b), (d, c), (c, b)}〉.

A valuable property of any consensual expansion over a profile of AFs is that it preserves the clash-free part of the
profile:

Proposition 23 LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs. For eachi, we have:

ACFP (P) = AexpC(AFi,P)
,

RCFP (P) ⊆ RexpC(AFi,P)
,

NCFP (P) ⊆ NexpC(AFi,P)
.
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Now, concordance between AFs can be defined as follows:

Definition 49 (Concordance)Let AF1 = 〈A1,R1〉, AF2 = 〈A2,R2〉 be two AFs.AF1, AF2 are said to beconcor-
dantif and only if∀(a, b) ∈ (A1 ∩ A2) × (A1 ∩ A2), (a, b) ∈ R1 if and only if(a, b) ∈ R2. Otherwise they are said
to bediscordant.
Let P = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs.P is said to beconcordantif and only if all its AFs are pairwise
concordant. Otherwise it is said to bediscordant.

Of course, concordance is related to the setconf(P) representing clashes between attack and non-attack relations in
the different AFs of the profile:

Proposition 24 Let P = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of argumentation systems.P is concordant if and only if
conf(P) =

⋃
iRi ∩

⋃
i Ni is empty.

When a profile of AFs is concordant, its clash-free part is theunion of its elements, and the converse also holds:

Proposition 25 LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs.P is concordant if and only ifCFP (P) =
⋃

i AFi.

Proposition 26 LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs.P is concordant if and only if
expC(P) = 〈expC(AF1, P), . . ., expC(AFn,P)〉 is reduced to〈⋃i AFi, . . . ,

⋃
i AFi〉

(i.e., each of then elements of the vector is
⋃

i AFi).

Note that
⋃

i AFi may appear intoexpC(P), even ifP is discordant. This is illustrated by the following example:

Example 17 Consider the profileP = 〈AF1, AF2, AF3〉 consisting of the following three AFs:

AF1 = 〈{a, b, c}, {(a, b), (a, c)}〉,
AF2 = 〈{a, b, c}, {(a, c)}〉,
AF3 = 〈{a, d}, {(a, d)}〉.

The profileP = 〈AF1, AF2, AF3〉 is discordant andexpC(P) = 〈PAF1, PAF2, PAF3〉 is such that:

PAF1 = 〈{a, b, c, d}, {(a, b), (a, c), (a, d)}, ∅〉 (=
⋃

i AFi),

PAF2 = 〈{a, b, c, d}, {(a, c), (a, d)}, ∅〉,
PAF3 = 〈{a, b, c, d}, {(a, c), (a, d)}, {(a, b)}〉.

a

b

c

d

PAF1

a

b

c

d

PAF3

a

b

c

d

PAF2

The following proposition states that whenever the presence of an attack(a, b) does not clash with a profile of AFs,
such an attack is present in all the corresponding PAFs obtained by consensual expansion if and only if it is present in
one of the input AFs.

Proposition 27 LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs. Let(a, b) be a pair of arguments such thata, b ∈ ⋃
iAi

and∄AFi, AFj ∈ P such that(a, b) ∈ (Ri \ Rj) ∪ (Rj \ Ri).

∃AFl ∈ P such that(a, b) ∈ Rl if and only if∀AFk ∈ P , (a, b) ∈ R′
k withR′

k denoting the attack relation of the PAF
expC(AFk,P).
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A notion of compatibility of a profile of PAFs over the same setof arguments can also be defined:

Definition 50 (Compatibility) LetP = 〈PAF1, . . . , PAFn〉 be a profile of PAFs over a set of argumentsA. PAF1,
. . ., PAFn are said to becompatibleif and only if they have at least one common completion. Otherwise they are said
to beincompatible.

Let P = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs. Letexp be an expansion function.AF1, . . . , AFn are said to be
compatiblegivenexp if and only ifexp(AFi,P), ∀i = 1 . . . n, are said to be compatible. Otherwise they are said to
be incompatible.

There is a clear link between concordance and compatibilityin the case of the consensual expansion applied to a
profile of AFs:

Proposition 28 Let P = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs.P is concordant if and only ifexpC(AF1,P), . . . ,
expC(AFn,P) are compatible.

Example 18 Consider the following argumentation systemsAF1, AF2 andAF3.

ac

AF1

a bc

AF2

a b

AF3

The completions of their respective consensual expansionsPAF1, PAF2 andPAF3 are:

ac b

ac b

Completions ofAF1

a bc

Completions ofAF2

c a b

c a b

Completions ofAF3

AF1 and AF2 are discordant and incompatible givenexpC . AF3 and AF1 are concordant and compatible given
expC .

3.2.4.4.2 Properties of merging operators

Let us now give some properties of merging operators, focusing on those based on the edit distance:

Proposition 29 LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs. Assume that the expansion function used for each agent
is the consensual one. IfP is concordant then∆⊗

de(P) = {⋃i AFi}.

Now we show an expected property: that the clash-free part ofany profileP is included in each AF from the merging
of P when the edit distance is used.

Proposition 30 LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of argumentation systems. Assume that the expansion function
used for each agent is the consensual one. For any aggregation function⊗, we have that :∀AF = 〈A,R, N〉 ∈
∆⊗

de(〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉):

ACFP (P) ⊆ A,

RCFP (P) ⊆ R,

NCFP (P) ⊆ N.
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As a direct corollary of Propositions 21 on page 73 and 30 on the previous page, we get that:

Corollary 1 Let P = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of argumentation systems. Assume that the expansion function
used for each agent is the consensual one. For any aggregation function⊗, we have that:∀AF = 〈A,R, N〉 ∈
∆⊗

de(〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉):

ACP (P) ⊆ A,

RCP (P) ⊆ R,

NCP (P) ⊆ N.

When sum is used as the aggregation function and all AFs are over the same set of arguments, the merging of a profile
can be characterized in a concise way, thanks to the notion ofmajority graph. Intuitively the majority graph of a profile
of AFs over the same set of arguments is the PAF obtained by applying the strict majority rule to decide whethera
attacksb or not, for every ordered pair(a, b) of arguments. Whenever there is no strict majority, an ignorance edge is
generated.

Definition 51 (Majority PAF) LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs over the same setA of arguments. The
majority PAFMP (P) ofP is the triple〈R, N, I〉 such that∀a, b ∈ A:25

(a, b) ∈ R if and only if#({i ∈ 1 . . . n | (a, b) ∈ Ri}) > #({i ∈ 1 . . . n | (a, b) ∈ Ni});
(a, b) ∈ N if and only if#({i ∈ 1 . . . n | (a, b) ∈ Ni}) > #({i ∈ 1 . . . n | (a, b) ∈ Ri});
(a, b) ∈ I otherwise.

The next proposition states that, as expected, the majorityPAF of a profile of AFs over the same set of arguments is a
PAF:

Proposition 31 LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs over the same setA of arguments. The majority PAF
MP (P) ofP is a PAF.

Example 19 ConsiderAF1 = 〈{a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, c), (a, c)}〉, AF2 = 〈{a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, a), (a, c)}〉.

a

b

c

AF1

a

b

c

AF2

a

b

c

MP (〈AF1, AF2〉)

We haveMP (〈AF1, AF2〉) = 〈{a, b, c}, {(a, b), (a, c)}, {(b, c), (b, a)}, {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (c, a), (c, b)}〉.

Proposition 32 Let P = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs over the same setA of arguments. ∆Σ
de(P) =

C(MP (P)).

Let us illustrate the previous proposition on Example 13 on page 63:

Example 13 on page 63 (cont’d)The consensual expansions ofAF1, AF2 andAF3 are respectively:

25For any setS, #(S) denotes the cardinality ofS.
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a

b

f

ec

d a

b c

d f

e

a

b c

d f

e

So, the majority PAF of〈AF1, AF2, AF3〉 is:

a

b

f

ec

d

Using the edit distance and sum as the aggregation function,this PAF also represents the result of the merging in the
sense that the latter is the set of all completions of this PAF.

Computing the majority PAF of a profile of AFs over the same setof arguments amounts tovoting on the attack
relationsassociated to each AF. As explained in Section 3.2.4.1 on page 63, this can prove more suited to our goal
than the approach which consists in voting directly on the acceptable sets of arguments for each agent. The previous
proposition shows that such a simple voting approach corresponds to a specific merging operator in our framework
(but many other operators, especially arbitration ones, can also be used).

3.2.4.5 Acceptability for Merged AFs

Starting from a profile of AFs (over possibly different sets of arguments), a merging operator enables the computation
of a set of AFs (this time, over the same set of arguments) which are the best candidates to represent the AFs of the
group (a kind of “consensus”).

There is an important epistemic difference between those two sets of AFs, the first one reflects different points of
view given by different agents (and it can be the case that twodistinct agents give the same AF), while the second set
expresses some uncertainty on the merging due to the presence of conflicts.

Let us recall that the main goal of this paper is to characterize the sets of arguments acceptable by the whole group of
agents. In order to achieve it, it remains to define some mechanisms for exploiting the resulting set of AFs. This calls
for a notion of joint acceptability.

Definition 52 (Joint acceptability) A joint acceptability relationfor a profile 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 of AFs, denoted by
Acc〈AF1,...,AFn〉, is a total function from2

S

i Ai to {true, false} which associates each subsetE of
⋃

iAi with true if

E is a jointly acceptable set for〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 and with false otherwise.

For instance, a joint acceptability relation for a profile〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 can be defined by the acceptability relations
AccAFi

(based themselves on some semantics and some selection principles), which can coincide for everyAFi (but
this is not mandatory) and a voting methodV : {true, false}n 7→ {true, false}:

Acc〈AF1,...,AFn〉(E) = V (AccAF1
(E), . . . , AccAFn

(E)).

Here are some instances of Definition 52 based on voting methods:

Definition 53 (Acceptabilities for profiles of AFs) Let P = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile ofn AFs over the same
set of argumentsA. Let AccAFi

be the (local) acceptability relation associated withAFi. If n = 1, then we define
Acc〈AF1〉 = AccAF1

. Otherwise, for any subsetS ofA, we say that:

S is skeptically jointly acceptable forP if and only ifS is included in at least one acceptable set for eachAFi:
∀AFi ∈ P , ∃Ei such thatAccAFi

(Ei) is true andS ⊆ Ei.
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S is credulously jointly acceptable forP if and only ifS is included in at least one acceptable set for at least
oneAFi:

∃AFi ∈ P , ∃Ei such thatAccAFi
(Ei) is true andS ⊆ Ei.

S is jointly acceptable by majority forP if and only ifS is included in at least one acceptable set for at least a
weak majority ofAFi:

#({AFi | ∃Ei such thatAccAFi
(Ei) is true andS ⊆ Ei}) ≥ n

2 .

Obviously enough, when none of the local acceptabilitiesAccAFi
is trivial (i.e., equivalent to the constant function

false) for the profile under consideration, we have that any set of arguments which is skeptically jointly acceptable
is also jointly acceptable by majority, and that any set of arguments which is jointly acceptable by majority is also
credulously jointly acceptable.

Note that skeptical (resp. credulous) joint acceptabilitydoes not require that the skeptical (resp. credulous) inference
principle is at work for defining local acceptabilitiesAccAFi

, which remain unconstrained.

Focusing on the preferred semantics together with credulous local acceptabilities, let us consider again some previous
examples:

Example 16 on page 71 (cont’d)Using the edit distance and⊗ = Leximax (orMax) as the aggregation function,
we get two AFsAF′

1 andAF′
2 in the merging.

If the local acceptability relations are based on credulousinference from preferred extensions, we have:

AccAF′

1
(E) = true if and only ifE ⊆ {c, d} or E ⊆ {b, e};

AccAF′

2
(E) = true if and only ifE ⊆ {a, c, e}.

{c} and{e} are skeptically jointly acceptable and{b, e},{c, d} and{a, c, e} (and their subsets) are credulously (and
by majority) jointly acceptable for the merging.

Using this method, the argumenta can still be derived credulously, contrariwise to what happens when the union of
the two AFsAF1 andAF2 is considered.

Example 13 on page 63 (cont’d)Using the edit distance and the sum as the aggregation function, we get one AF in
the merging, denotedAF:

a

b

f

ec

d

AF has two preferred extensions :{a, c, e} and {b, d, e}. So,AccAF(E) = true if and only ifE ⊆ {a, c, e} or
E ⊆ {b, d, e}. The three joint acceptability relations coincide here (asthere is only one AF in the result). The
sets{a, c, e} and{b, d, e} (and their subsets) are credulously, skeptically and by majority, jointly acceptable for the
merging, which is a more sensible result that the one obtained using a voting method on the derived arguments of the
initial AFs (as explained in Section 3.2.4.1 on page 63).

Example 15 on page 67 (cont’d)Using the edit distance and the sum as the aggregation function, we get two AFs in
the merging:

a

b c

d a

b c

d
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The preferred extensions for these 2 AFs coincide (they are{a, c} and{b, d}). As the preferred extensions for the 2
AFs are the same ones, the three relations of joint acceptability coincide here. Thus, the sets{a, c} and{b, d} (and
their subsets) are skeptically, credulously and by majority jointly acceptable for the merging.

It is interesting to compare the joint acceptability relation for the input profileP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 with the joint
acceptability relation for the merging∆⊗

d (P). Unsurprisingly, both predicates are not logically connected (i.e., none
of them implies the other one), even in the case when the two joint acceptability relations are based on the same notion
of local acceptability (for instance, considering a set of argumentsE as acceptable for an AF when it is included in at
least one of its preferred extensions) and the same voting method (for instance, the simple majority rule).

Thus, it can be the case that new jointly acceptable sets are obtained after merging while they were not jointly accept-
able at start:

Proposition 33 LetP = 〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 be a profile of AFs over the same set of argumentsA. The set of all jointly
acceptable sets for the profileP is not necessarily equal to the set of all jointly acceptablesets for the merging ofP .

A counter-example is given by Example 15 on page 67.

When each local acceptability relation corresponds exactly to the collective acceptability proposed by Dung (for a
given semantics and∀AFi, AccAFi

(E) = true if and only ifE is an extension ofAFi for this semantics), the following
remarks can be done:

If a set of arguments is included inoneof the acceptable sets for an agent, it is not necessarily included into one
of the acceptable sets of any AF from the merging (and it also holds for singletons). The converse is also true.

More surprisingly, even if a set of arguments is included into eachacceptable set for an agent, it is not guaranteed
to be included into an acceptable set of an AF from the merging. Conversely, if a set of arguments is included
into every acceptable set of the AFs from the merging, it is not guaranteed to be included into an acceptable
set for one of the agents. Intuitively, this can be explainedby the fact that if an argument is accepted by all
agentsfor bad reasons(for instance, because they lack information about attackson it), it can be rejected by
the group after the merging. More formally, this is due to thefact that nothing ensures that one of the initial
AFs will belong to the result of the merging and also to the fact that acceptability is nonmonotonic (in the sense
that adding a single attack(a, b) in an AF may drastically change its extensions – see Section 3.2.5 on the next
page).

3.2.4.6 Conclusion and perspectives on merging

We have presented a framework for deriving sensible information from a collection of argumentation systemsà la
Dung. Our approach consists in merging such systems. The proposed framework is general enough to allow for the
representation of many different scenarios. It is not assumed that all agents must share the same sets of arguments.
No assumption is made concerning the meaning of the attack relations, so that such relations may differ not only
because agents have different points of view on the way arguments interact but more generally may disagree on
what an interaction is. Each agent may be associated to a specific expansion function, which enables for encoding
many attitudes when facing a new argument. Many different distances between PAFs and many different aggregation
functions can be used to define argumentation systems which best represent the whole group.

By means of example, we have shown that our merging-based approach leads to results which are much more expected
than those furnished by a direct vote on the (sets of) arguments acceptable by each agent. We have also shown
that union cannot be taken as a valuable merging operator in the general case. We have investigated formally some
properties of the merging operators which we point out. Among other results, we have shown that merging operators
based on the edit distance preserve all the information on which all the agents participating in the merging process
agree, and more generally, all the information on which the agents participating in the merging process do not disagree.
We have also shown that the merging operator based on the editdistance and the sum as aggregation function is
closely related to the merging approach which consists in voting on the attack relations when the input profile gathers
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argumentation systems over the same set of arguments. Finally, we have proved that in the general case, the derivable
sets of arguments when joint acceptability concerns the input profile may drastically differ from the the derivable sets
of arguments when joint acceptability concerns the profile obtained after the merging step.

This work can be continued in several directions:

Merging PAFs. Our framework can be extended to PAFs merging (instead of AFs). This enables us to take into
account agents with incomplete belief states regarding theattack relation between arguments. Expansions of PAFs
can be defined in a very similar way to expansions of AFs (what mainly changes is the way ignorance is handled). As
PAFs are more expressive than AFs, an interesting issue for further research is to define acceptability for PAFs.

Attacks strengths. Assume that each attack believed by Agenti is associated to a numerical value reflecting the
strength of the attack according to the agent,i.e., the degree to which Agenti believes thata attacksb. It is easy to take
into account those values by modifying slightly the definition of the edit distance over an ordered pair of arguments (for
instance, viewing such values as weights once normalized within [0, 1]). Another possibility regarding attack strengths
is, from unweighted attack relations, to generate a weighted one, representing different degrees of accordance in the
group. For instance, each attack(a, b) in the majority PAF of a profile〈AF1, . . . , AFn〉 can be labelled by the ratio
#({i∈1...n|(a,b)∈Ri})

n
and similarly for the non-attack relation (this leads to consider both the attack and the non-

attack relations of the majority PAF as fuzzy relations). Corresponding acceptability relations remain to be defined.
This notion of gradual attack is already used in another context for argumentation (see [RMF+08] for revision of
argumentation systems).

Merging audiences.In [BCDD07], an extension of the notion of AF, called valued AF — VAF for short —, has been
proposed in order to take advantage of values representing the agent’s preferences in the context of a given audience.
A further perspective of our work concerns the merging of such VAFs.

3.2.5 Revision in unipolar argumentation

When an agent receives a new piece of information, she must adapt its beliefs; this adaptation is not always easy
because it may imply to drop some previous knowledge. Choosing the better way to adapt itself to its environment is
a very old problem for human being, this is, perhaps, a reasonwhy belief change theory has been so largely studied in
the artificial intelligence community. The seminal work of Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson (AGM) [AGM85]
has settled a formal framework for reasoning about belief change and introduced the concept of “belief revision”.
Belief revision consists in answering the question of what remains of the old beliefs after the arrival of a new piece of
information. In this paper, we transpose this question intoargumentation theory, and study the case of the arrival of a
new argument into an argumentation system.

When a new argument is added to a set of arguments together with its interactions with the initial set of arguments,
the outcome of the argumentation system may change. In this paper, we study the impact of this addition on the set
of initial extensions. This leads us to characterize the possible revision operations with respect to the change they
induce on the outcome. This study has two main applications,the first one concerns the computation, while the second
one belongs to the field of dialogue strategies. On the first hand, the interest for computational processing is that
knowledge about the kind of revision that is done may help to deduce what are the changes in the extensions. For
instance, knowing that the revision is conservative allowsus to deduce that the revision will not change the previous
extensions. On the other hand, knowing the impact of adding an argument may help choosing the good one in order
to achieve a given goal. For instance, in order to make a dialogue more open, an argument inducing an “expansive
revision”26 must be added (see Section 3.2.5.5 on page 89).

This section is organized as follows. Subsection 3.2.5.1 onthe facing page recalls the basic concepts in revision theory.
Subsection 3.2.5.2 on page 82 settles a definition of revision in argumentation. In this section,we restrict our study to
the case of adding one argument having only one interaction with an initial argument. So, the research reported here
is a first step towards a study of general revision operators.A typology of revision in argumentation is proposed, based
on the impact of the revision under the set of extensions. A particular property for the revision operator is to keep
the added argument in each extension. It is called “classical” and the cases when the revision operator is classical are

26The precise definition of this notion is given in Definition 57on page 88.
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described in Subsection 3.2.5.3 on page 85. Subsection 3.2.5.4 on page 87 is dedicated to the study of two particular
revision operators, namely the “decisive” and the “expansive” revision operators. A last section discusses the related
approaches in the literature.

This work has been done with Claudette CAYROL and Florence DUPIN DE SAINT-CYR. All the proofs and several
important lemmas are given in [CdSCLS08].

3.2.5.1 Basic concepts in revision theory

In the field of belief change theory, the paper of AGM [AGM85] has introduced the concept of “belief revision”.
Belief revision consists in answering the question of what remains of the old beliefs after the arrival of a new piece
of information. Beliefs are represented by sentences of a formal language. AGM have defined three types of belief
change, namely contraction, expansion and revision. Expansion consists only in adding information without checking
its consistency with previous beliefs. Contraction is an operation designed for removing information. Revision consists
in adding information while preserving consistency. This last operation is the most interesting one since inconsistency
leads to un-exploitable information. The main interest of AGM’s work is the definition of a set of postulates which
should hold for any rational revision operator. As noticed in [Som94] these postulates are founded on three principles:

a consistency principle (the result should be consistent),

a minimum change principle (as few beliefs as possible should be modified),

priority to the new piece of information principle (the new piece of information should hold after the revision
process).

More formally, a revision operator associates to a set of deductively closed formulaeK (encoding the initial beliefs27)
and to a formulap (encoding a new piece of information), another set of beliefs denoted byK ∗ p. In order to be
“rational” the operator∗ should satisfy the following AGM postulates:

K*1 K ∗ p = Th(K ∗ p).

K*2 p ∈ K ∗ p.

K*3 K ∗ p ⊆ Th(K ∪ {p}).
K*4 If ¬p /∈ K, thenTh(K ∪ {p}) ⊆ K ∗ p.

K*5 ⊥∈ K ∗ p if and only if p↔⊥.

K*6 If p↔ q thenK ∗ p = K ∗ q.

K*7 K ∗ (p ∧ q) ⊆ Th((K ∗ p) ∪ {q}).
K*8 If ¬q /∈ K ∗ p thenTh((K ∗ p) ∪ {q}) ⊆ K ∗ (p ∧ q).

K*1 ensures that the result of the revision is deductively closed. K*2 imposes that the new piece of information should
belong to the revised beliefs.K*3 implies that beliefs after revision should not contain moreinformation than what
can be logically derived fromK and the new piece of informationp. K*4 together withK*3 means that when the
new piece of information is not contradictory with the old beliefs then revision is simply an expansion.K*5 says that
the revised beliefs set is inconsistent if and only if the newpiece of information is itself inconsistent.K*6 expresses
that belief revision is syntax-independent. These first sixpostulates are the basic revision postulates and the last two
express change minimality.K*7 implies that revising by a conjunctionp∧ q should not contain more information that
what can be logically derived from the revision ofK by p together with the piece of informationq. K*8 means that,
when revisingK by p ∧ q, every logical deduction fromq andK ∗ p should be kept as soon asq is not contradictory
with K ∗ p.

27If BC is a set of formulae encoding these beliefs thenK = Th(BC) whereTh is the deductive closure operator.
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Note that in the following we are going to limit our study to the case ofK*2 . And we call “classical” an operator
which satisfiesK*2 . However this precise postulate may not always be suitable in the argumentation system, this is
developed in Section 3.2.5.3 on page 85.

A last recall about belief change is the distinction betweenbelief revision and belief update (this was first established
in [Win88]). The difference is in the nature of the new piece of information: either it is completing the knowledge
of the world or it informs that there is a change in the world. More precisely, update is a process which takes into
account a physical evolution of the system while revision isa process taking into account an epistemic evolution, it
is the knowledge about the world that is evolving. In this paper, we suppose that we rather face a revision problem:
the agent was not aware of some argument that suddenly appears, it means that the world has not changed but the
awareness of the agent has evolved.

3.2.5.2 Revision in argumentation

First, we introduce a formal definition of revision in argumentation. The outcome of a revision process is the set of
extensions under a given semantics. Then, by considering how the set of extensions is modified under the revision
process, we propose a typology of different revisions.

3.2.5.2.1 Definition

Informally, a revision occurs when a new argument is presented. Note that the case of adding a new argument which
is not connected to〈A,R〉 is trivial. It has only to be added to each preferred extension. Indeed, revision is more
interesting when the new argument interacts with previous ones. In this paper, which reports a preliminary study
on revision in argumentation, we restrict revision to the addition of exactlyone argumentZ that hasexactlyone
interaction,ZRX or XRZ, whereX belongs toA.

In the following, we identify an argumentation system〈A,R〉 with its associated attack graphG. We writeX ∈ G
instead of “X is an argument represented by a node ofG”. The set of extensions of〈A,R〉 is denoted byE (with E1,
. . . ,En denoting the extensions).

Revising〈A,R〉 consists in adding an argumentZ which attacks (or is attacked by) an argumentX ofA. The revision
process produces a new system represented by a graphG′ and a new set of extensionsE ′ (with E′

1, . . . , E′
p denoting

the extensions).

revision withZ andi
(G, E) −−−−−−−−−−−−→ (G′, E ′)

i = (Z, X) or i = (X, Z)

Definition 54 LetG be an attack graph. Lets be a semantics. LetX ∈ G, Z 6∈ G andi be a pair of arguments (either
(X, Z) or (Z, X)). LetG′ be the graph obtained fromG by adding the nodeZ and the edgei. Therevision operator
Θ maps(Z, i,G, s) to E ′ which is the set of extensions ofG′ under the semanticss.

Let us mention several results which will be useful in the following. As we revise with only one new argument having
only one interaction with an already existing argument, it is easy to prove that:

Proposition 34

If the new interaction is(Z, X), Z is not attacked inG′.

If the new interaction is(X, Z), Z attacks no argument ofG′.

The revision process introduces no cycle inG′.
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As defined above, revising an argumentation system may change the set of extensions. Given a semantics, the modi-
fications are more or less important. It depends on the kind ofinteraction which is added and more precisely on the
status of the argumentX involved in that interaction. In the next section, we propose a typology of different kinds of
revision according to how the set of extensions is modified. The next step will be to characterize each kind of revision
by providing conditions on the interactioni.

3.2.5.2.2 Typology of revisions

Let 〈A,R〉 be an argumentation system andE the set of extensions of〈A,R〉 under a given semanticss. Different
situations may be encountered in the general case.E may be empty (implying thats is the stable semantics), may
be reduced to a singleton{E1} (whereE1 may be empty), or may contain more than one extension{E1, . . . , En}.
The situation with only one non-empty extension is convenient for the determination of the status of an argument. In
contrast, when several extensions exist, different choices are available. We have first considered revisions such thatG′
has a unique non-empty extension, while it was not the case for G. Such a revision is calleddecisive.

Example 20

1. Under the stable semantics, withi = (Z, A)

A B

Z C

Before revisionE = ∅,
after revisionE ′ = {{Z, B}}

2. Under the grounded semantics, withi = (Z, A)

Z A B C E = {{}}, E ′ = {{Z, B}}

3. Under the preferred semantics, withi = (Z, A)

A B C D

Z F

E = {{A}, {B, D}},
E ′ = {{Z, B, D}}

A weaker requirement is the decrease of the number of choices. A revision such thatG′ has strictly less extensions than
G, but still has at least two, is calledselective. Note that selective revision does not make sense under the grounded
semantics, since there is always a unique grounded extension.

Example 21 Under the preferred (or stable) semantics, withi = (Z, A)

A B C

Z F D

E = {{A, C, F}, {A, D}, {B, D}, {B, F}},
E ′ = {{Z, C, F}, {Z, B, D}, {Z, B, F}}

An opposite point of view enables to consider revisions which raise ambiguity, by increasing the number of extensions.
This is the case for instance whenG has at least one non-empty extension andG′ has strictly more extensions thanG.
A slightly different situation occurs whenG has no extension or an empty one, whileG′ has more than one extension.
In that case, revision brings some information, but is not decisive. Such revisions are calledquestioning. As for
selective revision, questioning revision does not make sense under the grounded semantics.

Example 22 Under the preferred (or stable) semantics, withi = (Z, A)

A B D

Z C F

E = {{A, D, F}},
E ′ = {{Z, B, C}, {Z, B, F}, {Z, D, C}, {Z, D, F}}
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Under the stable semantics, withi = (Z, A)

A B D G

Z C F

E = ∅,
E ′ = {{Z, B, F}, {Z, B, G}}

Pursuing along the previous line, we consider revisions removing every extension, thus leading to a kind of decisional
dead-end. A revision such thatG′ has no extension, whileG had at least one, is calleddestructive. Note that destructive
decision makes sense only under the stable semantics.

Example 23 Under the stable semantics, withi = (Z, A)

A B D H

Z C G F

E = {{A, D, F}, {A, D, G}},
E ′ = ∅

So far, the considered revisions have an impact on the numberof extensions. Now, we are interested in revisions
which modify the content of extensions, without modifying the number of extensions. The most interesting situation
occurs when each extension ofG′ strictly includes one extension ofG, the number of extensions being the same. Such
revisions are calledexpansive.

Example 24 Under the preferred (or stable) semantics, withi = (B, Z)

A B C

Z D

E = {{A, C}, {A, D}},
E ′ = {{Z, A, C}, {Z, A, D}}

When nothing is changed, that isE = E ′, the revision is calledconservative.

Example 25 Under the preferred semantics, withi = (B, Z)

A B

C Z

E = {{}}, E ′ = {{}}

Otherwise, it may happen that some extensions (and sometimes all of them) are altered. This is called analtering
revision. It is the case for instance when each extension ofG′ has a non-empty intersection with (but does not include)
an extension ofG.

Example 26 Under the grounded semantics, withi = (Z, A)

A B C

Z D

E = {{A, D}, E ′ = {{Z, B, D}}

The above discussion can be summarized on the following table.
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E ′ = ∅ {{}} {E′
1} {E′

1, . . . , E
′
p}

E = p ≥ 2

∅ conservative #1
decisive questioning

{{}} #2 conservative

{E1}

destructive

#3
conservative
expansive
altering

questioning

{E1,

. . . ,
En}

n ≥ 2

#4 decisive

n < p:
questioning

n > p:
selective
n = p:
conservative
expansive
altering

With Ei 6= ∅ andE′
i 6= ∅. Each cell of the table contains the name of the corresponding revision. It can be checked

that cells with #i correspond to situations which cannot occur:

#1 and #2 The only acceptability semantics in which an argumentationsystem may have no extension is the stable
semantics. However, with the stable semantics, an argumentation system cannot have an empty extension when
its set of arguments is not empty. And, by assumption, the cases #1 and #2 correspond to argumentation systems
with non-empty sets of arguments (because at leastX belongs toG andX andZ belong toG′). So these cases
cannot occur for all the acceptability semantics used in this section.

#3 Under the stable semantics, this case cannot occur for the same reason as that given previously (cases #1 and #2).

Under the grounded semantics, asG has one non-empty extension, there exists at least one unattacked argument
W ; so, if the added interaction is (X , Z), W is always unattacked andG′ has always one non-empty extension;
and, if the added interaction is (Z, X), thenZ is unattacked and it belongs to the grounded extension ofG′; so,
G′ cannot have an empty extension.

Under the preferred semantics, if the added interaction is (Z, X), Z is unattacked and it belongs to the preferred
extensions ofG′; so these preferred extensions are not empty. And, if the added interaction is (X , Z), then
Z does not attack the arguments ofE1; so these arguments also belong to a preferred extension ofG′ and the
preferred extensions are not empty.

In conclusion, this case cannot occur for all the acceptability semantics used in this section.

#4 This case could appear only with the preferred semantics (because with the grounded semantics there exists only
one extension, and with the stable semantics, an extension cannot be empty since the set of arguments is not
empty). If the added interaction is (Z, X), Z can “remove” or “create” extensions, but it belongs to each of
them (because it is unattacked), soG′ cannot have an empty extension. And if the added interactionis (X , Z),
Z does not attack the arguments ofEi, ∀i, so these arguments belong to the preferred extensions ofG′ andG′
cannot have an empty extension. Thus, this case cannot occur.

3.2.5.3 Classical revision in argumentation

Revising a knowledge base consists in changing its beliefs in a minimal way in order to take into account a new piece
of information considered as “prior” (according to AGMK* 2 postulate). However, the revision operators defined
above do not ensure at all that the new argument is accepted inthe new graph extensions. In this section, we study
when this property (called “classical”) holds for a given revision operator.

Definition 55 The revisionΘ is classicaliff G′ has at least one extension and the added argumentZ belongs to each
extension ofG′.
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Proposition 35 If the added interaction is (Z, X), then the revision is classical under the grounded and the preferred
semantics.

Moreover, ifG has no odd-length cycle then the revision is also classical under the stable semantics.

Example 27 Under the grounded semantics:

A B C

Z D

E = {{A, C}}, E ′ = {{Z}}

Example 28 Let us compute the extensions of the two following graphs under the preferred semantics:

A B

Z C

E = {{A, C}, {B}},
E ′ = {{Z, B}, {Z, C}}

A B C

Z

E = {{A, C}, {B}},
E ′ = {{Z, A,C}}

Example 29 Under the stable semantics:

A B C

Z F D

E = {{A, C, F}, {B, D}},
E ′ = {{Z, C, F}, {Z, B, D}}

The condition thatG should not have an odd-length cycle ensures the existence ofat least one stable extension after
addingZ. It is a sufficient but not necessary condition.

Example 27 (cont’d) Before revision the stable extension is{A, C}, and after revision there is no stable extension.

Proposition 36 If the interaction is (X , Z) such thatX is attacked by each extension ofG then the revision is classical
under the grounded and the preferred semantics.

Moreover, ifG has at least one stable extension then the revision is also classical under the stable semantics.

Example 30 Under the grounded semantics:

A B C

Z F D

E = {{A}}, E ′ = {{Z, A}}

Example 31 Under the preferred or the stable semantics:

A B C D

Z F G

E = {{A, C, G}, {A, D, F}},
E ′ = {{Z, A,C, G}, {Z, A,D, F}}

Note that, under the grounded semantics,X must be attacked and the fact thatX is not in the only extensionE of E
does not ensure that the revision is classical :

Example 32 Under the grounded semantics:

A B C

Z F D

E = E′ = {A}.
So,E = E ′ = {{A}}.
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C is not inE, and neverthelessZ does not belong toE′.

As said before, revising a graph by one argument and (one interaction) does not systematically lead to accept this
argument. Hence, classicality is not the only property thatis worth being studied for revision operators.

3.2.5.4 Case study

In this section, we study two cases: the decisive revision and the expansive revision. In the first case, after the revision
there is only one extension (so it is easy to take a decision);in the second case, the number of extensions remains
unchanged but each new extension is a superset of an extension which existed before the revision.

3.2.5.4.1 Decisive revision

Decisive revision makes possible a decision: before this revision, inG there is either no acceptable set of arguments
(no possible conclusion), or too many acceptable sets of arguments (so too many possible conclusions), and after this
revision there is only one acceptable set of arguments inG′.

Definition 56 The revisionΘ is decisiveiff Θ applied toG, with E = ∅, or E = {{}}, or E = {E1, . . . , En}, n ≥ 2,
the result ofΘ is G′ with E ′ = {E′}, E′ 6= ∅.

Proposition 37 If a revision is decisive then the added interaction is(Z, X). A decisive revision is classical.

Example 20 on page 83 (cont’d)

1. Under the stable semantics, Example 20.1 illustrates thedecisive revision withE = ∅ andE ′ = {{Z, B}}.

2. Under the grounded semantics, Example 20.2 illustrates the decisive revision withE = {{}} and E ′ =
{{Z, B}}.

3. Under the preferred semantics, Example 20.3 illustratesthe decisive revision withE = {{A}, {B, D}} and
E ′ = {{Z, B, D}}.

Theorem 3 Under the grounded semantics, if the added interaction is(Z, X) and E = {{}}, then the revision is
decisive.

Theorem 4 Under the preferred semantics, if the added interaction is(Z, X), E = {{}} and there is no even-length
cycle inG, then the revision is decisive.

Example 33 Under the preferred semantics:

A B D

C Z

E = {{}}, E ′ = {{Z, A, D}}

Note that, if even-length cycles exist in the graph, the revision may induce several extensions; this revision would be
a questioning one:

A B D

Z C F

E = {{}},
E ′ = {{Z, A, D}, {Z, A,F}}

For this reason, we have considered graphs without even-length cycle in Theorem 4.

Note: under the stable semantics, we have not found any characterization theorem for the decisive revision.
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3.2.5.4.2 Expansive revision

A revision is said “expansive” when it does nothing but to addnew arguments in the existing extensions.

Definition 57 The revisionΘ is expansiveiff G andG′ have the same number of extensions and each extension ofG′
strictly includes an extension ofG.

Proposition 38 The expansive revision is classical.

Example 34 Under the grounded semantics:

B C D H

A Z G F

E = {{A}},
E ′ = {{Z, A, C, H,G}}

Example 24 on page 84 gives also an illustration of the expansive revision under preferred and stable semantics.

Theorem 5 Under the grounded semantics withE = {E}, if the added interaction is (Z, X), X 6∈ E andE 6= ∅,
then the revision is expansive.

Example 35 Under the grounded semantics:

B C H F

A D Z G

E = {{A, C}},
E ′ = {{Z, A, C, G}}

Theorem 6 Under the grounded semantics, if the added interaction is (X , Z), X 6∈ E andE attacksX , then the
revision is expansive andE ′ = {E ∪ {Z}}.

Example 36 Under the grounded semantics:

A B C

Z D

E = {{A}}, E ′ = {{Z, A}}

Theorem 7 Under the stable semantics, if the added interaction is (X , Z), if E 6= ∅, and∀i ≥ 1, X 6∈ Ei, then the
revision is expansive and∀i, E′

i = Ei ∪ {Z}.

Example 37 Under the stable semantics:

A B C

Z F D

E = {{A, C, F}, {A, D, F}},
E ′ = {{Z, A, C, F}, {Z, A,D, F}}

Note that, in an acyclic graph, Theorem 6 may be applied underthe stable semantics. It is a particular case of
Theorem 7.

Theorem 8 Under the preferred semantics, if the added interaction is (X , Z), and∀i ≥ 1, Ei attacksX , then the
revision is expansive and∀i, E′

i = Ei ∪ {Z}.

Example 36 (cont’d) Under the preferred semantics,E = {{A, C}, {A, D}} andE ′ = {{Z, A, C}, {Z, A, D}}
Note that when the initial graph is acyclic, Theorem 6 may be applied under the preferred semantics. It is a particular
case of Theorem 8.

If the interaction is(Z, X), weaker results can be obtained. In that case, the revision is not expansive in the sense that
G′ may have more extensions thanG, however, addingZ to an extension ofG yields an extension ofG′.
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Proposition 39 Under the stable semantics, if the added interaction is (Z, X), and∀i ≥ 1, X 6∈ Ei, then∀i, Ei∪{Z}
is a stable extension ofG′.

However, other stable extensions may appear inG′, see Example 38 for instance. So the revision is not expansive.

Example 38 Under the stable semantics:

A B C

Z

E = {{A}},
E ′ = {{Z, A}, {Z, C}}

Note that in the particular case when the initial graph is acyclic, Theorem 5 on the preceding page may be applied
under the stable semantics. And the obtained result is stronger than the result proposed by Property 39. Another
interesting property is:

Proposition 40 Under the preferred semantics, if the added interaction is (Z, X) and∀i ≥ 1, X 6∈ Ei, then∀i,
E′

i = Ei ∪ {Z} is admissible inG′.
Moreover, if there is no odd-length cycle inG, ∀i, E′

i = Ei ∪ {Z} is a preferred extension inG′.

Example 38 also shows that other preferred extensions may appear inG′. And the following example illustrates the
first part of Property 40.

Example 39 Under the preferred semantics:

Z A B

C

E = {{}}

{} ∪ {Z} is admissible inG′

butE ′ = {{Z, B}}.

Note that in the particular case when the initial graph is acyclic, Theorem 5 on the preceding page may also be applied
under the preferred semantics and gives a stronger result than the one proposed by Property 40.

3.2.5.5 Discussion and future works in revision

In this section, we transpose the basic question of revisioninto argumentation theory. We propose a study of the impact
of the arrival of a new argument on the outcome of an argumentation system. The term "revision" is used by analogy
with traditional belief revision. However, there are two main differences.

The basic underlying formalism is different: in standard belief revision, logical formulae are used for knowledge
representation whereas, in this section, an argumentationsystem represents the current knowledge. In the first
case, the outcome is a new set of logical formulae, whereas, in the second case, the outcome is a new set of
accepted arguments.

Revision is a task in knowledge representation which is strongly related to concepts such as inference and con-
sistency. The postulates for standard belief revision (AGM) are built on a consistency notion, since it aims
at incorporating a new piece of information while preserving consistency. Moreover, “revision” has also been
studied in the framework of nonmonotonic theories [WvdH97]. Argumentation theory is linked to nonmono-
tonicity, but postulates for nonmonotonic theories are also based on consistency and inference notions that are
not explicitly present in our framework. So, these postulates are not suited for our problem. Some of the belief
revision postulates can be transposed (this is the case for what we call classical revision), but other principles
must be proposed.
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Our work is a preliminary step towards a formal revision in argumentation systems. And it departs from previous
work relating argumentation and revision. Indeed, we have chosen to remain at an abstract level in this preliminary
study. We do not consider knowledge from which arguments andinteractions could be built. More precisely, there
are many approaches that deal with adding new pieces of information within an argumentation system. The point of
view adopted in this family of works is different because of the status of the new piece of information that is added.
For instance, Wassermann [Was99], as well as [FGS04, PC05],define under which conditions, expressed in terms of
arguments, unjustified beliefs should become accepted. Theapproach of [PG00] studies the properties of knowledge
revision under the argumentation point of view,i.e., the problem is to generate a knowledge base in which each piece
of information is justified by “good” arguments.

Very recently, [RMF+08] have proposed a warrant-prioritized revision operation, which consists in adding an argument
to a theory in such a way that this argument is warranted afterwards. Even if the underlying ideas are similar, this work
differs from our approach in at least two points:

First, in [RMF+08], arguments are given a structure through the subargument relation, and properties such as
minimality, consistency and atomicity. And the definition of warranted arguments relies upon an evaluation
of argumentation lines. In contrast, our approach remains at the most abstract level, and our sets of accepted
arguments are computed with the well-known extension-based semantics.

Secondly, the warrant-prioritized argument revision is designed in order to satisfy the AGM postulateK*2 , since
the added argument must be warranted in the revised theory. Our work follows another direction. We propose
an extensive theoretical study of the impact of an addition on the outcome of an abstract argumentation system,
which enables us to define several kinds of revision.

Note that other crucial cognitive tasks linked to belief change theory have already been transposed in the field of
argumentation, see for instance the work on merging presented in [CMDK+07] and in Section 3.2.4 on page 62.

A promising application of our work could be to design dialogue strategies. Most of the works about dialogue strategies
consider that a dialogue is defined by a protocol giving the set of legal moves and that a strategy selects exactly one
move (the move which must be done next). For instance, [BC98]proposes a selection strategy leading to more
cooperative dialogues. Other approaches propose dialoguegames for answering queries such as: does a given initial
argument belong to some extension? In that case, a strategy helps to choose which argument must be defeated in order
that the initial argument should be accepted. [AM02] have proposed heuristics that select the less attackable arguments
in a persuasion dialogue. In a similar way, [RPRS08] have proposed an optimal strategy in order to win a debate based
on the probability of success of the argument and on the cost of this argument for the agent. [Hun04], with a more
global approach, has defined a strategy which builds an optimal subtree of arguments maximizing the resonance with
the agent goals and minimizing their cost.

Our approach takes another point of view. We do not define any protocol and we do not restrict to a dialogue type.
Given a set of arguments which may interact, we are interested in the outcome of the argumentation system, that is
the set of extensions under a given semantics. In other words, we study the impact of an argument with respect to the
structural change induced on the set of extensions. We do notfocus on a particular argument that should be accepted
at the end. We just want to act as to modify the form of that outcome (by doing an expansive revision, or a decisive
revision for instance). The work reported in this paper enables us to choose the right way of revising (which argument
must be affected by the revision, with which kind of interaction) in order to obtain the new outcome. This is why
we plan to focus more on strategies for directing a dialogue than on strategies for taking part in it. For instance, if a
dialogue arbitrator wants the debate to be more open then sheshould rather force the next speaker to use arguments
appropriate for an expansive revision. If she wants the debate to be more focused then only arguments appropriate for
a selective (and even decisive) revision should be accepted.

In order to continue this work, the following directions seem to be of interest:

1. generalize our revision operation to the adding of one argument with several interactions and to the adding of a
subgraph of arguments;
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2. restate other existing standard belief revision postulates and study the postulates for revision in nonmonotonic
systems, in the case where arguments are built from knowledge bases and the outcome of the argumentation
system is a set of formulae;

3. since decisive revision seems to be a “good” kind of revision, it would be interesting to investigate the ques-
tion “How to make theminimal change28 to a given argumentation system so that it has a unique non-empty
extension?”.

3.2.6 Practical reasoning and unipolar argumentation

Practical reasoning(PR) [Raz78], is concerned with the generic question “what is the right thing to do for an agent in a
given situation”. In [Woo00], it has been argued that PR is a two steps process. The first step, often calleddeliberation,
consists of identifying the desires of an agent. In the second step, calledmeans-end reasoning, one looks for ways for
achieving those desires,i.e. for actions or plans.

A desire isjustified if it holds in the current state of the world, and isfeasibleif it has a plan for achieving it. The
agent’s intentions,i.e. what an agent decides to do, is a consistent subset of desiresthat are both justified and feasible.

What is worth noticing in most works on practical reasoning is the use of arguments for providing reasons for choosing
or discarding a desire as an intention. Indeed, some argumentation-based systems for PR have been proposed in the
literature [AK05, HvdT03, RA06]. However, in most of these works, the problem of PR is modelled in terms of at
least two separate systems, each of them capturing one step of the process. Such an approach may suffer from a serious
drawback. In fact, some desires that are not feasible may be accepted at the deliberation step to the detriment of other
justified and feasible desires. Another limitation of thosesystems is that their properties are not investigated.

This section proposes the first argumentation system that computes the intentions of an agent in one step. The system
is grounded on a recent work onconstrainedargumentation systems [CMDM06]. These last extend the well-known
general system of Dung [Dun95] by adding constraints on arguments that need to be satisfied by the extensions returned
by the system. Our system takes as input

three categories of arguments:epistemicarguments that support beliefs,explanatoryarguments that show that a
desire holds in the current state of the world, andinstrumentalarguments that show that a desire is feasible,

different conflicts among those arguments, and

a particular constraint on arguments that captures the ideathat for a desire to be pursued it should be both
feasible and justified. This is translated by the fact that ina given extension each instrumental argument for a
desire should be accompanied by at least an explanatory argument in favour of that desire and each explanatory
argument for a desire should be accompanied by at least an instrumental argument for that desire.

The output of the system is different sets of arguments as well as different sets of intentions. The use of a constrained
system makes it possible to compute directly the intentionsfrom the extensions, and to return only useful information.
Indeed, each extension will support “warranted” beliefs aswell as desires that are both justified and feasible. The
properties of this system are deeply investigated. In particular, we show that the results of such a system are safe, and
satisfy the rationality postulates identified in [CA05], namely consistency and completeness.

The section is organized as follows. Subsection 3.2.6.1 on the following page introduces an example of practical
reasoning. Subsection 3.2.6.2 on page 93 presents the logical language. Subsection 3.2.6.3 on page 94 studies the
different types of arguments involved in a practical reasoning problem, and Subsection 3.2.6.4 on page 97 investigates
the conflicts that may exist between them. Subsection 3.2.6.5 on page 101 presents the constrained argumentation
system for PR. This system is then explained on the motivating example in Subsection 3.2.6.6 on page 103. The
properties of the system are studied in Subsection 3.2.6.7 on page 105. Subsection 3.2.6.8 on page 107 compares our
approach with existing systems of practical reasoning. Allthe proofs are given in [ADLS08, ADLS09].

This work has been done in collaboration with Leila AMGOUD (IRIT) and Caroline DEVRED (LERIA).

28In terms of number of edges to add or to remove and/or in terms of number of arguments to add or to remove.
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3.2.6.1 Motivating example

Let us consider an example of practical reasoning. In this example, Paula is a PhD student. She has four desires and
would like to know whether she can reach them or not and with which plans. The four desires are the following:

1. To go on a journey to central Africa (jca)

2. To finish a publication before going on a journey (fp)

3. To be a lecturer (lec)

4. To visit her friend Carla (vc) if Carla is back from her trip (cb)

What is worth noticing is that the three first desires are unconditional, whereas the third one depends on whether the
friend is back or not.

In addition to the desires, Paula has some beliefs on the way of achieving a given desire. Namely:

1. In order to go to central Africa, she should get tickets (t) and should be vaccinated (vac)

2. In order to get tickets, Paula can either go to an agency (ag) or ask a friend who may bring them (fr)

3. In order to be vaccinated, she can either go to the hospital(hop) or go to a doctor (dr)

4. In order to finish the paper, she should work (w)

5. In order to visit her friend, she can go by car (gc) if it is in good state

6. In order to be a lecturer, she should finish her thesis (ft)

Paula has also another kind of beliefs representing integrity constraints or the current state of the world.

1. If Paula works, then she can neither pass to the agency nor go to the doctor

2. Actually, the car of Paula is in good state (gs)

3. Carla is not yet back from her trip (¬cb)

4. The thesis of Paula is not finished (¬ft)

5. Paula is not vaccinated and has not her tickets

From the above information, it is clear that the desire of becoming a lecturer is not yet feasible. The desire of visiting
Carla is feasible since there is a plan for reaching it; however, according to the current state of the world, this desire is
not justified. Indeed, for Paula to consider this desire, sheshould be in a state where Carla is back from her trip and
this is not the case. Regarding the two first desire (i.e.jca andfp) things are different. Both desires are justified and
feasible. However, the problem is that some ways of achieving these desires are conflicting.

Of course, it would be ideal if all the desires can become intentions. As our example illustrates, this may not always
be the case. In this section we will answer the following questions: “which desires will become theintentionsof the
agent?” and “withwhich plans?”
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3.2.6.2 Logical language

In this subsection we present the logical language that willbe used throughout the section. LetL be apropositional
language, and≡ be the classical equivalence relation.

FromL, a subsetD is distinguished and is used for encodingdesires. By desire we mean a state of affairs that an
agent wants to reach. Elements ofD areliterals. We will write d1, . . . , dn to denote desires and the lowercase letters
will denote formulae ofL.

From the above sets,desire-generationrules can be defined. A desire-generation rule expresses under which conditions
an agent may adopt a given desire. A desire may come from beliefs. For instance, “if the weather is sunny, then I
desire to go to the park”. In this case, the desire of going to the park depends on my belief about the weather. A desire
may also come from other desires. For example, if there is a conference in India, and I have the desire to attend it, then
I desire also to attend the tutorials. In this example, the desire of attending the tutorials depends on my belief about the
existence of a conference in India, and on my desire to attendthat conference. Finally, a desire may be unconditional,
this means that the desire depends on neither beliefs nor desires. These three sources of desires are captured by the
following desire-generation rules.

Definition 58 (Desire-Generation Rules)A desire-generation rule(or a desire rule) is an expression of the form

b ∧ d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm−1 →֒29 dm

whereb is a propositional formula ofL, and eachdi is an element of the setD. Moreover,∄di, dj with i, j ≤ m such
thatdi ≡ dj .

b∧ d1 ∧ . . .∧ dm−1 is called thebodyof the rule (this body may be empty; this is the case of an unconditional desire),
anddm its consequent.

The meaning of the rule is “if the agentbelievesb anddesiresd1, . . . , dm−1, then the agent willdesiredm as well”.
Note that the same desiredi may appear in the consequent of several rules. This means that the same desire may
depend on different beliefs or desires.

A desire rule is consistent if it depends on consistent beliefs and on non contradictory desires.

Definition 59 (Consistent Desire Rule)A desire ruleb ∧ d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm−1 →֒ dm is consistentiff

b 0 ⊥,

∄di, dj with i, j ≤ m such thatdi ≡ ¬dj .

Otherwise, the rule is saidinconsistent.

An agent is also equipped with differentplansprovided by a given planning system. The generation of such plans is
beyond the scope of this section. A plan is a way of achieving adesire. It is defined as a triple: i) a set of preconditions
that should be satisfied before executing the plan, ii) a set of postconditions that hold after executing the plan, and iii)
the desire that is reached by the plan. Formally:

Definition 60 (Plan)A plan is a triple〈S, T, x〉 such that

S andT areconsistentsets of propositional formulae ofL,

x ∈ D,

T ⊢ x andS 6⊢ x.

29The symbol֒→ is not the material implication.
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Of course, there exists a link betweenS and T . But this link is not explicitly defined here because we are not
interested by this aspect of the process. We just consider that the plan is given by a correct and sound planning system
(for instance [GNT04, RN95]).

Note that the set of preconditions may be empty (S = ∅), for instance when the desire is already realized in the current
state of the world. In this case, the plan is always activable.

In the remaining of the section, an agent is equipped with threefinite bases:

1. a baseK 6= ∅ andK 6= {⊥} containing itsbasic beliefsabout the environment (elements ofK are propositional
formulae of the languageL),

2. a baseBd containing its “consistent” desire rules,

3. a baseP containing its plans.

UsingBd, we can characterize thepotential desiresof an agent as follows:

Definition 61 (Potential Desires)The set ofpotential desiresof an agent isPD = {dm|∃b ∧ d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm−1 →֒
dm ∈ Bd}.

These are “potential” desires because, when the body of the rule is not empty, the agent does not know yet whether
the antecedents (i.e. bodies) of the corresponding rules are true or not.

Example 40 The following sentence can be translated into a consistent desire rule: “If the weather is beautiful and
if I desire to relax then I desire to be in a park”. The translation can be obtained using the following vocabulary:

wb means “the weather is beautiful” (it is a belief),

r means “I relax” (it is a desire),

bp means “I am in a park” (it is a desire).

Then we can have the consistent desire rule:wb ∧ r →֒ bp (and the desirebp is a potential desire).

If we assume that we also have the following beliefs:

the park is near my house if I use the subway, line number 3 (denoted byb1),

the subway works and I have valid tickets (denoted byb2),

the park is open and the entrance is free (denoted byb3)

and there exists a way to obtainbp usingb1, b2 andb3 then the following plan can be defined:〈{b1, b2, b3}, {bp}, bp〉.

3.2.6.3 Typology of arguments

The aim of this section is to present the different kinds of arguments involved in a practical reasoning problem. Three
categories of arguments are distinguished. The first category justifies/attacks beliefs of the knowledge baseK, while
the two others justify the adoption of the potential desiresin PD. Note that the arguments will be denoted with
lowercase Greek letters.
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3.2.6.3.1 Justifying beliefs

The first category of arguments is that studied in argumentation literature, especially for handling inconsistency in
knowledge bases. Indeed, arguments are built from a knowledge base in order to support or to attack potential con-
clusions or inferences. These arguments are calledepistemicin [Har04a]. In our application, such arguments are built
from the baseK. In what follows, we will use the definition proposed in [SL92].

Definition 62 (Epistemic Argument)LetK be a knowledge base. Anepistemic argumentα is a pairα = 〈H, h〉 s.t:

1. H ⊆ K,

2. H is consistent,

3. H ⊢ h and

4. H is minimal (for set⊆) among the sets satisfying conditions 1, 2, 3.

Thesupportof the argument is given by the functionSUPP(α) = H , whereas itsconclusionis returned byCONC(α) =
h. Ab stands for the set of all epistemic arguments that can be built from the baseK.

Example 40 on the facing page (cont’d)Assume thatK40 contains the following beliefs:

the weather is beautiful (wb),

if the weather is beautiful then I do not take an umbrella (wb→ ¬u),

if the weather is beautiful then I take a hat (wb→ h).

WithK40, one can build at least the following epistemic arguments:

α1 = 〈{wb, wb→ ¬u},¬u〉,

α2 = 〈{wb, wb→ h}, h〉.

Note that〈{wb, wb→ ¬u, wb→ h}, h〉 is not an epistemic argument because it is not minimal.

3.2.6.3.2 Justifying desires

A desire may be pursued by an agent only if it isjustifiedand feasible. Thus, there are two kinds ofreasonsfor
adopting a desire:

the conditions underlying the desire hold in the current state of world. Such reasons will be calledexplanatory
arguments.

there is a plan for reaching the desire. Such reasons will be called instrumental arguments.

The definition of the first kind of arguments involves two bases: the belief baseK and the base of desire rulesBd. In
what follows, we will use a tree-style definition of arguments [Vre97]. Before presenting that definition, let us first
introduce some functions that will be used throughout the section.

The functionsBELIEFS(δ), DESIRES(δ), CONC(δ) andSUB(δ) return respectively, for a given explanatory argumentδ,
the beliefs used inδ, the desires supported byδ, the conclusion and the set of sub-arguments of the argumentδ.

Definition 63 (Explanatory Argument) Let 〈K,Bd〉 be two bases.
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If ∃ →֒ d ∈ Bd then−→ d is anexplanatory argument30 (δ) with

BELIEFS(δ) = ∅,

DESIRES(δ) = {d},
CONC(δ) = d,

SUB(δ) = {δ}.
If α is an epistemic argument, andδ1, . . . , δm are explanatory arguments, and∃ CONC(α) ∧ CONC(δ1) ∧ . . .
∧CONC(δm) →֒ d ∈ Bd thenα, δ1, . . . , δm −→ d is anexplanatory argument(δ) with

BELIEFS(δ) = SUPP(α) ∪ BELIEFS(δ1) ∪ . . . ∪ BELIEFS(δm),

DESIRES(δ) = DESIRES(δ1) ∪ . . . ∪ DESIRES(δm) ∪ {d},
CONC(δ) = d,

SUB(δ) = {α} ∪ SUB(δ1) ∪ . . . ∪ SUB(δm) ∪ {δ}.

Ad stands for the set of all explanatory arguments that can be built from 〈K,Bd〉 respecting the fact that theirDESIRES
set is consistent31.

This tree-style definition explains why the setDESIRES(δ) contains the desired, conclusion ofδ, but also, in the case
of a conditional desire,all the desiresused for justifyingd (i.e. desires used byδ1, . . . , desires used byδm).

Note that the fact that rules inBd are consistent is not sufficient to ensure the consistency ofthe setDESIRES of an
explanatory argument.

One can easily show that this setDESIRES of an explanatory argument is a subset ofPD and the setBELIEFS is a
subset of the knowledge baseK.

Proposition 41 Let δ ∈ Ad.

BELIEFS(δ) ⊆ K.

DESIRES(δ) ⊆ PD.

Note that the same desire may be supported by several explanatory arguments since a desire may be the consequent of
different desire rules.

The last category of arguments claims that “a desire may be pursued since it has a plan for achieving it”. The definition
of this kind of arguments involves the belief baseK, the base of plansP , and the setPD.

Definition 64 (Instrumental Argument) Let 〈K,P ,PD〉 be three bases, andd ∈ PD. An instrumentalargument is
a pair π = 〈〈S, T, x〉, d〉 where

〈S, T, x〉 ∈ P ,

S ⊆ K,

x ≡ d.

Ap stands for the set of all instrumental arguments that can be built from 〈K,P ,PD〉. The functionCONC will return
for an argumentπ the desired. Similarly, the functionsPLAN, Prec and Postc will return respectively the plan
〈S, T, x〉 of the argument, the preconditionsS of the plan, its postconditionsT .

30Note that the long arrow−→ represents an explanatory argument whereas the short arrow→ represents the classical logical implication.
31We do not accept cases where contradictory desires are necessary for justifying another desire.
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The second condition of the above definition says that the preconditions of the plan hold in the current state of the
world. In other words, the plan can be executed. Indeed, it may be the case that the baseP contains plans whose
preconditions are not true. Such plans cannot be executed and their corresponding instrumental arguments do not
exist.

Example 40 on page 94 (cont’d)Using the beliefwb, the consistent desire rules→֒ r andwb ∧ r →֒ bp and the plan
〈{b1, b2, b3}, {bp}, bp〉, we can define some new arguments:

α3 = 〈{wb}, wb〉 (epistemic argument),

δ1 =−→ r (explanatory argument),

δ2 = α3, δ1 −→ bp (explanatory argument),

π1 = 〈〈{b1, b2, b3}, {bp}, bp〉, bp〉 (instrumental argument).

In what follows,A = Ab ∪Ad ∪ Ap. Note thatA is finitesince the three initial bases (K, Bd andP) are finite.

3.2.6.4 Interactions between arguments

Arguments built from a knowledge base cannot generally be considered separately in an inference problem. Indeed,
an argument constitutes a reason for believing, or adoptinga desire. However, it is not a proof that the belief is true, or
in our case that the desire should be adopted. The reason is that an argument can be attacked by other arguments. In
this section, we will investigate the different kinds of conflicts among the arguments identified in the previous section.

3.2.6.4.1 Conflicts among epistemic arguments

An argument can be attacked by another argument for three main reasons: i) they have contradictory conclusions
(this is known asrebuttal), ii) the conclusion of an argument contradicts a premise ofanother argument (assumption
attack), iii) the conclusion of an argument contradicts an inference rule used in order to build the other argument
(undercutting).

Since the baseK is built around a propositional language, it has been shown in [AC02a] that the notion of assumption
attack is sufficient to capture conflicts between epistemic arguments.

Definition 65 Letα1, α2 ∈ Ab. α1 Rb α2 iff ∃h ∈ SUPP(α2) such thatCONC(α1) ≡ ¬h.

Example 40 on page 94 (cont’d)Assume that the following beliefs are added toK40:

the wind is very strong (wvs),

if the wind is very strong then my hat is likely to fly away (wvs→ hf ),

if my hat is likely to fly away then I do not take my hat (hf → ¬h).

Then a new epistemic argument can be built:α4 = 〈{wvs, wvs → hf, hf → ¬h, wb},¬(wb→ h)〉.
Then, usingα2 = 〈{wb, wb→ h}, h〉, the following conflict exists:α4Rbα2.

Note that the assumption attack is a binary relation thatis not symmetric. Moreover, one can show that there are no
self-defeating arguments.

Proposition 42 ∄α ∈ Ab such thatα Rb α.
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In [Cay95], the argumentation system〈Ab,Rb〉 has been applied for handling inconsistency in a knowledge base, say
K. In this particular case, a full correspondence has been established between the stable extensions of the system
and the maximal consistent subsets of the baseK. Before presenting formally the result, let us introduce some useful
notations:

Let E ⊆ Ab, Base(E) =
⋃

Hi such that〈Hi, hi〉 ∈ E.

Let T ⊆ K, Arg(T ) = {〈Hi, hi〉 is an epistemic argument|Hi ⊆ T }.

Proposition 43 ([Cay95]) LetE be a stable extension of〈Ab,Rb〉.

Base(E) is a maximal (for set inclusion) consistent subset ofK.

Arg(Base(E)) = E.

Proposition 44 ([Cay95]) LetT be a maximal (for set inclusion) consistent subset ofK.

Arg(T ) is a stable extension of〈Ab,Rb〉.

Base(Arg(T )) = T .

A direct consequence of the above result is that if the baseK is not reduced to⊥, then the system〈Ab,Rb〉 has at least
one non-empty stable extension.

Proposition 45 The argumentation system〈Ab,Rb〉 has non-empty stable extensions.

3.2.6.4.2 Conflicts among explanatory arguments

Explanatory arguments may also be conflicting. Indeed, two explanatory arguments may be based on two contradictory
desires. This kind of conflict is captured by the following relation:

Definition 66 Let δ1, δ2 ∈ Ad.
δ1 Rd δ2 iff ∃d1 ∈ DESIRES(δ1), d2 ∈ DESIRES(δ2) such thatd1 ≡ ¬d2.

Example 40 on page 94 (cont’d)With the additional belief “My work is late” (denoted byl) in K40 and using the
new consistent desire rulel →֒ ¬r, the following arguments can be built:

α5 = 〈{l}, l〉 (epistemic argument),

δ3 = α5 −→ ¬r (explanatory argument).

So, usingδ1 =−→ r, the following conflicts exist:δ1Rdδ3 andδ3Rdδ1.

Proposition 46 The relationRd is symmetric and irreflexive.

It can also be checked that any two explanatory arguments having conflicting desires are conflicting in the sense of the
relationRd. Formally:

Proposition 47 Letd1, d2 ∈ PD. If d1 ≡ ¬d2, then∀δ1, δ2 ∈ Ad s.t. (1)∃δ′1 ∈ SUB(δ1) with CONC(δ′1) = d1, and (2)
∃δ′2 ∈ SUB(δ2) with CONC(δ′2) = d2, thenδ1 Rd δ2.

Note that, from the definition of an explanatory argument, its setDESIRES cannot be inconsistent. However, its set
BELIEFS may be inconsistent. The union of the beliefs of two explanatory arguments may also be inconsistent. Later
in the section, we will show that it is useless to explicit these kinds of conflict, since they are captured by conflicts
between explanatory arguments and epistemic ones (see Property 50 on page 100 and Property 51 on page 101).
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3.2.6.4.3 Conflicts among instrumental arguments

Two plans may be conflicting for four main reasons:

1. incompatibility of their preconditions (indeed, both plans cannot be executed at the same time),

2. incompatibility of their postconditions (the executionof both plans will lead to contradictory states of the world),

3. incompatibility between the postconditions of a plan andthe preconditions of the other (this means that the
execution of a plan will prevent the execution of the second plan in the future),

4. incompatibility of their supporting desires (indeed, plans for achieving contradictory desires are conflicting;
their execution will in fact lead to a contradictory state ofthe world).

The above reasons are captured in the following definition ofattack among instrumental arguments.

Definition 67 Letπ1, π2 ∈ Ap andπ1 6= π2. π1 Rp π2 iff:

Prec(π1) ∧ Prec(π2) |= ⊥, or

Postc(π1) ∧ Postc(π2) |= ⊥, or

Postc(π1) ∧ Prec(π2) |= ⊥ or Prec(π1) ∧ Postc(π2) |= ⊥

It is clear from the above definition thatRp is symmetric and irreflexive32.

Proposition 48 The relationRp is symmetric and irreflexive.

Example 40 on page 94 (cont’d)Using the instrumental argumentπ1 = 〈〈{b1, b2, b3}, {bp}, bp〉, bp〉 and the new
instrumental argumentπ2 = 〈〈{b4, b5, b6}, {st, nl}, nl〉, nl〉 defined with:

b4 = I have a car,b5 = the subway failed,b6 = I must go to the meeting,

st = I am very stressed and tired,nl = I don’t want to be late to my meeting (it is a desire),

There exists a conflict betweenπ1 and π2 becauseb5 (subway failed) andb2 (the subway works and I have valid
tickets) are in contradiction. Soπ1Rpπ2 andπ2Rpπ1.

From the above definition, one can show that if two plans realize conflicting desires, then their corresponding instru-
mental arguments are conflicting too.

Proposition 49 Let d1, d2 ∈ PD. If d1 ≡ ¬d2, then∀π1, π2 ∈ Ap s.t. CONC(π1) = d1 andCONC(π2) = d2, thenπ1

Rp π2.

In this section, we have considered onlybinary conflictsbetween plans, and consequently between their corresponding
instrumental arguments. However, in every-day life, one may have for instance three plans such that any pair of them
is not conflicting, but the three together are incompatible.For simplicity reasons, in this section we suppose that we
do not have such conflicts.

32The fact that the postconditions of a plan are inconsistent with its preconditions is not considering as a conflict. In this case, after the execution
of the plan, we must have an update mechanism which will modify the beliefs. It is also for this reason that there is no conflict between epistemic
arguments and instrumental arguments concerning the postconditions (see Definition 68 on the following page).
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3.2.6.4.4 Conflicts among mixed arguments

In the previous sections we have shown how arguments of the same category can interact with each other. In this
section, we will show that arguments of different categories can also interact. Indeed, epistemic arguments play a key
role in ensuring the acceptability of explanatory or instrumental arguments. Namely, an epistemic argument can attack
both types of arguments. The idea is to invalidate any beliefused in an explanatory or an instrumental argument.
An explanatory argument may also conflicts with an instrumental argument when this last achieves a desire whose
negation is among the desires of the explanatory argument.

Definition 68 Letα ∈ Ab, δ ∈ Ad, π ∈ Ap.

α Rbd δ iff ∃h ∈ BELIEFS(δ) s.t.h ≡ ¬CONC(α).

α Rbp π iff ∃h ∈ Prec(π), s.t.h ≡ ¬CONC(α).

δ Rpdp π andπ Rpdp δ iff CONC(π) ≡ ¬d with d ∈ DESIRES(δ)33.

A trivial consequence of this definition is the following link betweenRb andRbd:

Consequence 2Letα1 ∈ Ab, α2 ∈ Ab andδ ∈ Ad such thatα1 ∈ SUB(δ). If α2Rbα1 thenα2Rbdδ.

Example 40 on page 94 (cont’d)In K40, the following beliefs are added:

b5 → ¬b2 (if the subway fails then it does not work!),

ca (there are clouds),

ca→ ¬wb (if there are clouds then the weather is not beautiful),

and the following new desire-generation rule is added toBd: l →֒ ¬bp (if my work is late than I desire not to be in the
park).

So we can add two epistemic and one explanatory arguments:

α6 = 〈{b5, b5 → ¬b2},¬b2〉,

α7 = 〈{ca, ca→ ¬wb},¬wb〉,

δ4 = α5 −→ ¬bp.

These new arguments have some interactions with the other ones:

α6Rbpπ1

α7Rbdδ2 (note thatα7Rbα3 andα3 ∈ SUB(δ2) which illustrates Consequence 2),

δ4Rpdpπ1 andπ1Rpdpδ4.

Moreover, as already said, the set of beliefs of an explanatory argument may be inconsistent. In such a case, the
explanatory argument is attacked (in the sense ofRbd) for sure by an epistemic argument. Formally:

Proposition 50 Let δ ∈ Ad. If BELIEFS(δ) ⊢ ⊥, then∃α ∈ Ab such thatαRbd δ.

Similarly, when the beliefs of two explanatory arguments are inconsistent, it can be checked that there exists an
epistemic argument that attacks at least one of the two explanatory arguments. Formally:

33Note that ifδ1Rpdpπ2 and there existsδ2 such thatCONC(δ2) = CONC(π2) thenδ1Rdδ2.
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Proposition 51 Letδ1, δ2 ∈ Ad with BELIEFS(δ1) 6⊢ ⊥ andBELIEFS(δ2) 6⊢ ⊥. If BELIEFS(δ1)∪ BELIEFS(δ2) ⊢ ⊥,
then∃α ∈ Ab such thatαRbd δ1, or αRbd δ2.

Conflicts may also exist between an instrumental argument and an explanatory one since the beliefs of the explanatory
argument may be conflicting with the preconditions of the instrumental one. Here again, we’ll show that there exists
an epistemic argument that attacks at least one of the two arguments. Formally:

Proposition 52 Let δ ∈ Ad andπ ∈ Ap with BELIEFS(δ) 6⊢ ⊥. If BELIEFS(δ) ∪ Prec(π) ⊢ ⊥ then∃α ∈ Ab such
thatαRbd δ, or αRbp π.

Later in the section, it will be shown that the three above propositions are sufficient for ignoring these conflicts
(between two explanatory arguments, and between an explanatory argument and an instrumental one). Note also that
explanatory arguments and instrumental arguments are not allowed to attack epistemic arguments. In fact, a desire
cannot invalidate a belief. Let us illustrate this issue by an example borrowed from [Tho00]. An agent thinks that it
will be raining, and that when it is raining, she gets wet. It is clear that this agent does not desire to be wet when it is
raining. Intuitively, we should get one extension{rain, wet}. The idea is that if the agent believes that it is raining,
and she will get wet if it rains, then she should believe that she will get wet, regardless of her likings. To do otherwise
would be to indulge inwishful thinking.

3.2.6.5 Argumentation system for PR

The notion of constraint forms the backbone of constrained argumentation systems. In a practical reasoning context,
it encodes the link between the justification of a desire and the plan for achieving it. The basic idea is the following:
as already said, for a desire to be pursued, it should be both justified (i.e. supported by an explanatory argument)
and feasible (i.e. supported by an instrumental argument).Thus, explanatory arguments that are not accompanied by
instrumental arguments for their conclusions will not be considered. Similarly, instrumental arguments that cannot be
accompanied by explanatory arguments in favour of their desires will also be discarded. This constraint is formalized
as follows:

Definition 69 (Constraint for PR) LetA = Ad ∪ Ap be a set of arguments andLA be the propositional language
defined usingA as the set of propositional variables. Aconstraint for PRis a constraintC on arguments ofA such
that:

C = (
∧

πi∈Ap

(πi ⇒ (
∨

δj∈{δ∈Ad|CONC(πi)≡CONC(δ)}
δj)))

∧
(

∧

δk∈Ad

(δk ⇒ (
∨

πl∈{π∈Ap|CONC(δk)≡CONC(π)}
πl)))

with the convention:(
∨

x∈X x) = ⊥ if X = ∅.

A constrained argumentation system for PR is defined as follows:

Definition 70 (Constrained argumentation system for PR)A constrained argumentation systemfor practical rea-
soning is the tripleCoAFPR = 〈A,R, C〉 with:

A = Ab ∪Ad ∪ Ap,

R = Rb ∪Rd ∪Rp ∪Rbd ∪Rbp ∪Rpdp,

C a constraint on arguments defined onA as in Definition 69.
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In what follows,E1, . . . , En will denote theC-extensions ofCoAFPR under a given a semantics. Due to the constraint
C, each extensionEi contains, among the instrumental arguments, only the ones for which there exists at least one
explanatory argument in the same set for their conclusions.Similarly, an extension contains, among the explanatory
arguments, only the ones for which we can find at least one instrumental argument in favour of their conclusions. This
means that the constraint makes it possible to filter the content of the extensions and to keep only useful information.

Remark 1 An important remark concerns the notion of defence: this notion has two different semantics in PR context.
When we consider only epistemic or explanatory arguments, the defence corresponds exactly to the notion defined
in Dung’s argumentation systems and in its constrained extension: an argumentα attacks the attacker of another
argumentβ; so α “reinstates” β; without the defence, we cannot keepβ in an admissible set. Things are different
with instrumental arguments: when an instrumental argument attacks another instrumental argument, this attack is
always symmetric (so, each instrumental argument defends itself against an instrumental argument). In this case, it
would be sufficient to take into account the notion of conflict-free in order to identify the plans which belong to an
admissible set34. However, in order to keep an homogeneous definition of admissibility, the notion of defence is also
used for instrumental arguments knowing that it is without impact when conflicts from an instrumental argument are
concerned.

Another important remark concerns the existence ofC-extensions, namely the preferred ones.

Remark 2 The empty set is always aC-admissible set for the practical systemCoAFPR. Indeed,∅ is admissible (as
shown by Dung in [Dun95]) and allπi andδk variables are false in̂∅, so∅̂ ⊢ C)35. Thus, the argumentation system
CoAFPR has aC-preferred extension.

Remember that the purpose of a practical reasoning problem is to compute the intentions to be pursued by an agent,
i.e. the desires that are both justified and feasible. These intentions are defined as follows:

Definition 71 (Set of intentions) Let 〈K,Bd,P〉 be three bases andCoAFPR its corresponding constrained system.
LetE1, . . . , En theC-extensions ofCoAFPR under a given semantics.

A setI ⊆ PD is a set of intentionsof CoAFPR under the given semantics iff there exists aC-extensionEi such that
for eachd ∈ I,

1. there existsπ ∈ Ap ∩ Ei such thatd = CONC(π)

2. and
⋃

αj∈Ei∩Ab
SUPP(αj) 6⊢ d.

The first condition corresponds to the fact that an intentionmust be a justifiedandfeasible desire. And the idea behind
the second condition is that desires that already hold in thecurrent state of the world are discarded. Indeed, an intention
is a desire that is not yet achieved and that an agent could realize. However, note that the system not only returns the
intentions to be pursued, but also infers the desires that are already achieved.

Different intention sets may be returned by ourCoAFPR. Indeed, each extension gives a set of intentions, the stateof
the world which justifies these intentions and the plans which can realize them. The exact set that an agent decides to
pursue is merely a decision problem as argued in [AP07]. Thischoice is beyond the scope of this section. Recall that
the aim of this section is only to identify the different possibilities for an agent.

34This property can be extended to〈Ad ∪ Ap,Rd ∪ Rp ∪ Rpdp〉 because this subpart ofAFPR is symmetric in the sense of [CMDM05]; in
this case, the admissibility is equivalent to the conflict-free notion.

35This is due to the particular form of the constraint for practical reasoning. This is not true for all constraints (see Section 3.2.1 on page 30
and [CMDM06]).
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3.2.6.6 Motivating example revisited

Let us now analyze the motivating example and compute the intention set(s) of Paula. We will start by presenting the
three bases encoding the problem. The first base isBd which contains the desire generation rules.

Bd = {→֒ jca, →֒ fp, →֒ lec, cb →֒ vc}

Recall thatjca stands for “a journey to Central Africa”,fp stands for “finishing a paper”,lec means “becoming a
lecturer”,cb stands for “Carla is back”, andvc stands for “visiting Carla”. In this case, the set of potential desires is
PD = {jca, fp, lec, vc}.
Paula has four different plans for reaching her desire of going to central Africa:

p1 = 〈{¬t,¬vac}, {t, vac, ag, dr, jca,¬w}, jca〉,

p2 = 〈{¬t,¬vac}, {t, vac, fr, dr, jca,¬w}, jca〉,

p3 = 〈{¬t,¬vac}, {t, vac, ag, hop, jca,¬w}, jca〉, and

p4 = 〈{¬t,¬vac}, {t, vac, fr, hop, jca}, jca〉.

She has also one plan for reaching each offp, lec andvc.

p5 = 〈{}, {fp, w}, fp〉,

p6 = 〈{ft}, {lec}, lec〉, and

p7 = 〈{gs}, {vc}, vc〉.

Thus, the baseP of plans is the following:

P = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7}

In addition to these two bases, Paula has the following knowledge base that gathers her beliefs about the current state
of the world.

K = {w → (¬ag ∧ ¬dr), gs,¬cb,¬ft,¬vac,¬t}
Note that this base is consistent in this particular example. Consequently, all the epistemic arguments that can be built
from this base are not conflicting. Thus, the relationRb is empty. Similarly, the two relationsRbd andRbp are empty.
Thus, these arguments are useless in this case, that’s why wewill not give the content of the setAb.

Let us now define the explanatory arguments. There are exactly three such arguments:

δ1 : −→ jca

δ2 : −→ fp

δ3 : −→ lec

The desirevc, i.e. visiting Carla, is not justified since there is no explanatory argument in its favour. The reason is that
the conditioncb is not satisfied. Indeed, the baseK contains¬cb. Thus,Ad = {δ1, δ2, δ3}. It can be checked that the
three arguments are not conflicting, thusRd = ∅.

Regarding the feasibility of the desires, it is clear that the desirelec is not feasible since its plan requires that the thesis
should be finished, and this actually not the case. The three other desires are however feasible. Their instrumental
arguments are as follows:

π1 : 〈p1, jca〉
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π2 : 〈p2, jca〉

π3 : 〈p3, jca〉

π4 : 〈p4, jca〉

π5 : 〈p5, fp〉

π6 : 〈p7, vc〉

Thus,Ap = {π1, π2, π3, π4, π5, π6}. Some of these arguments are conflicting, thus the relationRp is not empty and
is depicted in figure below.

π4 π1 π5 π3

π6 π2

In this simple example, the relationRpdp is empty since there are no contradictory desires. The constrained argumen-
tation system is thusCoAFPR = 〈Ab ∪Ad ∪Ap,Rp, C〉 whereC is the constraint on arguments ofAb ∪Ad ∪Ap. In
this example, the constraintC is:

C = ( (π1 ⇒ δ1)

∧(π2 ⇒ δ1)

∧(π3 ⇒ δ1)

∧(π4 ⇒ δ1)

∧(π5 ⇒ δ2)

∧(π6 ⇒ ⊥))

∧( (δ1 ⇒ (π1 ∨ π2 ∨ π3 ∨ π4)

∧(δ2 ⇒ π5)

∧(δ3 ⇒ ⊥))

Note the particular cases ofδ3 andπ6: for δ3 (resp. π6) there is no corresponding instrumental (resp. explanatory)
argument.

The systemAFPR has two stable and preferred extensions:

E1 =Ab ∪ {δ1, δ2, δ3, π1, π2, π3, π4, π6}

E2 =Ab ∪ {δ1, δ2, δ3, π4, π5, π6}

Note that the above extensions contain the explanatory argumentδ3 in favour of the desirelec even if this desire is not
feasible. Similarly, they contain the instrumental argumentπ6 while the desirevc is not justified. If now, we apply the
systemCoAFPR, then we will get twoC-stable andC-preferred extensions:

E′
1 =Ab ∪ {δ1, δ2, π1, π2, π3, π4}

andE′
2 =Ab ∪ {δ1, δ2, π4, π5}.

Note that theC-stable extensions contain only useful information.

Now that theC-extensions are defined, we are able to define Paula’s sets of intentions. She has two sets of intentions
under the stable or preferred semantics:
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I1 = {jca}

I2 = {jca, fp}

The choice of the exact set is a decision problem and is beyondthe scope of this section. For instance, one may think
that since the two desires may be satisfied, it is natural to assume that Paula will choose the second set. Consequently,
she should choose the plansπ4 andπ5. Assume now that Paula is very cautious, and she does not wantto miss her
journey to central Africa. In this case, we can easily imagine that she chooses the setI1 since she has four plans for
reaching this desire, and if for any reason one of them fails,she can still satisfy her desire by another plan.

3.2.6.7 Properties of the system

The aim of this section is to study the properties of the proposed argumentation system for PR:CoAFPR = 〈A,R, C〉.
At some places, we will refer byAFPR to the corresponding basic argumentation system〈A,R〉 (i.e. the system
without the constraintC).

The first results concern the extensions of the system, and are mainly direct consequences of results got in [CMDM06].
The first property establishes a link betweenC-admissible sets andC-preferred extensions, and shows the impact of
applying constraints on the notion of admissibility.

Proposition 53 Let CoAFPR = 〈A,R, C〉. LetΩ be the set ofC-admissible sets ofCoAFPR.

1. LetE ∈ Ω. There exists aC-preferred extensionE′ of CoAFPR s.t.E ⊆ E′.

2. LetCoAFPR
′ = 〈A,R, C′〉 s.t. C′ |= C. Let Ω′ be the set ofC′-admissible sets ofCoAFPR

′. The inclusion
Ω′ ⊆ Ω holds.

The two following properties show that the constrained argumentation system is more general than a classical argu-
mentation system. However, they may coincide in some circumstances.

Proposition 54 Let CoAFPR = 〈A,R, C〉. For eachC-preferred extensionE of CoAFPR, there exists a preferred
extensionE′ of AFPR such thatE ⊆ E′.

This property is illustrated by the example of Section 3.2.6.6 on page 103:E1 ⊆ E′
1 andE2 ⊆ E′

2, with E1, E2 being
theC-preferred extensions andE′

1, E′
2 being the preferred extensions.

Proposition 55 Let CoAFPR = 〈A,R, C〉 such thatC is a valid formula onA. Then the preferred extensions of
AFPR are theC-preferred extensions ofCoAFPR.

Recall thatAFPR = 〈Ab ∪ Ad ∪ Ap,Rb ∪Rd ∪ Rp ∪ Rbd ∪ Rbp ∪ Rpdp〉, an important property shows that the set
Ab of epistemic arguments in a given stable extension ofAFPR is itself a stable extension of the system〈Ab,Rb〉.
Knowing that the argumentation system〈Ab,Rb〉 is intended to handle inconsistency in the knowledge baseK, the
following result shows that stable extensions ofAFPR are “complete” w.r.t. epistemic arguments. This means alsothat
explanatory and instrumental arguments have no impact on the status of beliefs, and that wishful thinking is avoided.

Proposition 56 If E is a stable extension ofAFPR, then the setE ∩ Ab is a stable extension of〈Ab,Rb〉.

We show also that the basic argumentation systemAFPR for PR has always stable extensions.

Proposition 57 The systemAFPR has at least one non-empty stable extension.

One can show that if an explanatory argument belongs to a stable extension ofAFPR, then all its sub-arguments belong
to that extension.

Proposition 58 Let δ ∈ Ad. LetEi be a stable extension ofAFPR. If δ ∈ Ei, thenSUB(δ) ⊆ Ei.
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This means that the beliefs on which this explanatory argument is built are “warranted”. Similarly, we can show that
if an instrumental argument belongs to a stable extension then all its preconditions are supported by this extension.

Proposition 59 Letπ ∈ Ap. LetE be a stable extension ofAFPR. If π ∈ E, thenPrec(π) ⊆ ⋃
αj∈E∩Ab

SUPP(αj).

The above result is also true for epistemic arguments. In a previous section, we have shown that an explanatory
argument may be based on contradictory beliefs. We have alsoshown that such an argument is attacked by an epistemic
argument. In what follows, we will show that the situation isworse since such an argument is attacked by each stable
extension of the system〈Ab,Rb〉. That’s why such arguments will be discarded.

Proposition 60 Let δ ∈ Ad. If BELIEFS(δ) ⊢ ⊥, then∀Ei with Ei is a stable extension of〈Ab,Rb〉, ∃α ∈ Ei such
thatαRbdδ.

A direct consequence of the above result is that such explanatory argument (with contradictory beliefs) will never
belong to a stable extension of the systemAFPR.

Proposition 61 Let δ ∈ Ad with BELIEFS(δ) ⊢ ⊥. Under the stable semantics, the argumentδ is rejected inAFPR.

Since an explanatory argument with contradictory beliefs is rejected inAFPR, then it will be also rejected inCoAFPR.

Proposition 62 Let δ ∈ Ad with BELIEFS(δ) ⊢ ⊥. Under the stable semantics,δ is a rejected argument inCoAFPR.

Besides in Property 51 on page 101, we have shown that when twoexplanatory arguments are based on contradictory
beliefs, then at least one of the two arguments is attacked byan epistemic argument. Again, we will show that one of
the two arguments is attacked by each stable extension of thesystem〈Ab,Rb〉.

Proposition 63 Let δ1, δ2 ∈ Ad with BELIEFS(δ1) 6⊢ ⊥ andBELIEFS(δ2) 6⊢ ⊥.
If BELIEFS(δ1) ∪ BELIEFS(δ2) ⊢ ⊥, then∀Ei with Ei is a stable extension of〈Ab,Rb〉, ∃α ∈ Ei such thatαRbdδ1,
or αRbdδ2.

We go further, and we show that the two arguments cannot be accepted at the same time,i.e. they cannot belong to the
same stable extension at the same time. This guarantees thatthe system proposed here returns safe results.

Proposition 64 Let δ1, δ2 ∈ Ad with BELIEFS(δ1) 6⊢ ⊥ andBELIEFS(δ2) 6⊢ ⊥.
If BELIEFS(δ1) ∪ BELIEFS(δ2) ⊢ ⊥, then∄E with E a C-stable extension ofCoAFPR such thatδ1 ∈ E andδ2 ∈ E.

Similarly, some conflicts between explanatory and instrumental arguments were discarded. We have shown in Prop-
erty 52 on page 101 that in such a case, at least one of the two arguments will be attacked by an epistemic argument.
Here we will show that the explanatory argument cannot be accepted at the same time with the instrumental one. One
of them will be for sure rejected in the system.

Proposition 65 Let δ ∈ Ad andπ ∈ Ap with BELIEFS(δ) 6⊢ ⊥. If BELIEFS(δ) ∪ Prec(π) ⊢ ⊥ then∀Ei with Ei is a
stable extension of〈Ab,Rb〉, ∃α ∈ Ei such thatαRbdδ, or αRbpπ.

Proposition 66 Let δ ∈ Ad andπ ∈ Ap with BELIEFS(δ) 6⊢ ⊥. If BELIEFS(δ) ∪ Prec(π) ⊢ ⊥ then∄E with E a
C-stable extension ofCoAFPR such thatδ ∈ E andπ ∈ E.

The next results are of great importance. They show that the proposed argumentation system for PR satisfies the
"consistency" rationality postulate identified in [CA05].Indeed, we show that each stable extension of our system
supports a consistent set of desires and a consistent set of beliefs.

The following notations will be used: LetE ⊆ A.

Bel(E) = (
⋃

αi∈E∩Ab

SUPP(αi)) ∪ (
⋃

δj∈E∩Ad

BELIEFS(δj)) ∪ (
⋃

πk∈E∩Ap

Prec(πk))

Des(E) = (
⋃

δj∈E∩Ad

DESIRES(δj)) ∪ (
⋃

πk∈E∩Ap

CONC(πk))
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Theorem 9 (Consistency) LetCoAFPR be a constrained argumentation system for PR, andE1, . . . , En its C-stable
extensions.∀Ei, i = 1, . . . , n, it holds that:

1. The setBel(Ei) = Bel(Ei ∩ Ab).

2. The setBel(Ei) is a maximal (for set inclusion) consistent subset ofK.

3. The setDes(Ei) is consistent.

As direct consequence of the above result, a set of intentions is consistent. Formally:

Theorem 10 Under the stable semantics, each set of intentions ofCoAFPR is consistent.

We have also shown that our system satisfies the rationality postulate concerning the closeness of the extensions
[CA05]. Namely, we have shown that the set of arguments that can be built from the beliefs, desires, and plans involved
in a given stable extension, is that extension itself. Before giving this result, let us first introduce some notations: Let
Ei be aC-stable extension ofCoAFPR. LetAs be the set of all (epistemic, explanatory and instrumental) arguments
that can be built fromBel(Ei), Des(Ei), the plans involved in building arguments ofEi, and the baseBd.

Theorem 11 (Closeness) LetCoAFPR be a constrained argumentation system for PR, andE1, . . . , En its C-stable
extensions.∀Ei, i = 1, . . . , n, it holds that:

Arg(Bel(Ei)) = Ei ∩ Ab.

As = Ei.

In fact, this shows that every “good” argument is included ina stable extension. Thus, each desire that deserves to be
pursued will be returned in an intention set.

3.2.6.8 Related Works

Recently, a number of attempts have been made to use formal models of argumentation as a basis for practical reason-
ing. Some of these models (e.g. [Amg03, AK05, HvdT04]) are instantiations of theabstractargumentation system
of Dung [Dun95]. Others (e.g. [KM03, SGC04]) are based on an encoding of argumentative reasoning in logic pro-
grams. Finally, there are frameworks based on completely new theories of practical reasoning and persuasion (e.g.
[ABCM04, TP05]). Our framework builds on the former, and is therefore a contribution towards formalizing practical
reasoning using abstract argumentation systems.

In [Amg03], an argumentation system for generating consistent plans from a given set of desires and planning rules has
been presented. This was later extended with another argumentation system that generates the desires themselves in
[AK05]. For that purpose, a notion of “desire generation rules” has been introduced. These rules are meant to generate
desires from beliefs. Thus, our desire generation rules aremore general since we allow the generation of desires not
only from beliefs, but also from other desires. Another problem with the work proposed in [AK05] arises because
desires and beliefs are not correctly distinguished in the antecedent and consequent of the desire generation rules.
This may lead to incorrect inferences where an agent may conclude beliefs on the basis of yet-unachieved desires,
hence exhibiting a form of wishful thinking. Our approach resolves this by distinguishing between beliefs and desires
in the rules, and refining the notion of attack among explanatory arguments accordingly. The problem of the logical
language has been fixed in [RA06]. In that work, the authors considered three separate systems: one for reasoning
about beliefs, one for generating justified desires, and finally one for generating feasible desires. The three systems
are related with each others by attacks. Indeed, arguments supporting beliefs may attack both explanatory arguments
and instrumental ones. However, explanatory arguments do not conflict with the instrumental ones. Once the results
of the three systems are known, the intentions of an agent arecomputed. The main drawback of this approach is the
following: it may be the case that two desires, sayd1 andd2, are supported by two conflicting explanatory arguments,
howeverd1 is not feasible since there is no plan for reaching it. What happens is that the system may discard the
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desired2 since its explanatory argument is stronger than the one in favour of d1. However, when computing the set
of intentions,d1 will neither be considered since it is not feasible. Thus, welose both desires even if it was possible
to achieved2 since it is both justified and feasible. In summary, handlingseparately the three types of arguments may
lead to undesirable situations.

Hulstijn and van der Torre [HvdT04], on the other hand, have anotion of “desire rule,” which contains only desires
in the consequent. But their approach is still problematic.It requires that the selected goals36 are supported by goal
trees37 which contain both desire rules and belief rules that are deductively consistent. This consistent deductive
closure again does not distinguish between desire literalsand belief literals (see Proposition 2 in [HvdT04]). This
means that one cannot both believe¬p and desirep. In our framework, on the other hand, the distinction enables us
to have an acceptable belief argument for believing¬p and, at the same time, an acceptable explanatory argument for
desiringp.

Other researchers in AI like Atkinson and Bench Capon [ABCM04] are more interested in studying the different
argument schemes that one may encounter in practical reasoning. Their starting point was the following practical
syllogism advocated by the philosopher Walton.

G is a goal/desire for agentX

Doing actionA is sufficient for agentX to carry outG

Then, agentX ought to do actionA

The above syllogism, which would apply to the means-end reasoning step, is in essence already an argument in favour
of doing actionA. However, this does not mean that the action is warranted, since other arguments (called counter-
arguments) may be built or provided against the action. The authors have defined different variants of this syllogism
as well as different ways of attacking it. However, it is not clear how all these arguments can be put together in order
to answer the critical question of PR “what is the right thingto do in a given situation?” In our approach this question
is answered. It is worth mentioning that most of the schemes and attacks suggested in [ABCM04] are already captured
in our constrained system. For instance, to the above syllogism the following critical questions are associated:

1. Are there alternative ways of realizingG?

2. Is it possible to doA?

3. Does the agent has other goals that can be taken into account?

4. Are there other consequences of doingA which should be taken into account?

The first question amounts to find the different instrumentalarguments for the desireG and to take all of them into
account in the reasoning, i.e. when computing the set of intentions. The second question amounts to verify whether
we are in a state of the world whereA can be executed. In our approach this is captured by the preconditions of the
plans. The third question is also captured in our approach. Indeed, we start with the set of all potential desires of the
agent, and then we select the ones that will become its intentions. The last question is captured in our system by the
postconditions of the plans and with the beliefs in the baseK.

3.2.6.9 Conclusion on argumentation and PR

The section has tackled the problem of practical reasoning,which is concerned with the question “what is the best
thing to do at a given situation”? The approach followed herefor answering this question is based on argumentation
theory, in which choices are explained and justified by arguments. The contribution of this section is two-fold:

36Similar to our justified desires
37Similar to our explanatory arguments.
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To the best of our knowledge, this section proposes the first argumentation system that computes the intentions
in one step,i.e. by combining desire generation and planning. This avoids undesirable results encountered by
previous proposals in the literature.

The second contribution of the section consists of studyingdeeply the properties of argumentation-based PR.

This work can be extended in different ways.

First, we are currently working on relaxing the assumption that the attack relation among instrumental arguments
is binary. Indeed, it may be the case that more than two plans may be conflicting while each pair of them is
compatible.

Another urgent extension would be to introduce preferencesto the system. The idea is that beliefs may be
pervaded with uncertainty, desires may not have equal priorities, and plans may have different costs. Thus,
taking into account these preferences will help to reduce the intention sets into more relevant ones.

In [CLS05e, KP01], it has been shown that an argument may not only be attacked by other arguments, but may
also be supported by arguments. It would be interesting to study deeply the impact of such a relation between
arguments in the context of PR.

Finally, an interesting area of future work is investigating the proof theories of this system. The idea is to
answer the question “is a given potential desire a possible intention of the agent ?” without computing the
whole preferred extensions.

3.3 Bipolar argumentation

In most existing argumentation systems, only one kind of interaction is considered between arguments. It is the so-
called attack relation. However, recent studies on argumentation [KP01, Ver99, Ver03, ACLS04a] have shown that
another kind of interaction may exist between the arguments. Indeed, an argument can attack another argument, but
it can also support another one. This suggests a notion of bipolarity, i.e. the existence of two independent kinds of
information which have a diametrically opposed nature and which represent repellent forces.

Bipolarity has been widely studied in different domains such as knowledge and preference representation [Bou94,
TP94, LVW02, BDKP02]. Indeed, in [BDKP02] two kinds of preferences are distinguished: thepositivepreferences
representing what the agent really wants, and thenegativeones referring to what the agent rejects. This distinction has
been supported by studies in cognitive psychology which have shown that the two kinds of preferences are completely
independent and are processed separately in the mind. Another application where bipolarity is largely used is that of
decision making. In [ABP05, DF05], it has been argued that when making decision, one generally takes into account
some information in favour of the decisions and other piecesof information against those decisions.

In [DP06], a nomenclature of three types of bipolarity has been proposed using particular characteristics likeexclusivity
(can a piece of information be at the same time positive and negative),duality (can negative information be computed
using positive information),exhaustivity(can information be neither positive, nor negative), computation of positive
and negative informationon the same data, computation of positive and negative informationwith the same process,
existence of a consistency constraintbetween positive and negative information.

The first type of bipolarity proposed by [DP06] (symmetric univariate bipolarity) expresses the fact that the negative
feature is a reflection of the positive feature (so, they are mutually exclusive and a single bipolar univariate scale is
enough for representing them).

The second one (dual bivariate bipolarity) expresses the fact that we need two separate scales in orderto represent
both features, although they stem from the same data (so, an information can be positive and negative at the same time
and there is no exclusivity). However a duality must exist between both features.
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And the third one (heterogeneous bipolarity) expresses the fact that both features do not stem from the same data
though there is some minimal consistency requirement between both features.

In this section, we focus on the use of bipolarity in the particular domain of argumentation. and we are only concerned
by the use of bipolarity at the interaction level (a more complete study of bipolarity in each step of the argumentation
process is proposed in [ACLS04a, ACLSL08b]).

At this level, the main point is the definition of the interactions between arguments. As already said, due for instance
to the presence of inconsistency in knowledge bases, arguments may be conflicting. Indeed, in all argumentation
systems, an attack relation is considered in order to capture the conflicts.

However, most logical theories of argumentation assume that: if an argumenta1 attacks an argumenta3 anda3 attacks
an argumenta2, thena1 supportsa2. In this case, the notion of support does not have to be formalized in a way really
different from the notion of attack. It is the case of the basic argumentation system defined by Dung, in which only
one kind of interaction is explicitly represented by theattackrelation. In this context, the support of an argumenta
by another argumentb can be represented only ifb defendsa in the sense of [Dun95]. So, support and attack are
dependentnotions. It is a parsimonious strategy, but it is not a correct description of the process of argumentation.Let
us take several examples for illustrating the difference between “defence” and “support”:

Example 41 We want to begin a hike. We prefer a sunny weather, then a sunnyand cloudy one, then a cloudy but not
rainy weather, in this order. We will cancel the hike only if the weather is rainy. But clouds could be a sign of rain. We
look at the sky early in the morning. It is cloudy. The following exchange of informal arguments occurs between Tom,
Ben and Dan:

t1 Today we have time, we begin a hike.

b The weather is cloudy, clouds are sign of rain, we had better cancel the hike.

t2 These clouds are early patches of mist, the day will be sunny,without clouds, so the weather will be not cloudy
(and we can begin the hike).

d These clouds are not early patches of mist, so the weather will be not sunny but cloudy; however these clouds will
not grow, so it will not rain (and we can begin the hike).

In this exchange, we can identify the following path of conflicts between arguments: argumentd attacks argumentt2
which attacks argumentb which in turn attacks argumentt1. So, with Dung’s system, argumentt2 is a defender of
argumentt1, and argumentd is a defeater of argumentt1. Nevertheless, argumentst2 andd support the hike project.
So, the idea of a chain of arguments and counter-arguments inwhich we just have to count the links and take the
even ones as defeaters and the odd ones as supporters is an oversimplification. So, the notion of defence proposed
by [Dun95] is not sufficient to represent support.

The following example also illustrates the need for a new kind of interaction between arguments; the following argu-
ments are exchanged during the meeting of the editorial board of a newspaper:

Example 42

a: Assuming agreement and no right of censorship, informationI concerningX will be published.

b1: X is the prime minister who may use the right of censorship.

c0: We are in democracy and even a prime minister cannot use the right of censorship.

c1: I believe thatX has resigned. So,X is no longer the prime minister.

d: The resignation has been announced officially yesterday on TV Channel 1.

b2: I is private information soX denies publication.
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e: I is an important information concerningX ’s son.

c2: Any information concerning a prime minister is public information.

repetition of c1 and d: . . .

c3: ButI is of national interest, soI cannot be considered as private information.

In this example, some conflicts appear: for instance,b1 (resp.b2) is in conflict witha. But we may also consider that the
argumentd given by an agentAg1 supports the argumentc1 given by another agentAg2. It is not only a “dialogue-like
speech act”: a new piece of information is really given and itis givenafter the production of the argumentc1. So taking
d into account leads either to modifyc1, or to find a more intuitive solution for representing the interaction betweend
andc1. In this case, we adopt an incremental point of view, considering that pieces of information given by different
agents enable them to provide more and more arguments. We do not want to revise already advanced arguments. In
contrast, we intend to represent as much as possible all the kinds of interaction between these arguments.

The last example shows how a notion of support between two arguments can be formalized with a logical representa-
tion of the structure of the arguments.

Example 43 A murder has been performed and the suspects are Liz, Mary andPeter. The following pieces of infor-
mation have been gathered:

The type of murder suggests us that the killer is a female. Thekiller is certainly small. Liz is tall and Mary and Peter
are small. The killer has long hair and uses a lipstick. A witness claims that he saw the killer who was tall. Moreover,
we are told that the witness is short-sighted, so he is no morereliable.

We use the following propositional symbols:sm (the killer is small),fem (the killer is a female),mary (the killer is
Mary), lglip (the killer has long hair and uses a lipstick),wit (the witness is reliable),bl (the witness is short-sighted).

Here, an argument takes the form of a set of premises which entails a conclusion. So the following arguments can
be formed:a1 in favour ofmary (with premises{sm, fem, (sm ∧ fem) → mary}), a2 in favour of¬sm (with
premises{wit, wit → ¬sm}), a3 in favour of¬wit (with premises{bl, bl → ¬wit}), a4 in favour offem (with
premises{lglip, lglip→ fem}).
a3 attacksa2 which attacksa1. Soa3 defendsa1 againsta2.

Moreover,a4 confirms the premisefem of a1. So,a4 supportsa1 (in the sense thata4 strengthensa1). Contrastedly,
a3 defendsa1 againsta2 means thata3 weakens the attack ona1 brought bya2. So, on one side,a1 gets a support
and on the other sidea1 suffers a weakened attack.

The above examples show that the argumentation process usesarguments and counter-arguments, support and attack
relations, but not always in the same way. The arguments which are available in a dynamic argumentation process
rely upon premises which are not always pieces of evidence. If we accept that a new fact can undermine one of the
premises (thus forming an attack), we must also accept that anew fact can enforce, or confirm a premise (thus forming
a support interaction).

Following all these remarks, and in order to formalize realistic examples, a more powerful tool than the abstract
argumentation system proposed by Dung is needed. In particular, we are interested in modelling situations where
two independentkinds of interactions are available: a positive and a negative one (see for example in the medical
domain the work [KP01]). So, following [KP01, Ver03], we present a new argumentation system: an abstract bipolar
argumentation system.

The section is organized as follows. Subsection 3.3.1 on thenext page introduces the formal definitions of an abstract
Bipolar Argumentation System (BAF for Bipolar Argumentation Framework). Then, we consider the fundamental
problem of determining which arguments (or sets of arguments) can be considered as acceptable. The formal way to
handle this problem is to define argumentation semantics. Subsection 3.3.2 on page 113 introduces extension-based
acceptability semantics for a BAF. These new semantics relyupon criteria which make explicitly use of both support
and attack relations. In Subsection 3.3.3 on page 116, another way to define extension-based semantics for a BAF is
followed. First, a transformation of a BAF into a Dung’s meta-argumentation system is given. The support relation
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is used to form meta-arguments (called coalitions) in such away that at the meta-level only conflict interactions may
appear. Extensions of a BAF can then be defined from Dung’s extensions of the meta-system. Subsection 3.3.4 on
page 119 addresses the question of labelling-based semantics in a BAF. Some labelling functions are proposed for a
BAF. Subsection 3.3.5 on page 122 is devoted to the related issues and to some concluding remarks.

Note that the main part of this work has been done with Claudette CAYROL and the proofs of the properties given
in this section can be found in the associated original papers (see [ACLS04b, ACLSL08a, CLS04, CLS05c, CLS05e,
CLS07a, MCLS05]). A complete synthesis of this work is to appear in [CLS09].

3.3.1 Definition of BAF

An abstract bipolar argumentation system is an extension ofthe basic abstract argumentation system introduced
by [Dun95] in which a new kind of interaction between arguments is represented by thesupport38 relation39. This
new relation is assumed to be totally independent of the attack relation (i.e. it is not defined using the attack relation).
So, we have a bipolar representation of the interactions between arguments.

Definition 72 Anabstract bipolar argumentation system(BAF) 〈A,Ratt,Rsup〉 consists of:

a setA of arguments,

a binary relationRatt onA called theattack relation

and another binary relationRsup onA called thesupport relation.

These binary relations must verify the following consistency constraint:Ratt ∩Rsup = ∅40.
Considerai andaj ∈ A, aiRattaj (resp. aiRsupaj) means thatai attacks (resp. supports)aj . Leta ∈ A, Ratt

−(a)
(resp.Rsup

−(a)) denotes the set of attackers (resp. supporters) ofa.

In the following, we assume thatA represents the set of arguments proposed by rational agentsat a given time, so we
will assume thatA is finite.

A BAF can be represented by a directed graphGb called thebipolar interaction graph, with two kinds of edges, one
for the attack relation (→) and another one for the support relation ( ). See for instance the following representations:

For Ex. 41 on page 110 For Ex. 42 on page 110 For Ex. 43 on the preceding page
(hiking project) (editorial meeting) (murder)

b // t1 t2oo o/ o/ o/ff

d

__>>>>>>>>

??~~~~~~~~

OO
O�
O�
O�

c0 // b1
// a b2

oo eoo o/ o/ o/

d ///o/o/o c1

OO

// c2

>>~~~~~~~~
c3

OO a3 // a2 // a1

a4

==
=}

=}
=}

=}

In the following, we abstract from the structure of the arguments and we consider arbitrary independent relationsRatt

andRsup.

Definition 73 Let BAF = 〈A,Ratt,Rsup〉 be a bipolar argumentation system andGb be the associated interaction
graph. Leta, b ∈ A. A path froma to b in Gb is a sequence(a1, . . . , an) of elements ofA s.t.n ≥ 2, a = a1, b = an,
a1Ra2, . . . ,an−1Ran, withR = Ratt orRsup. Such a path has lengthn− 1.

Note that ifn = 2 and a = b then the path is aloop and if the relationR used in the loop isRatt thena is said
self-attacking.

38Note that the term “support” refers to a relation between twoarguments and not a relation between premises and conclusion, as in Toul-
min [Tou58].

39If the support relation is removed, we retrieve Dung’s system.
40In the context of the argumentation, this consistency constraint is essential: it does not seem rational to advance an argument which simultane-

ously attacks and supports the same other argument.
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The use of bipolarity suggests new kinds of interaction between arguments: in Example 42 on page 110, the fact
that d supports an attacker ofb1 may be considered as a kind of negative interaction betweend and b1, which is
however weaker than a direct attack. From a cautious point ofview, such arguments cannot appear together in a
same extension. In order to address this problem, a new kind of attack has been introduced [CLS05a, CLS05b] which
combines a sequence of supports with a direct attack.

Definition 74 Let a, b ∈ A. There is asequence of supports forb by a (or for shorta supportsb) iff there exists a
sequence(a1, . . . , an) of elements ofA s.t.n ≥ 2, a = a1, b = an, a1Rsupa2, . . . ,an−1Rsupan.

Definition 75 A supported attackfor an argumentb by an argumenta is a sequence(a, x, b) of arguments ofA s.t.a
supportsx41 andxRattb.

In Example 42 on page 110, there is a supported attack forb1 by d.
Then, taking into account attacks and sequences of supportsleads to the following definitions applying to sets of
arguments:

Definition 76 LetS ⊆ A, let a ∈ A. S set-attacksa iff there exists a supported attack or a direct attack fora from an
element ofS. S set-supportsa iff there exists a sequence of supports fora from an element ofS.

The above definitions are illustrated on the following example:

Example 44 Consider the following graph: a ///o/o/o b ///o/o/o c // d j

g

@@��������
h

@@��������
i ///o/o/o e

OO

f

OO
O�
O�
O�

// k

OO

In this graph, the pathsa − b − c − d andi − c correspond to supported attacks. The set{a, h} set-attacksd andb
and set-supportsb andc.

3.3.2 Extension-based semantics for acceptability

In Dung’s framework, theacceptabilityof an argument depends on its membership to some sets, calledacceptable sets
or extensions. These extensions are characterised by particular properties. It is a collective acceptability. Following
Dung’s methodology, we propose characteristic propertiesthat a set of arguments must satisfy in order to be an output
of the argumentation process, in a bipolar framework. We recall that such a set of arguments must be in some sense
coherent and must enable to win a dispute. Maximality for set-inclusion is also often required.

Considering a BAF〈A,Ratt,Rsup〉 and using the notion of “set-attack” and “set-support” given by Definition 76, we
first investigate the notion of coherence, then we propose new semantics for acceptability in bipolar argumentation
systems.

3.3.2.1 Managing the conflicts

In the basic argumentation system, whatever the consideredsemantics, selected acceptable sets of arguments are
constrained to be coherent in the sense that they must be conflict-free. In a bipolar argumentation system, the concept
of coherence can be extended along two different lines:

forbidding not only direct attacks but also supported attacks enforces a kind ofinternal coherence: we do not
accept a setS of arguments which set-attacks one of its elements (this is ageneralization of Dung’s notion of
conflict-free).

41In the sense of Definition 74.
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extending the consistency constraint between support and attack relations leads to define a kind ofexternal
coherence: we do not accept a setS of arguments which set-attacksandset-supports the same argument.

Definition 77 LetS ⊆ A. S is +conflict-free42 iff 6 ∃a, b ∈ S s.t.{a} set-attacksb.
S is safe43 iff 6 ∃b ∈ A s.t.S set-attacksb and eitherS set-supportsb, or b ∈ S.

Example 44 on the previous page (cont’d)The set{h, b} is not +conflict-free (there is a direct attack). The set{b, d}
is not +conflict-free sinced suffers a supported attack fromb. Contrastedly,{a, h} and{b, f} are +conflict-free.
The set{a, h} is not safe sincea supportsb andh attacksb. The set{b, f} is not safe sinced suffers a supported
attack fromb andf supportsd. Contrastedly,{g, i, h} is safe.

Note that the notion of safe set encompasses the notion of +conflict-free set:

Proposition 67 ([CLS05b]) Let S ⊆ A. If S is safe, thenS is +conflict-free. IfS is +conflict-free and closed for
Rsup thenS is safe.

Example 44 on the preceding page (cont’d)The set{g, h, i, e} is +conflict-free and closed forRsup. So it is safe.

3.3.2.2 New acceptability semantics

According to the methodology proposed by [Dun95], two notions play an important role in the definition of extension-
based semantics: the notion of coherence, and the notion of defence (that is for short attack against attack). In a BAF,
several notions of coherence, and two kinds of attack (direct and supported) are available. So several extensions of the
notion of defence could be proposed. However, we have chosento restrict to the classical defence, for the following
reasons. First, the purpose of this section is to present some principles governing bipolar frameworks, rather than an
exhaustive survey. Secondly, most of the works talking about bipolarity consider that a support does not have the same
strength as an attack. In that sense, an argument can be considered as defended if and only if its direct attackers are
directly attacked.

The above remark is illustrated by the following example:a1 // a2

}}
a3oo o/ o/ o/

There is a supported attack fora1 by a3 and no attack fora3. However,a1 directly attacksa2 and it seems sufficient
to reinstatea1.

Let us recall the definition of defence given in [Dun95] and recalled in 3.2.1 on page 30.

Definition 78 LetS ⊆ A. Leta ∈ A. S defendsa iff ∀b ∈ A, if bRatta then∃c ∈ S s.t. cRattb.

In the following, the concept of admissibility is first extended. The idea is to reinforce the coherence of the admissible
sets. Then, extensions under the preferred semantics will be defined as maximal (for⊆) admissible sets of arguments.

Three different definitions for admissibility can be given,from the most general one to the most specific one. First,
a direct translation of Dung’s definition gives the definition of d-admissibility (“d” means “in the sense of Dung”).
Taking into account external coherence leads to s(afe)-admissibility. Finally, external coherence can be strengthened
by requiring that an admissible set is closed forRsup. So, we obtain the definition of c(losed)-admissibility.

Definition 79 LetS ⊆ A.
S is d-admissibleiff S is +conflict-free and defends all its elements.
S is s-admissibleiff S is safe and defends all its elements.
S is c-admissibleiff S is +conflict-free, closed forRsup and defends all its elements.

From the above definitions, it follows that each c-admissible set is s-admissible, and each s-admissible set is d-
admissible.

42This notation means that checking if a set is +conflict-free needs to consider more conflicts than with the basic notion of conflict-free suggested
by Dung.

43This definition is inspired by [Ver03] and by the notion of a controversial argument given in [Dun95].
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Definition 80 A setS ⊆ A is a d-preferred (resp. s-preferred, c-preferred) extension iff S is maximal for⊆ (or for
short⊆-maximal) among the d-admissible (resp. s-admissible, c-admissible) subsets ofA.

Example 41 on page 110 (cont’d) In this case, the three semantics give the same result:{d, t1} is the unique
d-preferred, s-preferred and c-preferred extension.

Example 44 on page 113 (cont’d)The set{g, h, i, e, f, d, j} is the unique c-preferred extension.

Example 45 Consider the BAF represented bya b← h. The set{a, h} is the unique d-preferred extension. There
are two s-preferred extensions{a} and{h}. And there is only one c-preferred extension{h}.

One of the most important issues with regard to extensions concerns their existence. The existence of d-preferred
(resp. s-preferred, c-preferred) extensions is guaranteed since the empty set is d-admissible (resp. s-admissible, c-
admissible), and each d-admissible (resp. s-admissible, c-admissible) is included in a d-preferred (resp. s-preferred,
c-preferred) extension. Note that analogous definitions for admissibility could be proposed using a stronger notion of
defence (a stronger defence would be defined for instance by replacingattackwith set-attackin Definition 78 on the
facing page).

Considering another well-known semantics, the stable semantics, nice results can be obtained if we keep the basic
definition of a stable extension, but replaceattackwith set-attack. It is a straightforward way to extend the stable
semantics in a BAF.

Definition 81 S is a stable extensioniff S is +conflict-free and∀a 6∈ S, S set-attacksa.

In the following, we restrict to acyclic BAF, in the sense that the associated interaction graph is acyclic. In Dung’s
basic framework, it has been proved that, in the case of an acyclic attack graph, there is always a unique stable (which
is also preferred) extension. So, Definition 81 ensures the existence of a unique stable extension in an acyclic BAF44.
However, the unique stable extension is not always safe.

Example 45 (cont’d) The set{a, h} is the unique stable extension, and it is not safe.

Indeed, the following result can be proved:

Proposition 68 ([CLS05b]) LetS be a stable extension.S is safe iffS is closed forRsup.

The following results enable to characterize d-preferred,s-preferred and c-preferred extensions when the BAF is
acyclic:

Proposition 69 ([CLS05b]) LetS be the unique stable extension of an acyclic BAF.

1. S is also the unique d-preferred extension.

2. The s-preferred extensions and the c-preferred extensions are subsets ofS.

3. Each s-preferred extension which is closed forRsup is c-preferred.

4. If S is safe, thenS is the unique c-preferred and the unique s-preferred extension.

5. IfA is finite, each c-preferred extension is included in a s-preferred extension.

6. If S is not safe, the s-preferred extensions are the subsets ofS which are⊆-maximal among the s-admissible
sets.

7. If S is not safe, andA is finite, there is only one c-preferred extension.

44We instantiate Dung’s AF with the relation set-attacks and the resulting graph is still acyclic.
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Example 45 on the previous page (cont’d){h} is the only s-preferred extension which is also closed forRsup. So,
{h} is the unique c-preferred extension.

Example 46 Consider the BAF represented by:a1 ///o/o/o

  A
AA

AA
AA

A
a2 ///o/o/o b

c hoo o/ o/ o/

OO

{a1, a2, h} is the only d-preferred extension.{a1, a2} and {h} are the only two s-preferred extensions. None of
them is closed forRsup. ∅ is the unique c-preferred extension. If we add an isolated argumenta3 (for which no
interaction exists with the other available arguments), then we obtain:{a1, a2, a3, h} is the only d-preferred extension.
{a1, a2, a3} and{h, a3} are the only two s-preferred extensions. None of them is closed, and{a3} is the unique c-
preferred extension.

The above discussion enables to draw the following conclusions. In the particular case of an acyclic BAF, two seman-
tics present nice features: the stable semantics and the c-preferred semantics. If we are interested in internal coherence
only, we will have to determine the unique stable extension,which is also the unique d-preferred extension. If we are
interested in a more constrained concept of coherence, we will compute the unique c-preferred extension.

3.3.3 Turning a bipolar system into a Dung meta-system

The extension-based acceptability semantics introduced in Section 3.3.2 on page 113 rely upon criteria which make
explicitly use of support and attack relations, through theconcept of supported attack. Here, we follow another way
to define extension-based semantics for a BAF. First, a transformation of a BAF into a Dung’s meta-argumentation
system is given. This meta-argumentation system consists only of a set of meta-arguments (called coalitions), and a
conflict relation between these meta-arguments. The attackrelation of the initial BAF will appear only at the meta-
level. As a consequence, a meta-argument will gather arguments which are not in conflict. The support relation of the
initial BAF will not appear at the meta-level, but will be used to gather arguments in a coalition. The idea is that a
meta-argument makes sense only if its members are somehow related by the support relation. So, the two fundamental
principles governing the definition of a coalition are: theCoherence principle(there is no direct attack between two
arguments of a same coalition) and theSupport principle(if two arguments belong to a same coalition, they must be
somehow, directly or indirectly, related by the support relation).

3.3.3.1 The concept of coalition

ConsiderBAF = 〈A,Ratt,Rsup〉 represented by the graphGb. Gb
sup will denote the partial graph representing the partial

system〈A,Rsup〉45. AF will denote the partial argumentation system〈A,Ratt〉 associated withBAF and represented by
the partial graph denoted byGb

att.

Definition 82 C ⊆ A is a coalitionof BAF iff: (i) The subgraph ofGb
sup induced byC is connected; (ii)C is conflict-

free46 for AF; (iii) C is⊆-maximal among the sets satisfying(i) and(ii) .

Note that whenRatt is empty, the coalitions are exactly the connected components47 of the partial graphGb
sup.

Proposition 70 ([CLS07b]) An argument which is not self-attacking is in at least one coalition.

45We consider that the reader knows the basic concepts of graphtheory (chain, connexity,. . . ). See for instance [Ber73] for a background on
graph theory.

46In the basic sense proposed by Dung.
47Let G = (V, E) be a graph. LetS ⊆ V . S is aconnected component ofG iff the subgraph ofG induced byS is connected and there exists

noS′ ⊆ V s.t. S ⊂ S′ and the subgraph ofG induced byS′ is connected.
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Example 47 Consider the BAF:a
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The coalitions are:C1 = {b, c, d}, C2 = {i}, C3 = {a, b}, C4 = {e, f, g, h}

The following result shows that coalitions can be restated in terms of connected components of an appropriate sub-
graph. By the way, it gives a constructive way for computing coalitions.

Proposition 71 ([CLS07b]) C ⊆ A is a coalition ofBAF iff: (i) There existsS ⊆ A ⊆-maximal conflict-free forAF
s.t. C is a connected component of the subgraph ofGb

sup induced byS and (ii) C is⊆-maximal among the subsets of
A satisfying(i).

Proposition 71 suggests a procedure for computing the coalitions ofBAF:

Step 1: ConsiderAF and determine the maximal conflict-free sets forAF.

Step 2: For each set of argumentsSi obtained at Step 1, determine the connected components of the
subgraph ofGb

sup induced bySi.

Step 3: Keep the⊆-maximal sets obtained at Step 2.

The notion of conflict-free set is related to the notion of independent set:

Proposition 72 ([CLS07b]) LetS ⊆ A. S is conflict-free forAF iff S is an independent subset ofA in the graphGb
att.

So,S is⊆-maximal conflict-free forAF iff S is a⊆-maximal independent set of vertices in the graphGb
att and Step 1

of the computational procedure consists in determining allthe⊆-maximal independent subsets ofGb
att. Remark that

the time complexity of the best algorithms providing all the⊆-maximal independent sets is exponential. Note also
that there exist several algorithms in the literature for finding all the⊆-maximal independent sets (see for instance the
work of J.M. Nielsen [Nie02]). We also know that:

For Step 2, a depth-first exploration of a graph provides the connected components in linear timeO(number of
vertices + number of edges).

And for Step 3, maximization with respect to⊆ is also an exponential process.

3.3.3.2 A meta-argumentation system

Let C(A) denote the set of coalitions ofBAF. We define a conflict relation onC(A) as follows.

Definition 83 LetC1 andC2 be two coalitions ofBAF. C1 C-attacksC2 iff there exists an argumenta1 in C1 and an
argumenta2 in C2 s.t.a1Ratta2.

It can be proved that:

Proposition 73 ([CLS07b]) Let C1 andC2 be two distinct coalitions ofBAF. If C1 ∩ C2 6= ∅ thenC1 C-attacksC2

or C2 C-attacksC1.

So a new argumentation systemCAF = 〈C(A), C-attacks〉 can be defined, referred to as the coalition system associated
with BAF.

Example 47 (cont’d) In this example,CAF can be represented by (by abusing notations,→ represents the attack
relation inBAF and also the C-attack relation inCAF):

C3 C1
oo // C4 C2

oo

Dung’s definitions apply toCAF, and it can be proved that:
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Proposition 74 ([CLS07b]) Let {C1, . . . , Cp} be a finite set of distinct coalitions.{C1, . . . , Cp} is conflict-free for
CAF iff C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cp is conflict-free forAF.

So,CAF is a “meta-argumentation” system with a set of “meta-arguments” (the set of coalitionsC(A)) and a “meta-
attack” relation on these coalitions (the C-attacks relation). A coalition gathers arguments which are close in some
sense and can be produced together. However, as coalitions may conflict, following Dung’s methodology, preferred and
stable extensions ofCAF can be computed. Such extensions will contain coalitions which are collectively acceptable.
The last step consists in gathering the elements of the coalitions of an extension ofCAF. By this way, the best groups
of arguments (w.r.t. the given interaction relations) willbe selected.

Definition 84 LetS ⊆ A. S is aCp-extension(Cp means “Coalition-preferred”) ofBAF iff there exists{C1, . . . , Cp}
a preferred extension ofCAF s.t.S = C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cp.
S is a Cs-extension(Cs means “Coalition-stable”) ofBAF iff there exists{C1, . . . , Cp} a stable extension ofCAF s.t.
S = C1 ∪ . . . ∪Cp.

When the only preferred extension ofCAF is the empty set, we define the empty set as the unique Cp-extension ofBAF.

Example 47 on the previous page (cont’d)There is only one preferred extension ofCAF, which is also stable:
{C1, C2}. So,S = {b, c, d, i} is the Cp-extension (and also the Cs-extension) ofBAF.

Some nice properties of Dung’s basic framework are preserved:

A BAF has always a (at least one) Cp-extension. It is a consequenceof Definition 84.

In contrast, there does not always exist a Cs-extension ofBAF. The reason is that there may be no stable extension
of CAF.

Each Cs-extension is also a Cp-extension. The converse is false.

There cannot exist two Cp-extensions s.t. one strictly contains the other one. It follows from Definitions 82 on
page 116 and 84.

However, other properties are lost. A Cp-extension is not always admissible forAF, and a Cs-extension is not always
a stable extension ofAF:

Example 48 Consider the BAF represented by:

a // b coo o/ o/ o/ ///o/o/o d // e

The coalitions are:C1 = {a}, C2 = {b, c, d}, C3 = {e}. And the associated CAF can be represented by:

C1
// C2

// C3

There is only one preferred extension ofCAF, which is also stable:{C1, C3}. So,S = {a, e} is the Cp-extension (and
also the Cs-extension) ofBAF. We havedRatte, buta does not defende againstd (neither by a direct attack, nor by a
supported attack, thougha attacks an element of the coalition which attackse). So,S is not admissible forAF. S does
not containc, but there is no attack (no supported attack) of an element ofS againstc. So,S is not a stable extension
of AF.

Note that a coalition is considered as a whole and its memberscannot be used separately in an attack process. Ex-
ample 48 suggests that admissibility is lost due to the size of the coalition{b, c, d}, and that it would be more fruitful
to consider two independent coalitions{c, b} and{c, d}. A new formalization of coalitions in terms of conflict-free
maximal support paths has been proposed in [CLS07b]. However, it does not enable to recover Dung’s properties.

Note that the lost of admissibility in Dung’s sense is not surprising: admissibility is lost because it takes into account
“individual” attack and defence, whereas, with meta-argumentation and coalitions, “collective” attack and defence are
considered.
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3.3.4 Labellings in bipolar systems

This section addresses the question of labelling-based semantics in a BAF. A labelling-based semantics relies upon a
set of labels and is defined by specifying the criteria for assigning labels to arguments. An example of labelling-based
semantics in a basic argumentation system is given by [JV99b] with the robust semantics. More generally, several
approaches have been proposed for valuing the arguments in aclassical argumentation system (for example [KAEF95,
Par97, PS97, BH01, CLS03d, Amg99, Ver96]). In some of them, the value of an argument depends on its interactions
with the other arguments; in other ones, it depends on an intrinsic strength of the argument.

Besides, Karacapilidis & Papadias [KP01] have proposed a labelling approach for a bipolar graph representing a
decision-making debate. However, they consider only two labels: active and inactive.

In this section, we propose a limited use of the notion of labelling-based semantics for a BAF: we show how bipolar
interactions can be used for defining valuations over the setof arguments,i.e. functions which assign a value to each
argument of the BAF (a further step would be to use such a valuation in order to select arguments, that is to completely
define labelling-based semantics in a BAF, in an analogous way as what has been done in [CLS05d] and Sections 3.2.2
on page 35 and 3.2.3 on page 54 for basic argumentation systems).

3.3.4.1 Labellings inHERMES

Karacapilidis & Papadias [KP01] propose an argumentation web-tool for decision making in a medical domain. This
argumentation system, named HERMES, permits the expression and the weighting of arguments, verifies the coherence
of preferences between arguments and values the arguments.The basic elements of this system are:issues(questions
whose answer is open for discussion48), positionswhich express the support for, or the opposition to a solution, to
another position, or to a constraint (a position gives an information for the discussion) andconstraintswhich express a
preference between two positions (so, it is a comparison tool on the set of positions). HERMEScan label the solutions
and the positions by the status “active” or “inactive”. At the end of the discussion, the “active” positions (resp.
“inactive”) are accepted (resp. rejected). An “active” solution is a recommended choice among the other solutions
concerning a same issue. Different labellings are proposedin HERMES. They are recursive: the label of an element
e depends on the labels of the elements which are linked toe in the discussion graph. In HERMES, the discussion
graph is acyclic, the value of a positionp depends only on theactivepositions which are linked top, and the value of
a position is always binary, even when preference constraints are taken into account.

Labelling 1: A position is active if and only if there is neither support, nor attack on this position, or if it is supported
by an active position.

Labelling 2: A position is active if and only if it is not attacked by an active position.

Note that the labelling 1 and 2 do not permit to take into account in the same time the supports and the attacks on a
position.

Labelling 3: A position is active if and only if there is neither support, nor attack on this position, or if its score is
strictly positive. The score of a positionp is defined by:Σiw(pi)−Σjw(pj) with pi theactivepositions which
supportp andpj theactivepositions which attackp. Each position has the same initial weight and taking into
account the preferences between positions modifies the relative weights of the positions.

Example 49 An active (resp. inactive) position will be denoted by + (resp. –).

48For example: “if the patientY has the pathologyX, what is the appropriate treatment?” An issue is a set ofsolutions. Examples of solutions
are surgical operation or use of medicines.
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3.3.4.2 Gradual bipolar valuation

The approach presented here (see [CLS05a]) has the following features: the valuation process takes place before the
selection process; the valuation process makes use of a richset of values and not only two as in HERMES (so, it is
called a gradual valuation); the value assigned to an argument takes into account all the direct attackers and supporters
of this argument (it is not the case in HERMESin which the value of an argument only depends on theactivepositions);
so it is called a local valuation.

This proposition extends the works [JV99b, BH01, CLS05d] tobipolar argumentation systems as defined in Sec-
tion 3.3.1 on page 112. It follows the same principles as those already described in [CLS03d] augmented with new
principles corresponding to the “support” information. So, the three underlying principles for a gradual interaction-
based local valuation are:

P1: The value of an argument depends on the values of its direct attackers and of its direct supporters.

P2: If the quality of the support (resp. attack) increases thenthe value of the argument increases (resp. de-
creases).

P3: If the quantity of the supports (resp. attacks) increases then the quality of the support (resp. attack) increases.

The value of an argument is obtained with the composition of several functions:

one for aggregating the values of all the direct attackers; this function computes the value of the “attack”;

one for aggregating the values of all the direct supporters;this function computes the value of the “support”;

one for computing the effect of the attack and of the support on the value of the argument.

In the respect of the previous principles, we assume that there exists a completely ordered setV with a minimum
elementVmin and a maximum elementVmax. The following formal definition for a gradual local valuation can be
given.

Definition 85 Let 〈A,Ratt,Rsup〉 be a bipolar argumentation system. Leta ∈ A withRatt
−(a) = {b1, . . . , bn} and

Rsup
−(a) = {c1, . . . , cp}.

A local gradual valuation on〈A,Ratt,Rsup〉 is a functionv : A → V s.t.:
v(a) = g(hsup(v(c1), . . . ,v(cp)), hatt(v(b1), . . . ,v(bn))) with

the functionhatt (resp.hsup): V∗ → Hatt (resp.V∗ → Hsup)49 valuing the quality of the attack (resp. support) ona,
and the functiong: Hsup× Hatt → V with g(x, y) increasing onx and decreasing ony. The functionh, h = hatt or
hsup, must satisfy:

1. if xi ≥ x′
i thenh(x1, . . . , xi . . . , xn) ≥ h(x1, . . . , x

′
i . . . , xn),

2. h(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) ≥ h(x1, . . . , xn),

49V∗ denotes the set of the finite sequences of elements ofV , including the empty sequence.Hatt andHsupare ordered sets.
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3. h() = α ≤ h(x1, . . . , xn) ≤ β, for all x1, . . . , xn
50.

Definition 85 on the preceding page produces a generic local gradual valuation. Let us give two instances of the
generic definition, to illustrate the different principles.

A first instance is defined byHatt = Hsup = V = [−1, 1] interval of the real line,hatt(x1, . . . , xn) =
hsup(x1, . . . , xn) =Max(x1, . . . , xn), andg(x, y) = x−y

2 (so, we haveα = −1, β = 1 andg(α, α) = 0).

Another one is defined byV = [−1, 1] interval of the real line,Hatt = Hsup = [0,∞[ interval of the real line,
hatt(x1, . . . , xn) = hsup(x1, . . . , xn) = Σn

i=1
xi+1

2 , andg(x, y) = 1
1+y
− 1

1+x
(so, we haveα = 0, β = ∞ and

g(α, α) = 0).

The following table shows the values computed with both instances on some simple examples:

Example with 1st instance with 2nd instance
No attack, no support:a v(a) = 0 v(a) = 0

Direct attack: a // b v(b) = −0.5 v(b) = −0.33

Direct support:a ///o/o/o b v(b) = 0.5 v(b) = 0.33

Defence: a // b // c v(c) = −0.25 v(c) = −0.25

Sequence of supports:a ///o/o/o b ///o/o/o c v(c) = 0.75 v(c) = 0.4

Supported attack:a ///o/o/o b // c v(c) = −0.75 v(c) = −0.4

Example 41 on page 110 (cont’d)With the first (resp. second) instance,v(t1) = 1
4 (resp. 37

154 ).

Example 45 on page 115 (cont’d)With the first and the second instances,v(b) = 0. In this case, there is a perfect
equilibrium51 between support and attack.

A local gradual valuation defined as above satisfies the following properties [CLS05a]:

If Ratt
−(a) = Rsup

−(a) = ∅ thenv(a) = g(α, α).

If Ratt
−(a) 6= ∅ andRsup

−(a) = ∅ thenv(a) = g(α, y) ≤ g(α, α) for y ≥ α.

If Ratt
−(a) = ∅ andRsup

−(a) 6= ∅ thenv(a) = g(x, α) ≥ g(α, α) for x ≥ α.

And we have the following comparative scale52:
Vmin ≤ g(α, y) ≤ g(α, α) ≤ g(x, α) ≤ Vmax

(for y ≥ α) (for x ≥ α)

Moreover the valuation proposed in Definition 85 on the facing page satisfies the principlesP1 to P3 (see [CLS05a]
for a more detailed discussion).

50So,α is the minimal value for an attack (resp. a support) –i.e. there is no attack (resp. no support) –, andβ is the maximal value for an attack
(resp. a support).

51Note that it is not necessarily the case, and an appropriate choice of the functiong enables to give more importance to the attack than to the
support.

52Using this scale, the values≤ (resp.≥) to g(α, α) are considered as negative (resp. positive) ones even ifg(α, α) 6= 0.
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3.3.5 Related issues and conclusion on bipolarity

In this section, an extension of [Dun95]’s abstract argumentation system has been proposed in order to take into
account two kinds of interaction between arguments modelled with a support relation and an attack relation. In this
abstract BAF, two issues have been considered:

taking into account bipolarity for defining acceptability semantics: either by enforcing the coherence of the
admissible sets, or by turning a BAF into a meta-argumentation system using the concept of coalition;

taking into account bipolar interactions for proposing gradual labellings for the arguments.

Note that I have also done some other works in the bipolar framework (see for instance, the handling of controversial
arguments in a BAF; this work has been realized with Claudette CAYROL and Caroline DEVRED – see [CDLS06a]).

Concerning the three main points evoked in this section (acceptability, coalitions and valuation in a bipolar framework),
one can found in the literature some other works about these points.

3.3.5.1 Acceptability and bipolarity

Deflog [Ver03]: DEFLOG argumentation system enables to express a support or an attack between sentences in the
language, with a new sentence using specific connectors (onefor each kind of interaction). Examples of sentences
(with → for the attack relation and for the support relation) are:a, b, (a  b), (a → b), (c  (a  b)),
(d→ (a  b)). In DEFLOG, the notions of sequence of supports and of supported attacks can be retrieved but at the
language level (between sentences). Moreover, the notion of conflict-free set proposed in DEFLOG corresponds to the
notion of safe set (no sentence which is, at the same time, supported and attacked by the set).

DEFLOG enables to define the dialectical interpretations (or extensions) of a given set of sentencesS: an extension is
built from a partition(J, D) of S such thatJ is conflict-free and attacks the sentences ofD.

Note that the attack relation and the support relation are explicitly expressed in the sentences. So, one can have
an extension of a setS s.t. some supported sentences byJ do not belong toS. DEFLOG extensions correspond
to [Dun95]’s stable extensions for DEFLOG theories that do not go beyond the expressiveness of Dung’s argumentation
systems, and note that a Dung’s AF can always be expressed in DEFLOG. So in this precise sense, DEFLOG’s
extensions are a faithful generalization of Dung’s stable extensions, allowing more expressiveness. Moreover, [Ver03]
gives also a faithful generalization of Dung’s preferred extensions.

Evidence-based argumentation [ON08]:In this work, the fundamental claim is that an argument cannot be accepted
unless it is supported by evidence. So, special arguments are distinguished: theprima-faciearguments (which do not
require any support to stand).

Arguments may be acceptable only if they are supported (indirectly) by prima-faciearguments; this is evidential
support. Moreover, only supported arguments may attack other arguments.

Then, the notion of defence is rather complex: A set of argumentsS defends an argumenta if S provides evidential
support fora andS invalidates each attack ona (either by a direct attack on the attacker ofa or by rendering this
attack unsupported).

Following our definitions, a BAF is an abstract system, wherearguments may stand and attack with or without support.
However, evidential reasoning as proposed by [ON08] could also be handled in a BAF in the following way: Given
X a set of arguments (which are considered asprima-faciearguments in a given application), a notion of evidential
support can be defined via a sequence of supports from an argument ofX . Then, the notion of attack can be restricted
so that attackers be elements ofX , or receive evidential support fromX . Finally, instead of choosing the classical
definition for “S defendsa” (as presented in Definition 78 on page 114), it can be required first thatS provides support
for a and secondly that for each supported attack ona, one argument of the sequence of supports is directly attacked
by S.
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3.3.5.2 Coalitions of arguments

Another way for defining acceptability semantics in a bipolar system is to turn abipolar argumentation system into
a meta-argumentation system. This transformation has the following characteristics: the support relation is used in
order to identify “coalitions” (sets of arguments which canbe used together without conflict and which are related by
the support relation) and the attack relation is used in order to identify conflicts between coalitions and then to define
new acceptability semantics as in Dung’s framework.

The concept of coalition has already been related to argumentation.

Collective argumentation system [Boc03, NP06]:A collective argumentation system is an abstract system where the
initial data are a set of arguments and a binary “attack” relation betweensetsof arguments. The key idea is the
following: a set of arguments can produce an attack against other arguments, which is not reducible to attacks between
particular arguments. That is in agreement with our notion of coalition, since in our work, a coalition is considered
as a whole and its members cannot be used separately in an attack process. The proposal by Nielsen and Parsons is
similar to Bochman’s proposal. Both proposals take the attacks between sets of arguments as initial data, and define
semantics by properties on subsets of arguments. However, Nielsen and Parsons propose an abstract system which
allows sets of arguments to attack single arguments only, and they stick as close as possible to the semantics provided
by Dung. In contrast, Bochman departs from Dung’s methodology and give new specific definitions for stable and
admissible sets of arguments. Our proposal essentially differs from collective argumentation in two points. First,
we keep exactly Dung’s construction for defining semantics,but we apply this construction in a meta-argumentation
system (the coalition system). The second main difference lies in the meaning of a coalition: we intend to gather as
many arguments as possible in a coalition, and a coalition cannot be broken in the defence process.

Generation of coalition structures in MAS [DJ04, Amg05]:In multi-agent systems (MAS), the coalition formation is a
process in which independent and autonomous agents come together to act as a collective. A coalition structure (CS) is
a partition of the set of agents into coalitions. Each coalition has a value (the utility that the agents in the coalition can
jointly get minus the cost which this coalition induces for each agent). So the value of a CS is obtained by aggregating
the values of the different coalitions in the structure. Oneof the main problems is to generate a preferred CS, that is a
structure which maximizes the global value. Recently, [Amg05] has proposed an abstract system where the initial data
are a set of coalitions equipped with a conflict relation. A preferred CS is a subset of coalitions which is conflict-free
and defends itself against attacks. Coalitions may conflictfor instance if they are non-disjoint or if they achieve a same
task.

However, the generation of the coalitions is not studied in [Amg05]. So, one perspective is to apply our work to
the formation of coalitions taking into account interactions between the agents. Arguments represent agents in that
case. Indeed, it is very important to put together agents which want to cooperate (“supports” relation) and to avoid
gathering agents who do not want to cooperate (“attacks” relation). Then, the concept of Cp-extension provides a tool
for selecting the best groups of agents (w.r.t. the given interaction relations).

More generally, the work reported here is generic and takes place in abstract systems, since no assumption is made on
the nature of the arguments. Arguments may have a logical structure such as a pair〈explanation, conclusion〉, may
just be positions advanced in a discussion, or may be agents interacting in a multi-agent system. All that we need is
the bipolar interaction graph describing how the argumentsunder consideration are interrelated. We think that this
generic work should stimulate discussion across boundaries.

3.3.5.3 Valuation and bipolarity

Most works about valuations of arguments take place in the basic framework. Some of them consider intrinsic val-
uations, which express to what extent an argument increasesthe confidence in the statement it promotes. Other
approaches consider interaction-based valuations. Theseapproaches usually differ in the set of values which are
available.

However, very few works have been interested in valuations which handle both support and attack interactions. Most
of these works have been developed for specific applications.
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Medical applications:The most influential work has been proposed in HERMES system [KP01]. But there is no
graduality (only two possible values with HERMES), and some parts of the interacting arguments are not taken into
account for the computation of the value. See in Section 3.3.4.1 on page 119.

Valued maps of argumentations:The bipolar valuation in argumentation has been used for a collective annotation of
documents.

Collective annotation models supporting exchange throughdiscussion threads. A discussion thread is initiated by an
annotation about a given document. Then, users can reply with annotations which confirm or refute the previous ones.
Annotations are associated with a social validation which provides a synthetic view of the discussions. The purpose
of this validation is to identify annotations which are globally confirmed by the discussion thread. It can also take into
account an intrinsic value of the annotations.

In [CCCJ05, CCCJ07] a discussion thread is modelled by a BAF.The set of arguments contains the nodes of the thread.
Pairs of the support (resp. attack) relation correspond to replies in the thread of the confirm (resp. refute) type. The
social validation of a given annotation is computed with thelocal bipolar valuation. Moreover, the bipolar valuation
procedure has been slightly modified in order to take into account an intrinsic value of each annotation.

3.4 Conclusion for Topic 3

Argumentation has been my main research topic for many years. It consists of at least five different aspects, all very
rich in potentiality of research and existing results.

The first aspect is the building of arguments from an inconsistent information set. This point relates to an enlarged
notion of consistency restoration, since arguments can be viewed as consistent subsets (even if there exist a number of
methods for representing arguments among which several languages which are non logic-based). The second aspect
is the identification of interactions between these arguments (generally we are only interested by binary interactions).
I did not work on these two aspects because all my works in argumentation have used the following assumption:
arguments and interactions are considered as given and the argumentation system is said to be abstract.

The two next aspects, valuation and selection, are the main pieces of my work and they have been studied for two kinds
of argumentation systems: one with only one interaction representing conflicts (unipolar argumentation systems) and
the other one with two interactions representing respectively conflicts and supports (bipolar argumentation systems).

Valuations can be obtained using different elements, for instance, preferences on the initial beliefs (the beliefs used for
creating arguments). However my initial assumption (the argumentation system is abstract) prevents me from using
this kind of information. I just have a directed graph in which vertices are arguments and edges representing binary
interactions between arguments. So I have proposed valuations of arguments based on interactions for unipolar and
bipolar argumentation systems. It is interesting to note that my proposition covers and even generalizes some other
existing propositions.

For selection (called acceptability), I have also studied the two kinds of systems, unipolar and bipolar, following two
methods. I have first used valuations for defining acceptability. And secondly, I have generalized Dung’s extensions;
Dung’s idea was to select arguments by “consistent” subsetsof arguments53 satisfying some properties; so it is a
collective acceptability (an argument is selected becauseit belongs to a set satisfying the given constraints). I have
kept this idea of a collective acceptability and the list of the properties to satisfy, and I have enriched this list with new
properties in order to take into account specificities of thestudied systems, in particular bipolarity.

The last aspect of the argumentation process is essential inorder to go back to Topic 1 “nonmonotonic inference”, but
I have not done anything yet along this line. This point will be also necessary for my research project, for comparing
and for making an “axiomatisation” of argumentation processes (see Chapter 5 on page 151).

53This is not exactly consistency restoration because this selection is made at the argument level and not at the belief level (see Topics 1 and 2
– Chapters 1 on page 9 and 2 on page 19). Nevertheless, the ideais rather similar, since the complete set of argument is “inconsistent” because of
conflicts/attacks between arguments. One could almost say,by abuse of language, that the approach suggested by Dung is “consistency restoration”.
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My works in argumentation also consist of the study of some mechanisms defined for nonmonotonic reasoning in
the framework of argumentation, for instance, merging and revision. In the first case, I have proposed a merging
mechanism of abstract unipolar argumentation systems using a new kind of interaction, “ignorance”, and therefore a
new kind of argumentation systems, the “abstract partial argumentation systems”. In the second case, a study of the
revision of an abstract unipolar argumentation system led us to identify and to characterize different types of revision.

The last points on which I am interested in this topic are close to “applications”, one is about the use of an argumenta-
tion system for practical reasoning and the other one is related to Topic 4 “games” (a translation of an argumentation
system into a Boolean game); this work is presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3 on page 145. There exist strong
relations between Topics 3 and 4, because of the “exchange ofinformation” which appears in argumentation processes
and which is very close to the notion of game. The following chapter addresses this question.
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Chapter 4

Topic 4: reasoning with games

In the following figure, Topic 4 is represented by the “clear surrounded” part and my works correspond to the “dark
surrounded” part:

arguments
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The study of games has been done in collaboration with JérômeLANG, Élise BONZON, Bruno ZANUTTINI and Denis
SIREYJOL and its starting point was the link with argumentation if we consider argumentation as an interaction process
between agents.
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Indeed, the main interest of Game Theory is the modelizationof these interactions in many different domains (for
instance, in Economy). This theory has been introduced by John Von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern [vNM44], and
John Nash [Nas50]. The basic assumptions of this framework are: each agent is aplayer, each player knows the other
players, players are instrategical interactionbecause each player’s decision depends on the other players’ decisions,
players are rational(i.e. each player tries to take the best decision for herself and knows that the other players make
the same thing).

In this chapter, I do not give an exhaustive background of Game theory, but I just introduce some very useful basic
concepts in Section 4.1: a partial taxonomy of games, different types of representation for games, and some solution
concepts.

In Section 4.2 on page 130, I present some examples of links between argumentation and games.

Section 4.3 on page 132 describes a particular kind of games,Boolean games, which are interesting for us because:

they use classical logic for modelling interactions between agents,

they can be generalized using preference representations defined in Topic 1 “nonmonotonic inference”,

and they give a new method for exploiting the link between argumentation and games.

4.1 Basic concepts of Game Theory

Succinctly, a game is a set of players, a set of strategy profiles (i.e. a vector of strategies, one strategy for each player
representing a possible choice for her) and a utility function which gives for each player her profit according to each
strategy profile. Each strategy profile is called an issue of the game.

4.1.1 Game taxonomy

There exist at least 4 types of games, static games, dynamic games, cooperative games and non-cooperative games,
knowing that a game can share several of these characteristics.

A game isstatic if players choose their strategies simultaneously.

A game isdynamic if it proceeds inseveral steps. If we assume thatgames are dynamic with perfect information1,
i.e. that allpastplayers’ choices areobservableandknownfor all players, then it is possible for a player to directly
and definitively modify the profits of the other players whilemaking an intervention on previous steps of the game
(this notion of perfect information does not make sense for static games).

A game iscooperativeif players can make agreements. In this case, they makecoalitions. In the opposite case, if
players cannot make coalitions, the game isnon-cooperative.

A cooperative game hastransferable utilities if it is possible to add players’ utilities and to distributethis sum to
members of a coalition (there exists a “common currency” with which one can make transfers).

Non-cooperative games can be divided in two cases: zero-sumgames and non-zero-sum games (in economy, this con-
cept of zero-sum game is important, because it corresponds to the absence of production, or destruction, of products).
Zero-sum gamesare games in which the “algebraical” sum of players’ profits is a constant: what a player gains is
necessarily lost by another player.

1which is not the same thing as complete information: in complete information, ateach step of the game, each player knows her strategies, other
players’ strategies, profits of each strategy profiles and other players’ motivations.
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4.1.2 Some examples

Theprisoner’s dilemma is a famous example in Game Theory.

Example 50 Two suspects are arrested by the police. The police has insufficient evidence for a conviction, and, having
separated both prisoners, visit each of them to offer them the same deal.

If one testifies (defects) for the prosecution against the other and the other remains silent, the betrayer goes free
and the silent accomplice receives the full 10-year sentence.

If both remain silent, both prisoners are sentenced to only six months in jail for a minor charge.

If each betrays the other, each receives a five-year sentence.

Each prisoner must choose to betray the other or to remain silent. Each one is assured that the other will not know
about the betrayal before the end of the investigation.

This problem can be formalized by a two-player game, each player having two possible strategies: to cooperate with
(denoted byT ) or to defect from (i.e., betray) the other player (denoted by A).

The set of players isN = {1, 2},
Prisoner 1 has two possible strategies:s11 = A ands12 = T . Idem for Player 2:s21 = A ands22 = T .

So there are 4 strategy profiles:AA, AT , TA andTT .

And the utility functions are the following:

– u1(AA) = u2(AA) = −5,

– u1(TT ) = u2(TT ) = −0.5,

– u1(AT ) = u2(TA) = 0,

– u1(TA) = u2(AT ) = −10.

This game is static (only one step), non-cooperative and it is a non-zero-sum game: the two prisoners cannot commu-
nicate, so they cannot make a coalition, but what a prisoner gains is not always lost by the other one.

4.1.3 Game representation

There exist two possible but equivalent representations for strategical game: normal form or extensive form.

Theextensive formof a game is adecision treedescribing the possible strategies of each player at each step of the
game. A node of this tree specifies the current player, a branch corresponds to a strategy profile and a leaf gives
the profit of each player for the corresponding strategy profile. For instance, the extensive form of the game for the
prisoner’s dilemma is:

Example 50 (cont’d)

A

A A

T

T T

1

2 2

(-5, -5) (0, -10) (-10, 0) (-0.5, -0.5)
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In the leaves, the first element of each pair represents Player 1’s utility, and the second one represents Player 2’s
utility.
The dotted circle surrounding the two occurrences for Player 2 means that this player does not know in which case
she is (she does not know if her accomplice has chosen to cooperate with her or to betray her).

This game has another extensive form in which the root-node corresponds to the second player. These two representa-
tions are equivalent.

Thenormal form of a game gives the set of players, the set of strategies of each player and the profits for each possible
combination of strategies. This corresponds to amatrix form which associates with each strategy profiles a n-tuple
giving the utility obtained by each player:(u1(s), u2(s), . . . , un(s)). For instance, the normal form for the prisoner’s
dilemma is:

Example 50 on the previous page (cont’d)

H
H

H
H

H
1

2
A T

A (-5, -5) (0, -10)

T (-10, 0) (-0.5, -0.5)

4.1.4 Solution concepts

There exist many solution concepts but in this document, I just present Nash equilibria for static non-cooperative
games.

Nash equilibrium, introduced by John Nash in 1950 [Nas50], is a fundamental solution concept in Game Theory.
It describes an issue of the game in which no player wishes to modify her strategy while being given the strategy
of each other player. So a Nash equilibrium is a strategy profile where no player may find it beneficial to deviate if
it assumes that the other players will not deviate either. There exist several versions of this concept: pure-strategy
Nash equilibrium (PNE) or mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium(using probabilities). In this document I use only the first
version.

Example 50 on the preceding page (cont’d)Strategy profileAA is a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium of prisoner’s
dilemma problem. Indeed, one can check that:u1(AA) ≥ u1(TA) andu2(AA) ≥ u2(AT ).

This is the only PNE of this game. Indeed,AT cannot be a PNE becauseAA is a better strategy for Player 2:
u2(AA) > u2(AT ); it is the same thing forTA (becauseAA is a better strategy for Player 1:u1(AA) > u1(TA))
and forTT (becauseAT is a better strategy for Player 1:u1(TT ) < u1(AT )).

Neither the existence, nor the unicity of a PNE are guaranteed.

4.2 Argumentation and Game Theory

The first links between argumentation and games have been identified by Dung himself in [Dun95]. Then they have
been used by many people for defining proof theories for argumentation.

4.2.1 Dung’s work

[Dun95] uses concepts of Game Theory developed by Von Neumann and Morgenstern in [vNM44] in order to present
some links between argumentation and cooperative games.
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Among these concepts, he has used the notion of “dominance”:an issues′ dominates another ones if and only if there
exists a non-empty coalition such that the profits of the members of the coalition are greater withs′ than withs and in
which the issues is feasible.

[vNM44] has defined a NM-solution of a cooperative game as a set of issuesS satisfying two postulates: (1) no issue
of S dominates another issue ofS, and (2) every issue which does not belong toS is dominated by at least one issue
of S.

The “argumentative” version of this game is the following: in their own interest, players try to impose the coalition
which optimizes their profits; each issue of the game is potentially an argument in favour of the coalition; moreover,
an issues attacks another ones′ if s dominatess′; so one finds the notions of arguments and of attack relation.

From a cooperative game, Dung has proposed a particular argumentation system whose set of arguments is the set of
the issues of the game and whose attack relation is the domination relation. And he has shown that the NM-solutions
of a cooperative game are exactly the stable extensions of this particular argumentation system.

Then he has applied these results to the stable marriage problem which is a well-known cooperative game: consider
a set ofn men and a set ofn women; each one has a strictly ordered list (representing preferences) containing all the
members of the opposite sex; the stable marriage problem consists in finding the best way of marrying all the men and
all the women in order to satisfy their preference criteria as well as possible.

In [Dun95], Dung has also identified some other links betweenargumentation and cooperative game, but I do not
present them in this document.

Generally, Dung has been interested by the use of argumentation (particularly the notion of extensions) in order to
study some kinds of games. Indeed, he has considered the possible issues of the game as arguments and he has used
the concepts of extension and acceptability for extractingthe solutions of the game.

4.2.2 Dialectical proof theory

The notion of game appears as soon as one defines a proof theoryfor argumentation problems.

The main idea is to “prove” that if an argumentx is acceptable or not by the simulation of a “dialogue” between
2 agents: a proponentPRO which supports the acceptability ofx and an opponentOPP which supports the non-
acceptability ofx. So this dialogue is atwo-player game, in which the winner “has the last word”. These ideas have
been used in [JV99a] and have been refined in [Dou02].

This type of dialogue implies that each argument is significant, and this depends on the problem we want to solve. The
legal-move functiondefines, at every step, what moves can be used to continue the dialogue given the previous moves.
When the set of arguments returned by the legal-move function is empty, the dialogue cannot be continued.

It is also important to conclude the dialogue and to know who won: this is the role of thewinning criterion. For
instance, for the acceptability problem of an argumentx, at least 2 winning criteria are possible:

1. there exists awon dialoguefor PRO concerningx.

2. there exists awinning strategyfor x, i.e. a way forPRO to defendx against all the attacks ofOPP .

So if we want to decide the acceptability of an argument undera given semantics, we need to build a proof theory
whose legal-move function and winning criterion characterize the chosen acceptability and semantics.

In [Dou02], this work has been done for the credulous acceptability under grounded and preferred semantics (and also
in [JV99a] for other semantics which I do not present in this document).

On this subject, I have worked with Jérôme LANG, Sylvie DOUTRE and Denis SIREYJOL to identify some of the
characteristics of a game corresponding to a dialectical proof theory for argumentation (see[Sir04]). This work has
been applied to the dialectical proof theories proposed in [Dou02].
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4.3 Boolean games

After my first works on games, I have tried to find a category of games which are close to logical languages and with
which one can realize a nonmonotonic reasoning and go back toTopic 3 “argumentation”. The main interest of this
approach is the fact that the use of a logical language allowsan important reduction of the size of the game. Indeed,
for static games, extended forms and normal forms coincide and utility functions are usually represented explicitly,
by listing the values for each combination of strategies. However, the number of utility values, that is, the number of
possible combinations of strategies, is exponential in thenumber of players, which renders such an explicit way of
representing the preferences of the players unreasonable when the number of players is not very small. This becomes
even more problematic when the set of strategies available to an agent consists in assigning a value from a finite
domain to each of a given set of variables (which is the case inmany real-world domains). In this case, representing
utility functions explicitly leads to a description whose size is exponential both in the number of agents (n×2n values
for n agents each with two available strategies) and in the numberof variables controlled by the agents (2 × 2p × 2p

values for two agents each controllingp Boolean variables). Thus, in all these cases, specifying players’ preferences
explicitly is clearly unreasonable, both because it would require exponential space, and because studying these games
(for instance by computing solution concepts such as pure-strategy Nash equilibria) would require accessing all of
these utility values at least once and would take time exponential in the numbers of agents and variables in all cases.

So we have chosen to studyBoolean gamesintroduced by Harrenstein, van der Hoek, Meyer and Witteveen in
[HvdHMW01, Har04b]. They are two-player and zero-sum gamesin which Player 1’s utility function (and Player
2’s utility function which is its opposite) is represented by a formula in propositional logic, called theBoolean formof
the game. This game is very compact to represent, but it is also very simple. So our first work has been to enrich it on
different aspects.

Note that the main part of this work has been done by Elise BONZON (the subject of her PHD Thesis was “Modelization
of interactions between rational agents: Boolean games”).I have co-supervised her work with Jérôme LANG, but the
generalization of Boolean games ton players and to non-dichotomous preferences is completely Elise’s work. Then,
after her PHD Thesis, I have worked with her and Caroline Devred (LERIA, Angers) to the link between Boolean
games and argumentation (see Section 4.3.3 on page 145).

4.3.1 Boolean games withn players

This is a generalization of the two-player version proposedby [HvdHMW01, Har04b].

Let V = {a, b, . . .} be a finite set of propositional variables, a Boolean game with n players onV is an-player game
in which each strategy of each player consists in assigning atruth value to all variables belonging to a subset ofV .
Each player’s preferences are given by a propositional formulaϕi over variables ofV .

Definition 86 A Boolean game withn players is a 5-tuple(N, V, π, Γ, Φ), with

N = {1, 2, . . . , n} the set of players (also called agents);

V a set of propositional variables;

π : N 7→ V a control assignment function which defines a partition ofV ;

Γ = {γ1, . . . , γn} a set of constraints, eachγi being a satisfiable propositional formula ofLπ(i)
2;

Φ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕn} a set of goals, eachϕi being a satisfiable propositional formula ofLV .

A 4-tuple(N, V, π, Γ), with N, V, π, Γ defined as previously is called aBoolean pre-game.

2The notationLS denotes the subset ofL defined on the set of propositional variablesS, L being a propositional logical language.
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Thecontrol assignment functionπ associates with each player all variables she controls.πi denotes theset of controlled
variablesby Playeri. Each variable is controlled by one and only one player. So,{π1, . . . , πn} is a partition ofV .

Eachγi represents the agent’s constraints on the set of variables she controls. This representation choice respects
agents’ independence: each agent handles her variables, and her constraints which concern her variables, without
depending on other agents.

The use of Boolean games allows a very compact representation of games. This point is illustrated by the following
example which is a simplified variant of the prisoner’s dilemma problem.

Example 51 Considern prisoners and only two kinds of sentences, freedom and jail3. So the deal proposed by the
police is:

Those which defect for the prosecution against the others gofree and the ones which remain silent receive the
full 10-year sentence.

If everyone remains silent,everyone goes free.

Each prisoner must choose to betray the other or to remain silent. Each one is assured that the other ones will not
know about the betrayal before the end of the investigation.

For 3 prisoners, this problem can be formalized by a 3-playergame, each playeri having two possible strategies:
to cooperate with (denoted byTi, i = 1, . . . , n) or to defect from (i.e., betray) the other players (denotedby ¬Ti,
i = 1, . . . , n). The normal form of this game is:

3 : T3

H
H

H
H

H
1

2
T2 ¬T2

T1 (1, 1, 1) (0, 1, 0)

¬T1 (1, 0, 0) (1, 1, 0)

3 : ¬T3

H
H

H
H

H
1

2
T2 ¬T2

T1 (0, 0, 1) (0, 1, 1)

¬T1 (1, 0, 1) (1, 1, 1)

Then-tuples give the result obtained by each player: (Player 1’sresult, Player 2’s results, . . . ). The value0 (resp.1)
means that the player loses (resp. wins).

So forn prisoners, we need a matrix withn dimensions, each dimension being equal to 2; so we need to specify 2n

n-tuples. However, this game can be very easily translated into a Boolean gameG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) with:

N = {1, 2, . . . , n},

V = {T1, . . . , Tn},

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, πi = {Ti},

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, γi = ⊤, and

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ϕi = (T1 ∧ T2 ∧ . . . ∧ Tn) ∨ ¬Ti.

Definition 87 Let G = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) be a Boolean game. Astrategy si for Player i of G is a πi-interpretation
satisfyingγi. Theset of strategies for Playeri is represented bySi = {si ∈ 2πi |si |= γi}.
A strategy profile s for G is an-tuples = (s1, . . . , sn), with for all i, si ∈ Si. S = S1× . . .×Sn is the set of strategy
profiles.

3In Section 4.3.2 on page 135, the use of non-dichotomous preferences allows a more interesting translation of this example, with several kinds
of sentences.
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So a strategy for Playeri is the assignment from true or false to the variables she controls and the constraintγi reduces
the set of possible strategies for this player.

For a non-empty set of players (calledcoalition) I ⊆ N , the projection ofs on I is defined bysI = (si)i∈I . If
I = {i}, the projection ofs on{i} is denoted bysi in place ofs{i}.

The following notations are usual in Game Theory. Lets = (s1, . . . , sn) ands′ = (s′1, . . . , s
′
n) be two strategy

profiles.

s−i denotes thestrategy profiles without Playeri’s strategy: s−i = (s1, s2, . . . , si−1, si+1, . . . , sn). Similarly,
if I ⊆ N , s−I denotessN\I .

(s−i, s
′
i) denotes thestrategy profiles in which Playeri’s strategy has been replaced by that of profiles′:

(s−i, s
′
i) = (s1, s2, . . . , si−1, s

′
i, si+1, . . . , sn).

πI represents the set of variables controlled byI, andπ−I = πN\I .

If I = {i}, π−i denotes theset of variables controlled by all players except Playeri: π−i = V \ πi.

{π1, . . . , πn} being a partition ofV , a strategy profiles is an interpretation forV , i.e. s ∈ 2V .

π−1 represents the inverse function ofπ.

The set of strategies ofI ⊆ N is denoted bySI = ×i∈ISi.

And the set of the goals ofI ⊆ N is denoted byΦI =
∧

i∈I ϕi.

All the previous notions are illustrated with the followingexample:

Example 52 LetG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) be a Boolean game with

V = {a, b, c}, N = {1, 2},

π1 = {a, b} andπ2 = {c}.

γ1 = ¬a ∨ ¬b, γ2 = ⊤

ϕ1 = (a↔ b) ∨ (¬a ∧ b ∧ ¬c),

ϕ2 = (¬a ∧ b ∧ c) ∨ (a ∧ ¬b),

Player 1 has three possible strategies:s11 = ab, s12 = ab, s13 = ab. Strategyab does not satisfy Player1’s con-
straints, so it is not an acceptable strategy.

Player2 has two possible strategies:s21 = c or s22 = c.

So there are 6 strategy profiles forG : S = {abc, abc, abc, abc, abc, abc}.
With strategy profilesabc, abc andabc Player1 wins, whereas, withabc, abc andabc the winner is Player2.

Playeri’s goalϕi is a compact and dichotomous preference relation, corresponding to a binary utility function4: Player
i is satisfied (so her utility is equal to 1) if and only if her goal ϕi is satisfied5. Otherwise, her utility is equal to 0. So
goals{ϕi, i = 1, . . . , n} play the same role as utility functions.

Definition 88 For Playeri, theutility function induced by the goal of this player is denoted byui : S → {0, 1} and
defined by:

ui(s) =

{
0 if s |= ¬ϕi

1 if s |= ϕi

4In Section 4.3.2 on the next page, we will present a way for removing the restriction about this binary preference.
5In the logical sense of this word.
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So we have:

s is at least as good ass′ for i, denoted bys �i s′, if ui(s) ≥ ui(s
′), or equivalently ifs |= ¬ϕi implies

s′ |= ¬ϕi;

s is strictly better thans′ for i, denoted bys ≻i s′, if ui(s) > ui(s
′), or equivalently ifs |= ϕi ands′ |= ¬ϕi.

i is indifferent betweens ands′, denoted bys ∼i s′, if s ≥i s′ ands′ ≥i s, or equivalently ifs |= ϕi if and
only if s′ |= ϕi.

The next definition describes the notion of winning strategyfor a player:

Definition 89 LetG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) be a Boolean game, withΦ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕn}, andN = {1, . . . , n}. The strat-
egysi is awinning strategy for Playeri if, whatever the other players’ choices,i wins by choosing this strategy.

∀s−i ∈ S−i, (s−i, si) |= ϕi

For Boolean games, the definition of PNE is exactly the same asthe classical one given in Game Theory:

Definition 90 LetG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) be a Boolean game, withN = {1, . . . , n} being the set of players.

s = (s1, . . . , sn) is apure-strategy Nash equilibrium (PNE) if and only if:

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀s′i ∈ Si, ui(s) ≥ ui(s−i, s
′
i)

A simple characterization of PNE exists in the framework of Boolean games:

Proposition 75 Lets ∈ S. s is a PNE ofG if and only if for all i ∈ N :

eithers |= ϕi,

or s−i |= ¬ϕi.

This characterization gives an easy way for computing PNE for Boolean games: a strategy profiles will be a PNE if
and only if, for each Playeri, eithers satisfies Playeri’s goal, or Playeri’s goal cannot be satisfied if the other players
keep their strategies.

4.3.2 Boolean games with non-dichotomous preferences

Binary utilities is a real loss of generality. So in this section I present a generalization of then-player Boolean games,
defined previously, in order to incorporate non-dichotomous preferences.

There exist different kinds of non-dichotomous preferences: they can be either numerical (one sayscardinal), or
ordinal. Knowing that the essential notion for our work is Nash equilibrium and that this notion can be defined using
ordinal preferences, we have chosen to integrate ordinal preferences in Boolean games.

The second important point is the choice of a representationfor these non-dichotomous preferences: we always need
a compact representation. Among the different possibilities proposed in literature, I have chosen to present two cases:
CP-nets and goals with priority.

The use of non-dichotomous preferences implies some modified definitions:

Definition 91 LetL be a propositional language for a compact representation ofpreferences. ABooleanL-gameis
defined by a 5-tupleG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ), with

N = {1, . . . , n}, V , π andΓ being defined as previously, and
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Φ = 〈Φ1, . . . , Φn〉. For Playeri, Φi is a compact representation inL of the preference relation�i for Playeri
onS. PrefG denotes〈�1, . . . ,�n〉.

Definition 92 LetL be a propositional language for a compact representation ofpreferences.

Let G = (N, V, Γ, π, Φ) be a BooleanL-game, andPrefG = 〈�1, . . . ,�n〉 be the set of preferences (one for each
player).

There are two possible definitions for Nash equilibria:

s = (s1, . . . , sn) is aweak pure-strategy Nash equilibrium (WPNE) if and only if:

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀s′i ∈ Si, (s
′
i, s−i) 6≻i (si, s−i) (4.1)

s = (s1, . . . , sn) is astrong pure-strategy Nash equilibrium (SPNE)if and only if:

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀s′i ∈ Si, (s
′
i, s−i) �i (si, s−i) (4.2)

The set of strong (resp. weak) pure-strategy Nash equilibria is denoted byNEstrong (resp.NEweak).

4.3.2.1 CP-nets

CP-nets define a so-called “graphical” representation language. This language is based on the comparison criterion
Ceteris Paribus: if an agent expresses in natural language a preference suchthat “a round table will be better in the
living room than a square table”, she does not want to say thatany round table would be better that any square table;
she want to express the fact that, she prefers a round table toa square table if they do not significantly differ on their
other characteristics. This is theCeteris Paribusprinciple which leads to the following notion of independence:

Definition 93 LetX , Y andZ be three non-empty sets forming a partition ofV . X andY are conditionally prefer-
entially independent givenZ if and only if∀z ∈ D(Z), ∀x1, x2 ∈ D(X) and∀y1, y2 ∈ D(Y ) we have:

x1y1z � x2y1z if and only ifx1y2z � x2y2z

For a given value ofZ, the preference relation on the values ofX is the same whatever the values ofY .

This conditional preferential independence is used in the CP-nets introduced in [BBHP99] as a tool for compactly rep-
resenting qualitative preference relations. CP-nets havebeen studied mainly in [Dom02], [BBD+04a] and [BBD+04b].

They can be used in the framework of Boolean games in order to represent players’ preferences: each goal for each
player will be a “propositionalized” CP-net (i.e. CP-net with binary variables). So∀xi ∈ V , D(xi) = {xi, xi} = 2xi

andD({x1 . . . xp}) = 2{x1,...,xp}. With this representation, an element ofD(xi) corresponds to a{xi}-interpretation,
and an element ofD({x1 . . . xp}) is a{x1 . . . xp}-interpretation.

Definition 94 For each variableX ∈ V , a set ofparent variables is specified, and denoted byPa(X). These
variables are those which influence the preferences of the agent about the different values forX . Formally, X and
V \ ({X} ∪ Pa(X)) are mutually conditionally preferentially independent givenPa(X).

Theconditional preference table(called CPT) describes the agent’s preferences about the values of the variableX ,
with regard to combinations of values for the parent variables.

For each combination of values forPa(X), CPT (X) specifies acomplete orderingon D(X) such that∀xi, xj ∈
D(X) eitherxi ≻ xj , or xj ≻ xi.

LetV = {X1, . . . , Xn} be a set of variables.N = 〈G, T 〉 is a CP-net onV , G being a directed graph onV , andT
being a set of conditional preference tablesCPT (Xi) for eachXi ∈ V . Each conditional preference tableCPT (Xi)
is associated with a complete ordering≻i

p, with regard top ∈ D(Pa(Xi)).
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Formally, the preference relation induced by the CP-netN , represented by the induced preference graph, is defined
by:

Definition 95 Thepreference relationinduced by the CP-netN is denoted by≻N , and is defined by∀o, o′ ∈ D(V ),
o ≻N o′ if and only ifN |= o ≻ o′.

All these notions are illustrated on the following example:

Example 53 Consider the CP-net given by Figure 4.1 about my preferencesfor the dinner. VariablesS andV corre-
spond respectively to the soup and the wine. I strictly prefer to eat a fish soup (Sp) rather than a vegetable soup (Sl),
and about wine, my preferences depend on the soup I eat: I prefer red wine (Vr) with vegetable soup (Sl : Vr ≻ Vb)
and white wine (Vb) with fish soup (Sp : Vb ≻ Vr). SoD(S) = {Sp, Sl} andD(V ) = {Vr, Vb}.

V

S Sp ≻ Sl

Sp Vb ≻ Vr

Sl Vr ≻ Vb

Figure 4.1: CP-net “My dinner”

Figure 4.2 represents the preference relation induced by this CP-net. The bottom element (Sl ∧ Vb) is the worst case
and the top element (Sp ∧ Vb) is the best case.

Sl ∧ Vb

Sl ∧ Vr

Sp ∧ Vr

Sp ∧ Vb

Figure 4.2: Preference graph induced by the CP-net “My dinner”

There is an arrow between the nodes(Sp ∧ Vb) and(Sl ∧ Vb) because we can compare these states, every other thing
being equal.

So we can completely order the possible states (from the mostpreferred one to the least preferred one) :

(Sp ∧ Vb) ≻ (Sp ∧ Vr) ≻ (Sl ∧ Vr) ≻ (Sl ∧ Vb)

This relation≻ is the only ranking that satisfies this CP-net.

The introduction of CP-nets in Boolean games modifies some definitions:

Definition 96 Theconditional preference tablefor a Boolean game (denoted byCPTi(X)) describes Playeri’s
preferences on the values for the variableX with regard to combinations of values for parent variables.
For each combination of valuesp for Pai(X), CPTi(X) specifies a complete ordering such that eitherx ≻i,p x, or
x ≻i,p x.

Definition 97 A Boolean CP-gameis a 5-tupleG = (N, V, Γ, π, Φ), with N = {1, . . . , n} a set of players,V =
{x1, . . . , xn} a set of variables,Φ = 〈N1, . . . ,Nn〉, eachNi being a CP-net onV whose graph is denoted byGi and
for all i ∈ N ,�i=�Ni

.
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The following example shows the possible use of these notions:

Example 54 Consider the Boolean CP-gameG = (N, V, Γ, π, Φ) with:

N = {1, 2}

V = {a, b, c}, with D(a) = {a, a}, D(b) = {b, b} andD(c) = {c, c}.

γ1 = {a↔ b}, γ2 = ⊤,

π1 = {a, b}, π2 = {c},

Player1’s goal is represented by the CP-net and the induced preference relation given in Figure 4.3,

Player2’s goal is represented by the CP-net and the induced preference relation given in Figure 4.4 on the next
page,

A B

C

a ≻ a b ≻ b

a ∧ b c ≻ c

a ∧ b c ≻ c

(a)

abc

abc

abc

abc

(b)

Figure 4.3: CP-net and associated preordering for Player1

Note that Player1 does not express her preferences onc for the statesab or ab, these two states being impossible,
but it is possible to build the preference relation by transitivity: states containingab are always preferred to states
containingab.

For computing Nash equilibria of this game, one only takes into account the strategy profiles appearing in the prefer-
ence relations for both players: for instance, the strategyprofileabc does not satisfy Player1’s constraints so it cannot
be a PNE. On this example, the strong and weak PNE are:

NEweak = NEstrong = {abc}

These Boolean CP-games have some interesting properties, in particular if their CP-nets are acyclic.

Proposition 76 In an acyclic Boolean CP-game, strong and weak Nash equilibria coincide.

Proposition 77 LetG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) be a Boolean CP-game such that graphsGi are all identical (∀i, j, Gi = Gj)
and acyclic. This gameG has one and only one PNE.

We want to exploit this property by making all CP-nets identical. For that, we use the notions of graph union and
equivalent game.
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A

C

B

a ≻ a

a c ≻ c

a c ≻ c

c b ≻ b

c b ≻ b

(a)

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

(b)

Figure 4.4: CP-net and associated preordering for Player2

Definition 98 LetG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) be a Boolean CP-game such that∀i ∈ N , graphsGi are all acyclic.

For Playeri, Gi = 〈V, Arci〉, V being the set of the nodes of the graph6, andArci representing the set of the directed
edges of the CP-net graph fori. Thegraph union of G is the graphG = 〈V, Arc1 ∪ . . . ∪Arcn〉.

Definition 99 LetG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) be a Boolean CP-game such that∀i ∈ N , graphsGi are all acyclic.

G∗ = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ∗) is theequivalent game by rewriting ofG in which the CP-net graph of each player has been
replaced by the graph union ofG.

The conditional preference tables are modified in order to correspond with the new graph, while giving the same
preferences: if the edge(X, Y ) is added to the graph, the conditional preference table of the variableY will be the
same table as previously for each valuex ∈ D(X). More formally, with≻y

i denoting the associated relation with
CPTi(Y ) for Playeri’s CP-net inG, we have forG∗: ∀x ∈ D(X),≻y

i,x=≻y
i,x=≻y

i .

Proposition 78 Let G = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) be a Boolean CP-game such that∀i ∈ N , graphsGi are all acyclic. Let
G∗ = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ∗) be the equivalent game by rewriting ofG. G∗ gives the same preorderings on strategy profiles
asG. One says thatG and G∗ are equivalent.

The following example gives an illustration of all these concepts:

Example 55 Consider the gameG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) with:

N = {1, 2}

V = {a, b, c}, with D(a) = {a, a}, D(b) = {b, b} andD(c) = {c, c}.

γ1 = γ2 = ⊤,

π1 = {a, b}, π2 = {c},

Player1’s goal is given on Figure 4.5 on the following page,

Player2’s goal is given on Figure 4.6 on the next page.
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A B

C

a ≻ a b ≻ b

a ∧ b c ≻ c

a ∧ b c ≻ c

a ∧ b c ≻ c

a ∧ b c ≻ c

Figure 4.5: Player1’s CP-net

A B C

a ≻ a
a b ≻ b

a b ≻ b

b c ≻ c

b c ≻ c

Figure 4.6: Player2’s CP-net

A B

C

a ≻ a

a b ≻ b

a b ≻ b

a ∧ b c ≻ c

a ∧ b c ≻ c

a ∧ b c ≻ c

a ∧ b c ≻ c

(a)

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

(b)

Figure 4.7: For player1: CP-net and associated preordering for the gameG∗ (equivalent by rewriting ofG)
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The graph union ofG and the equivalent game by rewriting ofG are computed, so the new goals for the players are
given in Figures 4.7 on the facing page and 4.8.

On Figure 4.7 on the facing page, one can note that for computing PNE of this game, one needs to compare strategy
profilesabc, abc, abc andabc for Player1, butabc andabc are incomparable. This “incomparability” is represented
on the figure by a dashed line.

A B

C

a ≻ a

a b ≻ b

a b ≻ b

a ∧ b c ≻ c

a ∧ b c ≻ c

a ∧ b c ≻ c

a ∧ b c ≻ c

(a)

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

abc

(b)

Figure 4.8: For player2: CP-net and associated preordering for the gameG∗ (equivalent by rewriting ofG)

The graph union is an acyclic graph, so we can apply Property 77 on page 138, and conclude that the gameG has
one and only one PNE:NE = {abc}.

4.3.2.2 Goals with priority

CP-nets do not allow to represent every kind of preferences,this language is not completely expressive. For instance,
with a CP-net, it is impossible to express the following preferences: “My preferences are, by decreasing ordering,
holidays at sea in summer, holidays at mountain in winter, holidays at mountain in summer, and then holidays at sea
in winter”. This preference relation compares states whichare not identical “all other things being equal” (xy ≻ xy ≻
xy ≻ xy).

So I present in this section another representation language for non-dichotomous preferences: goals with priority. In
this case, Players’ preferences are expressed by a set of ordered goals with a priority relation. So we can reuse the
priority relations presented in Chapter 1.1 on page 10 (for the selection mechanisms of consistent subbases in the
framework of consistency restoration). These relations are:

the preference relation called“discrimin” which is defined in [Bre89, DLP91, Gef92, BCD+93] and which
corresponds to the selection mechanism “incl”,

the preference relation called“leximin” which is defined in [DLP91, BCD+93, Leh92] and which corresponds
to the selection mechanism “card”,

and the preference relation called“best-out” which is defined in [DLP91, BCD+93] and which corresponds to
the selection mechanism “bo”.

Using these relations, one can define the Boolean BP-games:

6This is the set of variables of the game.
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Definition 100 A Boolean BP-gameis a 5-tupleG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ), with Φ = (Σ1, . . . , Σn) being a collection of
bases of goals with priority in which:

Σi = 〈Σ1
i ; . . . ; Σp

i 〉, Σj
i representing the stratum numberj of Σi (the set of goals with priorityj for Playeri).

We assume that the number of strata is the same for each playerand we use the following notations:

If G is a Boolean BP-game and ifc ∈ {disc, lex, bo}, thenPref c
G = 〈�c

1, . . . ,�c
n〉.

NEdisc
weak(G) (resp.NEdisc

strong(G)) represents the set of the weak PNE (resp. strong PNE) forPrefdisc
G . Note

that�bo and�lex are complete preference relations; so, in these cases, strong and weak PNE coincide.

These notions are illustrated by the complete version of theprisoner’s dilemma.

Example 50 on page 129 (cont’d)The normal form for 2 prisoners is the following:

H
H

H
H

H
1

2
T2 T 2

T1 (-1/2, -1/2) (-10, 0)

T 1 (0, -10) (-5, -5)

There is one and only one PNE:
NE = {T1T2}

This game can be translated into a Boolean BP-gameG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) with:

N = {1, 2},

V = {T1, T2},

π1 = {T1}, π2 = {T2},

γ1 = γ2 = ⊤,

Σ1 = 〈T2 ;¬T1〉,

Σ2 = 〈T1 ;¬T2〉

Discrimin Applying the discrimin criterion for each player, one finds the following complete relations:

Player1

T1T2

T1T2

T1T2

T1T2
Player2 T1T2

T1T2

T1T2

T1T2

Then the computation of the PNE (weak and strong) gives the following result:

NEdisc
weak = NEdisc

strong = {T1T2}
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Leximin Applying the leximin criterion gives exactly the same relations that those obtained with the discrimin crite-
rion:

Player1

T1T2

T1T2

T1T2

T1T2
Player2 T1T2

T1T2

T1T2

T1T2

So the PNE is the same:
NElex = {T1T2}

Best out With the best out criterion, we obtain:

Player1

T1T2 T1T2

T1T2

T1T2
Player2 T1T2

T1T2

T1T2

T1T2

And we find:
NEbo = {T1T2, T1T2, T1T2}

The Boolean BP-games have some interesting properties.

First of all, there exist some inclusion links between the different sets of PNE:

Proposition 79 LetG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) be a Boolean BP-game andPref c
G = 〈�c

1, . . . ,�c
n〉 be the set of preference

relations onG using a criterionc ∈ {disc, lex, bo}.

1. NEdisc
strong(G) ⊆ NElex(G) ⊆ NEbo(G)

2. NElex(G) ⊆ NEdisc
weak(G) ⊆ NEbo(G)

We can alsoapproximatea Boolean BP-game considering only thek first strata for each player. The aim is double: to
get a simpler game (for the computation of the PNE), and to increase the possibility to find a PNE taking into account
strata with the greatest priority.

Definition 101 LetG = (N = {1, . . . , n}, V, π, Γ, Φ) be a Boolean BP-game. Letk ∈ {1, p}.
G[1→k] = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ[1→k]) represents thek-reducted Boolean game ofG in which players’ goals are reducted

to theirk first strata:Φ[1→k] = 〈Σ[1→k]
1 , . . . , Σ

[1→k]
n 〉.

Proposition 80 LetG be a Boolean BP-game, and letc ∈ {disc, lex, bo}. If s is a strong PNE (resp. weak PNE) for
Pref c

G[1→k] , thens is also a strong PNE (resp. weak PNE) forPref c
G[1→k−1] .

This is an interesting property for concluding on the absence of a PNE:
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Proposition 81 LetG be a Boolean BP-game, and letG[1] the 1-reducted Boolean game ofG. Whatever the criterion
used (discrimin, leximin or best-out), if the gameG[1] does not have a PNE, then the gameG does not have any more
PNE.

Example 56 Consider the gameG = (N, V, π, Γ, Φ) with:

N = {1, 2},

V = {a, b},

π1 = {a}, π2 = {b},

Σ1 = 〈a→ b ; b→ a〉,

γ1 = γ2 = ⊤,

Σ2 = 〈a↔ ¬b ;¬b〉

Applying the best out criterion at each player gives the following preference relations:

Player1

ab

abab

ab

Player2

ab

abab

ab

This game has no PNE.

Study the Boolean gameG[1] in which players’ goals are reducted to their first stratum;G[1] = {N, V, π, Γ, Φ[1]}
with:

N = {1, 2},

V = {a, b},

π1 = {a}, π2 = {b},

γ1 = γ2 = ⊤,

Σ
[1]
1 = {a→ b},

Σ
[1]
2 = {a↔ ¬b}

The normal form ofG[1] is:

H
H

H
H

H
1

2
b b

a (1, 0) (1, 1)

a (0, 1) (1, 0)

This game has one PNE:ab.
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4.3.3 Back to argumentation

In this section, the leading idea consists in translating anargumentation systemAF into a Boolean CP-gameG, in
order to use specific tools of Game Theory and some particularproperties of Boolean CP-games for computing the
extensions ofAF.

This idea is born from the following facts:

argumentation and games have many strong links, in particular the fact that both are able to represent interactions
between rational agents;

a static game should allow the representation of an abstractAF: in both cases, agents give their arguments (resp.
strategies) without analysing those of the others agents, this analysis will be made afterwards that with the
computation of extensions (resp. PNE);

the graphical aspect of the CP-nets is similar to the graphical aspect of the argumentation (interaction graph).

The aim of this work is to establish a new link between argumentation and games. It is not to obtain more effi-
cient algorithms for computing the extensions (there already exist many efficient algorithms defined in literature –
see [DM01, CDM03]).

Note that the “constraint” of a Boolean CP-game is not usefulfor this translation, so we will use a simplified version
of these Boolean CP-games (without the constraintΓ).

4.3.3.1 Translation of an AF into a CP-Boolean game

This transformation is done by Algorithm 2 on the following page. This algorithm assumes the existence of two others
algorithms:

ISCYCLIC which returnstrue if there exists at least one cycle in the argumentation graph7,

REMODDCYCLES for removing the odd-length cycles if there are some of them in the AF.8.

The execution of these two algorithms can be viewed as a precompilation step of Algorithm 2 on the next page. The
fact that the AF we translate does not contain odd-length cycle yields interesting properties (for the AF and for the
Boolean CP-games).

Let AF be an argumentation system which does not contain odd-length cycles, the principles of Algorithm 2 on the
following page are the following:

each argument ofAF is a variable ofG;

each variable is controlled by a different player (so we haveas many players as variables);

the CP-nets of all players are defined in the same way:

– the graph of the CP-net is exactly the directed graph ofAF;

– the preferences over each variablev which is not attacked arev ≻ v (if an argument is not attacked, we
want to protect it),

7This algorithm is linear: (Step 1) removing all the verticeswhich do not have predecessors; (Step 2) iterating Step 1 until either all the remained
vertices have at least one predecessor (there is a cycle in the initial graph), or the graph is empty ( there is no cycle in the initial graph).

8This algorithm is polynomial: (Step 1) computation of the Boolean adjacency matrix corresponding to all the minimal odd-length paths of
attack; it is sufficient to take the Boolean adjacency of the graphM (M(i, j) = 1 if there is an edge fromi to j in AF) and to compute
Molc = M1 + M3 + . . . + M2n−1 with n = |A| (the bound2n − 1 is obtained using a general result given by graph theory: if adirected
graph contains a path froma to b then there exists a simple path – a path in which each vertex appears only one – froma to b); (Step 2) removal of
all the arguments for which the diagonal element ofMolc is 1; (Step 3) removal of all the edges having one removed argument as end point or as
start point.
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Algorithm 2: Translation of an argumentation system into a CP-Boolean game
begin

/* INPUT: AF = 〈A,R〉 an argumentation system */
/* OUTPUTS:G = (N, V, π, Φ) a CP-Boolean game,AF after removal of odd-length cycles */
/* LOCAL VAR.: i = current agent,a = current arg. */

/* if necessary, removal of the odd-length cycles */
if ISCYCLIC(AF) then AF = REMODDCYCLES(AF)
/* no more odd-length cycle inAF */
/* computation of the CPTs for each argument */
for a ∈ A do

if R−1(a) = ∅ then CPT (a) = a ≻ a

/* unattacked argument */
else

/* case of the other arguments */
CPT (a) = {

W

v∈R−1(a) v : a ≻ a} ∪ {
V

v∈R−1(a) v : a ≻ a}

/* computation of the CP-netN */
N = 〈AF,∪a∈ACPT (a)〉 /* it is the attack graph*/

/* after removal of odd-length cycles, */
/* associated with the CPT for each argument */

/* computation ofN , V , π andΦ */
i = 1, N = ∅, V = A /* each argument is a variable */
for a ∈ A do

N = N ∪ {i} /* an agent per argument */
πi = {a} /* i controls only this argument */
Ni = N /* the same CP-net for each agent */
i = i + 1

return (G = (N, V, π, 〈N1, . . . ,N|V |〉), AF)

end

– the preferences over each variablev which is attacked by the set of variablesR−1(v) depends on these
variables: if at least one variablew ∈ R−1(v) is satisfied,v cannot be satisfied (so we have

∨
w∈R−1(v) w :

v ≻ v); however, if all variablesw ∈ R−1(v) are not satisfied,v can be satisfied (and so
∧

w∈R−1(v) w :
v ≻ v).

The construction of a CP-Boolean gameG from an argumentation systemAF is made in polynomial time (even ifAF
is cyclic and if we have to remove its odd-length cycles). This translation is illustrated on the following example:

Example 57 ConsiderAF = 〈{a, b, c, d, e}, {(b, a), (c, b), (d, b), (e, c)}〉 (AF is acyclic) and transform it in a CP-
Boolean gameG = (N, V, π, Φ). By applying Algorithm 2,V = {a, b, c, d, e} andN = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, withπ1 = {a},
π2 = {b}, π3 = {c}, π4 = {d} andπ5 = {e}. The following CP-net represents the preferences of all players:

E C
D

B A
e ≻ e

e: c ≻ c

e: c ≻ c

d ≻ d

c ∨ d: b ≻ b

c ∧ d: b ≻ b
b: a ≻ a

b: a ≻ a

The following example shows the translation of a cyclic AF but with only even-length-cycles:

Example 58 ConsiderAF = 〈{a, b}, {(a, b), (b, a)}〉. By applying Algorithm 2,V = {a, b} andN = {1, 2}, with
π1 = {a}, π2 = {b} (AF is cyclic, but contains only even-length cycles). The following CP-net represents the
preferences of all players:
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A B
b: a ≻ a

b: a ≻ a

a: b ≻ b

a: b ≻ b

And then we give an example of an AF with odd-length cycles:

Example 59 ConsiderAF = 〈{a, b, c, d, e}, {(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, e), (e, c)}〉. The initialAF is cyclic, and contains
an odd-length cycle, which has to be removed. The finalAF will contain onlya andb. So, by applying Algorithm 2
on the preceding page,V = {a, b}, N = {1, 2}, with π1 = {a}, π2 = {b} and the following CP-net represents the
preferences of all players:

a b c
d

eInitial graph:

a b

Final graph:

A B

CP net:

a ≻ a
a: b ≻ b

a: b ≻ b

There exists a link between preferred extensions ofAF and PNE ofG:

Proposition 82 Let AF = 〈A,R〉. Let G = (N, V, π, Φ) be the CP-Boolean game andAF′ be the argumentation
system both obtained fromAF by applying Algorithm 2 on the facing page.

s is a preferred extension ofAF′ iff s is a SPNE for9 G.

Example 57 on the preceding page (cont’d)G has one SPNE{edcba} andAF has only one preferred extension
{e, d, a}.

Example 58 on the facing page (cont’d)G has two SPNEs{ab, ab} andAF has two preferred extensions{a}, {b}.

Example 59 (cont’d) G has one SPNE{ab} and the finalAF (after removal of odd-length cycles) has 1 preferred
extension{a}.

4.3.3.2 Computation of preferred extensions

Since preferred extensions correspond exactly to SPNEs, the main properties about computation of SPNE in CP-
Boolean games can be applied. The first interesting case concerns the acyclic argumentation systems:

Proposition 83 Let AF be an argumentation system. LetG be the CP-Boolean game andAF′ be the argumentation
system both obtained fromAF by applying Algorithm 2 on the facing page.

If AF′ is acyclic,AF′ has one and only one preferred extension which is computablein polynomial time usingG.

Of course, this proposition holds for the simple case of an initial acyclic argumentation system.

The computation of SPNE(s) for cyclic argumentation systems is much more complex. However, Algorithms 3 on
page 149 and 4 on page 149 allow to compute such solution concept when the argumentation system contains even-
length cycles.

These algorithms assume the existence of Algorithm COMPINTCYCLEFORPROP which returns the cycle (or one of
the cycles if there are several) in a given set of variables which permits to reach as many variables as possible.10 For
instance, on the following graph:

9Recall thats denotes aV -interpretation, that is ifs = abc for example, this corresponds to the set{a, c}.
10This algorithm uses the notion of Boolean adjacency matrix as Algorithm REMODDCYCLES:

computation of the Boolean adjacency matrixMap corresponding to all minimal paths in the graph reduced to the given set of variables:
Map = M + M2 + M3 + . . . + M2n with n = |V |; Map(i) will denote(Map(i, 1), . . . ,Map(i, n));

ToSee = V ; C = ∅; end? =false;

loop: while NOT(end?) do
v = top(ToSee); ToSee = ToSee \ {v};
if (∄w ∈ ToSee s.t.Map(v) ⊂ Map(w)) then
/* no var. permitting to reach more var. thanv */
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a b c d h

g f e i j

{a, b} permits to reach variablesa, b, c, d, e, f , and{i, j} permits to reach variablesi, j, c, d, e, f .

These cycles are more interesting than the other ones for thepropagation of values over the graph (if they are the
starting point of a propagation process then this propagation is more efficient).

LetN be the CP-net representing goals of players of a CP-Boolean game, the principles of Algorithms 3 on the next
page and 4 on the facing page are:

instantiation of all unattacked variables (which have no parents inN and are satisfied in the SPNE);

propagation of these instantiations for as long as possible;

once all feasible instantiations have been done, loop:

– if all variables have been instantiated, the SPNE can be returned;

– else, with Algorithm COMPINTCYCLEFORPROP, the more interesting cycleC remaining is computed
(there is one, otherwise all variables would have been instantiated);

– using the current state of the current SPNE, create two new SPNEs; the first one contains a variable ofC
instantiated totrue, the second one contains this same variable instantiated tofalse

– propagation of these instantiations for each one of these SPNEs as long as possible.

Example 60 Using the following graph:

a b c d h

g f e i j k l

the steps of the computation process are:

g andh are instantiated to true (current state of SPNE= gh);

thena andd are instantiated to false (current state of SPNE= ghad);

thenb is instantiated to true (current state of SPNE= ghadb);

thenc is instantiated to false (current state of SPNE= ghadbc);

at this point the simple propagation stops; so we must compute the interesting cycles in the remaining set of
variables(e, f, i, j, k, l) and the result is(i, j);

the propagation process is restarted with the following current states of two SPNEs:ghadbci andghadbci;

. . .

so, at the end of the propagation process, three SPNEs are obtained:
ghadbciefjkl, ghadbciefjkl andghadbciefjkl.

These SPNEs correspond to the three preferred extensions{g, h, b, e, j, l}, {g, h, b, f, i, k} and{g, h, b, i, f, l}.
The following proposition shows that Algorithms 3 on the next page and 4 on the facing page exactly compute the set
of SPNEs of the CP-Boolean game.

Proposition 84 LetG be a CP-Boolean game given by Algorithm 2 on page 146. LetSP be the set of strategy profiles
of G given by Algorithms 3 on the facing page and 4 on the next page.s ∈ SP iff s is a SPNE forG.

C = C ∪ {v} ; end? =true;
∀w ∈ ToSee do if Map(v) = Map(w) thenC = C ∪ {w} ;

else ifToSee is empty thenend? =true;

ReturnC
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Algorithm 3: Computation of SPNEs of a CP-Boolean game obtained from an argumentation system
begin

/* INPUTS: a CP-Boolean gameG = (N, V, π, Φ), whereΦ = 〈N1, . . . ,Nn〉 */
/* OUTPUTS: a set of SPNEsSP */
/* LOCAL VARIABLES: v = current variable,In = (resp.Out =) set of variables instantiated totrue (resp.false),
R = set of variables remaining to be instantiated */

In = ∅, Out = ∅, R = V /* Initialization */
/* Instantiation of all variables without parents */
for v ∈ R do if Pa(v) = ∅ then R = R \ {v}, In = In ∪ {v}
/* propagation by a recursive process */
return COMPSPNEREC(G, R, In, Out)

end

Algorithm 4: COMPSPNEREC: Recursive computation of SPNEs of a CP-Boolean game obtained from an
argumentation system

begin
/* INPUTS: a CP-Boolean gameG = (N, V, π, Φ),

R = set of variables remaining to be instantiated,
In = set of variables already instantiated totrue,
Out = set of variables already instantiated tofalse*/

/* OUTPUTS: a set of SPNEsSP */
/* LOCAL VARIABLES: v = current variable,n = cardinal ofR, C = set of variables forming a cycle*/

if R = ∅ then
/* all variables are instantiated: a SPNE is found */
return {(InOut)}

else
n = |R| /* n = number of variables remaining to be instantiated */
for v ∈ R do

/* simple propagation process */
if Pa(v) ⊆ Out then

/* all parents are instantiated tofalse*/
In = In ∪ {v}, R = R \ {v}

else
if (Pa(v) ∩ In) 6= ∅ then

/* at least 1 parent instantiated totrue */
Out = Out ∪ {v}, R = R \ {v}

if n = |R| then
/* none variable instantiated in For instruction */
C = COMPINTCYCLEFORPROP(G,R)
v = TOP(C)
return (COMPSPNEREC(G,R \ {v}, In ∪ {v}, Out) ∪ COMPSPNEREC(G,R \ {v}, In, Out ∪ {v}))

else
/* at least 1 variable instantiated in For instruction */
return COMPSPNEREC(G,R, In, Out)

end

4.3.3.3 Managing odd-length cycles

Of course, the removal of odd-length cycles has an importantinfluence on the computation of the SPNE(s) and this
point could be considered as problematic in some cases if onedoes not agree with our initial assumption: in general,
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an odd-length cycle may be considered as a paradox. Of course, we know that some odd-length cycles make sense,
in particular when they are not strict odd-length cycles. But the work presented in this paper is preliminary and the
removal of this kind of cycles gives a interesting translation which guarantees some important properties (the treatment
of odd-length cycles will be the subject of a future work.

Example 61 ConsiderAF = 〈{b, c, d, e}, {(b, c), (c, d), (d, e), (e, c)}〉. The initial AF is cyclic, and it contains an
odd-length cycle which will be removed and the final AF will contain onlyb. So, by applying Algorithm 2 on page 146,
V = {b}, N = {1}, with π1 = {b} and the following CP-net represents the preferences of all players:

b c
d

eInitial graph:

b

Final graph:

B

CP net:

b ≻ b

So,G has one SPNE{b}which corresponds to the preferred extension of the finalAF. However, it does not correspond
to the preferred extension of the initialAF which was the set{b, d}. If we consider that the odd-length cycle is a
paradox, so that its arguments are not significant, we can consider that{b} is a more realistic extension than{b, d}
(unfortunately, this approach is not accepted by the main semantics for acceptability).

Example 62 ConsiderAF = 〈{a, b, c, d, e}, {(a, b), (b, a), (c, b), (c, d), (d, e), (e, c)}〉. The initialAF is cyclic, and it
contains an odd-length cycle which will be removed and the final AF will contain onlya andb. By applying Algorithm 2
on page 146,V = {a, b}, N = {1, 2}, with π1 = {a}, π2 = {b} and the following CP-net represents the preferences
of all players:

a b c

d

eInitial graph:

a b

Final graph:

A B

CP net:

b: a ≻ a

b: a ≻ a

a: b ≻ b

a: b ≻ b

So,G has two SPNEs{ab, ab} which correspond to the two preferred extensions of the finalAF. However, they do not
correspond to the preferred extension of the initialAF which was only the set{a}. In this case, to take into account the
extension{b} means that the attackc → b is considered as not significant (because an odd-length cycle is a paradox
and its arguments are not significant; so, they cannot be ableto provide a realistic attack against other arguments).

4.4 Conclusion on Topic 4

In this chapter, I have presented Boolean games and I have used them for simulating interactions between rational
agents.

These games give another method for handling inconsistencywhich is close to the principles of consistency restora-
tion: from an inconsistent initial information set one can define consistent information subsets on which a classical
deduction can be applied. Using these games, a new link between argumentation and games can be established.

Indeed, these games are an interesting tool for describing agents’ preferences under the form of more or less complex
Boolean formulae (from simple propositional formulae to bases of formulae with priority or CP-nets). So in this
framework there are several agents which share an inconsistent information set (the set of all players’ goals); then the
computation of solution concepts of a such game implies the identification of the consistent and “preferred” subsets of
goals satisfied by players, which has exactly the same finality as consistency restoration.

And so this type of game can be used for modelling an argumentation system (AF) and so computing its extensions via
the computation of solution concepts of the game (PNE). The aim of this work essentially is the definition of a new link
between argumentation and games (the algorithms obtained by this way for computing preferred extensions are not
more efficient than the ones already defined in literature). At this point of my work, this modelization is only partial
because it does not take into account AFs with odd-length cycles. But this limitation does not seem really problematic
for us since odd-length cycles in an AF are very often considered as paradoxes and since such argumentation systems
do not always have interesting properties. Nevertheless the work realized on this subject should be pursued.
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Chapter 5

Research project

My main works concern argumentation and I would like to continue on this topic which seems to still offer many
potentialities.

Indeed, the complete argumentation process can be divided in different aspects:

1. construction of “arguments” from information sets,

2. identification of “interactions” (positive or negative)between these arguments,

3. “valuation” of arguments or interactions using different mechanisms (for instance, preferences on the initial
information sets),

4. selection of “the best” arguments,

5. and “conclusion” using selected arguments (the conclusion depending on the problem for which argumentation
was realized).

All these steps have been studied by many people and I myself have worked on Steps 3 and 4.

Existing argumentation systems can be divided into two groups:

The first group of systems, calledabstractargumentation systems, ignores completely the first and thelast steps
of an argumentation process, and focuses only on the notion of acceptability considering that arguments and
interactions are given; all my works on argumentation belong to this framework but they are not alone (see for
instance [Dun95, Cam06]).

In the systems of the second group, all the five ingredients developed above are formally defined. However,
such systems are generally defined for one particular application like, for instance, handling inconsistency in
knowledge bases or explaining and making decisions. So, these systems may be calledconcreteargumentation
systems and some examples of such systems can be found in [SL92, PS97, AC02b, BH01] . . .

Consequently, an essential problem appears: how to classify all these systems? Different comparative studies have
been carried out in order to show the links, similarities, and the differences between systems of each group.

For instance, in [BG07], for the abstract systems, different acceptability semantics have been compared on the basis
of a collection of criteria.

Regarding the second group of systems, since such systems are developed for particular uses, thus only systems that
are devoted to the same application are compared. For instance, in the ASPIC project (see http://aspic.acl.icnet.uk),
one may find a comparison of argumentation systems developedfor handling inconsistency in knowledge bases, and
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in [AP08], a comparison of argumentation-based decision systems has been carried out. Generally, these comparisons
are only based on the outcome of the systems. Unfortunately,such comparisons may be considered as incomplete
since the compared systems may use different languages, different definitions for an argument, different kinds of
attack between arguments, different notions of acceptability for the arguments ... Thus, comparing two argumentation
systems only on the basis of the outcome may be misleading.

Moreover, despite the huge literature on argumentation theory and its applications, there are unfortunately several
questions that remain without clear answers:

What are the main criteria that are needed for comparing two argumentation systems of the same group?

What are the criteria that can be used for comparing two argumentation systems that are devoted to the same
application?

How can two argumentation systems developed for two distinct applications be compared?

How can two systems pertaining to two distinct groups be compared?

What is the most appropriate class of argumentation systemsfor a particular given application?

So my project would be an interdisciplinary project, combining expertise in Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive
Psychology. It aims to answer the above questions. For that purpose, the following main steps are mandatory:

To unify all existing argumentation systems by developing ageneral framework that takes into account all the
ingredients involved in an argumentation process.

To define rationality postulates that should be satisfied by any argumentation system.

To define a collection of criteria that will be used to evaluate and compare systems.

To validate those criteria theoretically and experimentally by psychological studies.

5.1 Background

The background concerning this project can be partitioned into 3 parts, which justify the interest of the proposed
project:

Existence of some comparison criteria and rationality postulates for argumentation in A. I. These studies cover
two distinct approaches. First, some studies concern an axiomatisation of specific argumentation systems. How-
ever, it is worth mentioning that very few works exist on axiomatizing argumentation systems. The only attempt
that has been done concerns rule-based systems (strict or defeasible rules): in [CA07], it has been argued that any
such a system should satisfy at least two main postulates (consistency and closure postulates). These postulates
refer to the sets of assertions which can be accepted as conclusions of the argumentation process. Things are
different with the second approach: many different studiespropose comparison criteria for some argumentation
systems taking into account only some particular notions inthese systems. For instance, in the case of abstract
argumentation systems, one can find the following works concerning the acceptability semantics: [Cam06] has
compared different semantics (grounded, stable, semi-stable, complete, preferred) using the “reinstatement” cri-
terion and a labelling process on the arguments; [JV99b] have also proposed a comparison of different semantics
using a similar labelling process; [BG07] have proposed several evaluation criteria and have compared most of
existing semantics with these criteria.
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Existence of links between argumentation and nonmonotonicreasoning in A. I. (the importance of these links for
our project is due to the existence of some rationality postulates for nonmonotonic reasoning in A. I. – see Chap-
ter 1 on page 9) These links between argumentation and nonmonotonic reasoning have already been established
from a theoretical point of view for some particular semantics or particular types of arguments [Dun95, Cay95,
BDKT97, NOC08, TKI08]. Moreover, some works (see ASPIC project and [EGW08]) investigate this issue
from a practical point of view as we plan to do. At this background, we can also add all the works concern-
ing the definition of rationality postulates in nonmonotonic reasoning [Gab85, KLM90, LM92, GM94]; these
postulates were already validated for nonmonotonic reasoning by some psychological experiments (see the last
item of the following point of this background).

Existence of some comparison criteria and rationality postulates for argumentation in cognitive psychology and
philosophy Argumentation does not only appear in the A.I. domain; this is also a research domain in phi-
losophy and cognitive psychology. In these frameworks, there already exist some works proposing sets of
rules or characteristics of argumentation processes. These sets could be also significant in A.I. (see for in-
stance [Rip98, OCH08, HO07, Tha03]). Another interesting aspect relates to the previous point: as works on
the rationality postulates for nonmonotonic inference were achieved, an experimental validation of these postu-
lates has been carried out under the form of psychological experiments (see [NBR02, BBN04, BBN05]). It thus
seems interesting to perform to the same experiment within the framework of argumentation.

5.2 Originality

Three main aspects can be pointed out for illustrating the originality of our project:

A global vision of an argumentation process in AI Some of the existing works take place at the language level and
take advantage of the structure of the arguments in order to define postulates. Such postulates generally concern
the set of justified assertions. Other existing studies abstract from the nature of arguments and try to propose
evaluation criteria for the semantics, considering that the semantics is totally independent of any property of
arguments at the language level. The originality of our project is to consider both levels, since building a
complete argumentation system requires different steps, from the definition of arguments to the extraction of
justified conclusions.

A multidisciplinary project involving psychology and computer science Another originality of our project is about
the role of psychologists. In previous collaborations between AI and psychology, psychologists conducted
mainly the empirical test of precise, formal and well documented patterns of inference or postulates of ratio-
nality. Such empirical tests will naturally be conducted during this project, but in addition to this well known
methodology, a new methodology will be introduced that allows to infer new properties or patterns of inference
that emerge spontaneously from the activity of human inferential system at work on processes of argumentation.
In this context, the role of the psychologists is not to identify the best argumentation systems but to identify
some postulates and criteria used in the human process of argumentation, and to validate the complete set of
postulates and criteria identified in the project under a psychological point of view.

The realization of software for mapping argumentation and nonmonotonic reasoningA similar research project
was carried out in the 1990s in the domain of nonmonotonic reasoning. Because links between argumentation
systems and common sense reasoning exist, they can be exploited in a cognitive and psychological perspective,
by experiments aiming at comparing theoretical postulateswith common sense reasoning principles shared
by human beings. A software dedicated to automated argumentation reasoning under various semantics of
argumentation will help for this study. Since no such systemis available today we plan to develop such a
system.
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5.3 Organisation

This project could be composed of four steps:

Step 1 A comprehensive study of existing studies, from a theoretical and an experimental perspective.

Step 2 Definition of general principles (like rationality postulates in nonmonotonic reasoning) in order to characterize
argumentation systems. With this purpose, we will follow three different lines of research: to find principles
by considering only the argumentation point of view; to use the rationality postulates defined in nonmonotonic
reasoning context using a translation of an argumentation system into a nonmonotonic reasoning framework (so
we need a special tool for carrying out this translation); and to identify new principles by considering the results
of some experimental studies.

Step 3 Formalisation of criteria for comparing argumentation systems. Among these criteria, we will find the respect
of the principles previously defined, but also the cautiousness of the inference (either at the level of the computed
extensions, or at the level of the justified arguments) and other criteria raised at the algorithmic point of view.

Step 4 A theoretical and experimental validation of these principles and criteria.

People involved in this project will be of course computer scientists in AI (with solid knowledge in argumentation
and nonmonotonic inference) but also psychologists (in order to review the psychological and philosophical literature
concerning the existing results about argumentation postulates, to make an experimental inquiry into new properties
of the human inferential system in argumentation, and to validate the sets of criteria and principles identified in this
project).

This project has been proposed as ANR white project (“projetANR blanc”) in January 2009. And 11 people belonging
to 4 french research laboratories are involved in this project.

My contribution at this project: I have proposed this project so my first contribution would bethe project co-
ordination. But I am also interested by the theoretical aspect concerning the definition of rationality postulates for
argumentation and the formalization of comparison criteria for argumentation systems. To work on these points would
be a ideal to further increase my knowledge about nonmonotonic reasoning and argumentation.
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Appendix A

Appendices

A.1 Supervision work

A.1.1 Supervision for Master degree
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D. GAY 50 2004 3 “Argumentation”

D. SIREYJOL 50 2004 3-4 “Argumentation and Games”
M. M ARDI 50 2005 3 “Argumentation”
A. M IQUEL 33 2007 3 “Argumentation”

A.1.2 Supervision for PHD Thesis

PHD student’s name % supervision period topic

S. DOUTRE 33 1999-2002 3 “Argumentation”
(associate professor at Toulouse I since 2005)

Title of the PHD thesis: “Around the preferred semantics of argumentation systems”
E. BONZON 50 2004-2007 4 “Games”

(associate professor at Paris Descartes since 2008)
Title of the PHD thesis: “Modelization of interactions between rational agents: Boolean games”
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A.2 Organisation of publications

A.2.1 By type of publication

Type of publication Number Year of publication

International journals with review committee 5 1998 à 2009
Book parts 3 (+ 1 in press) 2002 à 2009
International conferences with review committee and
published proceedings

13 1996 à 2008

International conferences and workshops with review
committee but not published proceedings

4 2002 à 2007

National conferences with review committee and pub-
lished proceedings

6 1994 à 2008

Other conferences 4 1994 à 2008
Technical reports 16 1992 à 2008
PHD Thesis 1 1995

TOTAL 52 (+ 1 in press) 1992 à 2009

A.2.2 By research topic

Research topic Number Year of publication

Nonmonotonic inference (Topic 1) 14 1992 à 2000
Conflict resolution (Topic 2) 1 2000 à 2003
Argumentation (Topic 3) 26 (+ 1 in press) 2001 à 2009
Games (Topic 4) 11 2004 à 2008
TOTAL 52 (+ 1 in press) 1992 à 2009

Submitted papers:

IJCAI (international conference)

IJIS (international journal)

JOLC (international journal)

A.3 Project participation and collaborations

I have worked on the following projects:

an European project in the framework of the6èmePCRD (Programme Cadre de Recherche et Développement de
la commission européenne on argumentation), named ASPIC (“Argumentation Service Platform with Integrated
Components”), which has started in January 2004 for three years;

a CNRS national project in the framework of theRéseau Thématique Pluridisciplinaire(RTP 11) “Information
et Intelligence: Raisonner et Décider” on “the bipolar representation in reasoning and decision” for one year
(from October 2003 to October 2004).

Submitted project:

an “ANR project” (ANR:Agence Nationale pour la Recherche) on the argumentation (project AxSA: Axioma-
tisation of argumentation systems) (see Chapter 5 on page 151).
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Collaborations apart from projects:

in local (RPDMP and LILAC teams at IRIT): Claudette CAYROL, Leila AMGOUD, Sylvie DOUTRE, Florence
DUPIN DE SAINT-CYR, Jérôme LANG, Jérôme MENGIN;

in national: Sylvie COSTE-MARQUIS (CRIL Laboratory at Lens), Sébastien KONIECZNY (CRIL Laboratory at
Lens), Pierre MARQUIS (CRIL Laboratory at Lens), Caroline DEVRED (LERIA Laboratory at Angers), Elise
BONZON (CRIP5 Laboratory at Paris Descartes), Bruno ZANUTTINI (GREYC Laboratory at Caens).
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